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The:Skeena:  R iver  bec  
Reeds prepares a small 
craft\NEWS A3 
-WEDNESDAY 
Mon 
By JEFF NAGEL 
FEDERAL and provincial 
officials are blaming each other 
for the meltdown of the Nisga'a 
treaty talks last Friday. 
A deal was within grasp, says 
the federal government's top 
Indian affairs official in B,C., 
John Watson, but talks broke off 
because Ottawa nd Victoria Were 
unable to agree on how to split 
the cost of the 'land claim 
settlement. 
Happy about play :, :. 
/Oui>repUtation as a theate i": 
hotspot continues, andwith good:  
reason\COMMUNITY B:i. 
" i I 
I Three-peat . .. 
Kim C Owburn remainedqueen Of 
the Skeena Valley links at this 
year's ladies open\SPORTS B6 
Watson said. "We were poised to 
conclude 20 years of effort on the 
part of the Nisga'a." 
"But B.C., for reasons I can 
only speculate on, at the llth 
hour, decided that wasn't' good 
'The agreement was literally 'agreement signed two years ago, 
at hand - -  it was that-close,'" ":::~the>::tw6 igb~emments agreed to 
Inn saga  
set for . 
court aga,n 
NEXT MONDAY could be 
decision day in the long- 
running saga of the Terrace 
Inn and who controls the 
troubled hotel. 
apphcations are tO be  
heard in Supreme Court in 
Prince Rupert on Monday, 
July 24. 
Ins owner Amarjit Sidhu is 
applying for an order to dis- 
charge the receiver Smythe 
McMahon Inc. ~ and retake 
conlrol of the hotel. 
And former owner and 
secured creditor "loire 
Georgilas is seeking an order 
declaring Sidhu's numbered 
company bankrupt. 
That would lead to a break- 
up of the assets, and perhaps 
sale of the hotel, to pay off un- 
paid creditors. 
Sidhu left Terrace Apr. 13 
after ex-owner and mortgage 
holder John Georgilas got an 
interim receiving order placed 
on the hotel. 
That action followed a 
walkout by hotel staff, who 
had not been paid for several 
days and were without medi- 
cal or benefits coverage. 
Jim Carpick, Georgilas' law- 
yer, says many other applies. 
tions are booked to be beard 
July 24, and it's unclear 
whether there will be suffi. 
cient court time for the Ter- 
race Inn applications to be 
heard. 
He's asking the province's 
chief justice to make another 
Supreme Court judge available 
to ensure the issue is resolved, 
The longer the case drags on, 
he said, the more money is 
spent on receivers' fees, and 
the less is available to 
eventually pay off the 
$450,000 still owed to the 
hotel's creditors. 
' . ,  = .  ; " 
te bloc 
split the cost of native land claim 
settlements 50-50, with the bulk 
of the province's share coming in 
the form of land and resources. 
The higher the ,value placed 
on the land and the lost timber 
ing up the land to native control, 
The feds estimated th 
number at $15 million.•Victor 
says it's more like $70 million. 
The two sides last wee 
agreed tO $38 million m at lea 
enough ~:they needed to extract and mining royalties, the lesslthe! soWatson thought., . -'-. 
: ,Under:. ;a federal-p'r0vincial dispute hinges on the estimmed : issue bff.0rgone::esource event 
value of logging stumpage 'fees in all other land claims across t t  
the province would forgo by giv- province. - ' 
[] ViSitOrS tO Terrace 
KELOWNA SENIORS Elva and Bob Copp stopped at Terrace on their way to Prince Rupert 
and Port Hardy. One of the sights they took in was Hedtage Park, Where tour guide Hazel 
Chreilon showed them mound the pioneer homestead building. For more Inf0rmation on 
tourists and how Terrace stacks up in the  great Northwest, see  page AS. 
J .  
a' 
"The province wanted us to 
write a cheque and they'd fill in 
the blanks," Watson said. "And 
we were not prepared to do that." 
The federal-Pr0vincial land 
claims cost-sharing agreement' 
which sets out the 50-50 Split, 
w~-signed before the :province 
cr6a~the Forest Renewal Plan! 
Thatpl~bfought in higher sium~: 
page fees :tied" to mor~ i ntenSive ' 
ref~ore.~tafi6n~ ' ' " .. . . .  " 
province shouldn't usethe higher 
stumpage, fees to CalCUlate its' 
losses. Those higher f0rest 'fi~-! 
wal stumpage feeS:gendrate th  
province's $70 miifl0n figfi~ :i: i 
The reds-sa3, that in effect 
" giv~ the provin~ a ~t  fo r  
m0ney they won t actu/iliy, lmVe! 
; 'They are basically ,t~ing to!" 
~ea '~ 'mdfull on  this I)/~eSS," 
 iaskan 
snag our fish 
By JEFF NAGEL. lars." - 
THE SALMON WAR looming Scott blames federal fisheries 
on the coast of B.C. is not just an minister Brian Tobin, the h~o of 
issue for commercial flshefinea~ '.. the east coastturbot war, for Ca'n- 
The backbone of Terraco's ada's fiiHure to reduce the Alii- 
.... t°urism..indus=y=~spoRflshing ..... kp~n=~.~pl i0n. :~£. .B.Ck,~ ...... 
is severely, threatened by salm0n,:... :....::,'~.- ~ - - . ~ . . . . .  
Alaska's plunder of :coho, ....~'Tl!e miniater.tasbeea:on~lbe 
chinook and steelhesd, job for two,y~,but lie ira 
The Alaskan catch-of Skeena- all but invisible on~"~e west  
bound coho has increased from c0ast/"Sco~nys.' 
1.2 million in 1985 to almost 6 ;',~ "Wheiiever'tliere'a a etisIt out 
million in" 1994. here, he fltes out,'mkesa couple 
"The ceho catch last year Was of anabuacem~ta t l~  fll~ Imek 
~stronomical," regional fisheries, to eastom Canada." ":. ~ ~: -~. 
biologist Bob Hooton said of the 
Alaskan take. - '" 
"It's been going up and up and 
up," adds B.C. Fi~eXles Su~ival 
Coalitioa spokesman Paddy 
Greene. - - : :  ' . '  - ?  , 
The coho attract fishermen from 
across western Canada'and the 
U.S. from late summer through 
the fall . . . . . .  : .. ~. 
"The Skeena Privet ~ho iS  ud. 
der serious pressure right now, "~ 
Scott says.Rconia 'show Toldn 
spent a total of nix days in B.~ in, 
. 1994,- . . . . . . . . .  : 
,,: l'Wh  was =is 
, ago?,Where Was he a y~r aide?," 
, Scott demande& "Oa':=e-w~t 
: coast he's comptet=lX ~o~ ~e 
; ban. and OUt f~eay has ,~fe~I 
: for it.'.: :'. . ' . . . . .  .. 
Tobin flew-out to: B.C ,,sk 
week, but instead of .ann~ • 
• tougher action agatmt iie'Ami~= 
says Skeena MP MlkeSebtt,: leans, he:said bewill Ixy. mo~ 
"There's a greatd~l 'of 'On,  d!pl0mtie fforts tim..-,. -<.,~..~. ~, 
cem among sport fislih~g,;:inter. ~ In particular, he will s '~mpt n"  
eats," added S~tt..~,ho ~ his 'Intemstlonal public i leli item 
party's new fishedes ~t i~ " "cimPaigii'to"~ha-me t h e . ~  
"We know absolutely :a~d for. That's ag&}d ides, asya 
certain that th0Sestod~ are,being Who dotes ~the"Alz~kans" m: !u  
hit very hard by Alaskan corn- easy '/target:~beeau~ ~ , o f ~-flle 
mucia l  f'mhermen." I .... , i '. hypocr i sy  they :veshova~ '.:~ 'r~ " ' :: : 
Hooton says the Alaskan. fleet .i ."What is partieulirlygalliag It 
lies in wait at a hotspot for fish ..the fact that. Ca~da. foz~ght:dde 
activity on the SOuthwest come iby side With ~¢ U .& ~ '  slop. In- 
of Prince of Wales Island. tematious!, larveM~Ing,, of Ctm~ 
'% lot of fish landfailing out of dian and Ame~ ~0n oct am 
the North Pacific ocean arrive at thehlghieas), S¢ounotm.' , 
that point --'including a lot of. The two :cduntrles;woa ~ that 
B.C.-bound nms~ and'they are fight and a~leved intermtloml 
just hammered by theAlaskan 
seine fleet here." 
"Many nany  stedhead are 
taken in those waters)~, - :: .'. 
Scott says ,the Alaskans,,are the 
main benefielarles of our enhm- 
cement,  effom, such as the 
Kit/mat Paver hatchery.,i, i 
"The Alashn fishermen just 
love tha t hatchery. They're the,,; 
ones that are benefltin 8 hem the: 
expenditure of Canadian tax doll 
Officers bagging illegal ang lers  
ANGLERS IGNORING fishing New Aiyansh. "A lot of people are transporti- gear on the Kitimat,"keeping'un. 
regulations on the Skeena and Burntp said a flood of com- ng fish out of province or out of demized and too many arab in the 
Kitimat Rivers are being hauled plaints and public pressure to take the country like that," he said. Douglas Channel plus a few eases 
in by enforcement o~cem, action against hose breaking the "They think they can beat the of illegal mefitiea of specific 
Denis Burntp, enforcement of- regulations had been a major tea- limits this way." : species. - -' • :,-::, ,,~> ~ 
ricer with the Deparlment of son for the swee It H ' ' " " : 
• . p. was also in- owever, he warned enforce-' Becauseofthenumber0fagen, 
Fls~rles. and Ocea.ns (DFO.) t tended to gwe enforcement a meat o~icers are, not taking ig- 
:nn~c~2°htaTee~oli~; ~7:ce~Cl~ higher prof i le . .  ' . . norance of that regulation as an cieSkeeplnginvolved,.,ofl~eeman eyeoutfog otherin~are also<,. 
s J One o f  the  most common in. excuse. ~ ' : '  f zaet io~:su~:as ( i ie '~tnk~ o f  
crack down on offenders, fractions enco . . . . . . .  untered so far is Burntp said there had also been': 
DF~FOe opemr:~coni in~olyes ~e anglers ~j~or t~ a regulation re- a lot'of ~ports,of salmon being. 
- - , '  p . .. nvtronment qmdng fish being transpm~tedbe sold illegally 0t/t of the native : 
mm.m.u'y _~mervauon i .omcem b°th .!denUflab!e/and. mUntab!ei  fishery all0~ent'fer.food, i social : 
an_a re_e_ tt~Mr~._w m aaa!uona ~ Out lng ~¢flsh~p, ~nd smokingit'.~ a'nd cer~6idal putp0ses:  ~, ' i.-; ~i~q 
. seen= smx, ,oe~, : . .puuu l~:m : - made i t4m ou i i  "' ' ' . . . . . . . . . .  ~ '  " ' '~; ' " :~  ~ ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ppo . . . . . . . . . . . .  dutieS[ the u~eot - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ,  . . . .  : ,,,, ...... , .....  ,!tand 
agreements that tecogntze iAhe:  
pl"htciplethat fish I~J6~,' ,to the 
~n~ ~wh~. a~i  ~u~ 
teem.  • , 
w,, , 
.windfall for  ~e 'a~te  Of A J l~;~ 
• nys SC6~ ' '" " 
Alasha's mmnal ~ d  
:same'catch baleb~ed foUow~ 
the high seas ViCtory from ~0 utile 
)ion a year to 200mgHonsdmon 
Feryear., ,, . ' , 
I I I 
': v u fly,  you pay • ,O  i 
IN A~W yesm ~e you'll ~, '~ puseag= ~emty auu~,,  
'be paying a special fee every Hullsald.:: , _- ....... " 
Terra=a~ort. " produ~; a. b .~ em 
~ve~m 'at Vaecoev~ Ia~r. That!s e/ty, councillor David 
• H~ ll'spredlction after return. 
h~ from 'a confexence, on alr- 
,port prlvatlZation in Kmnloops. 
The. '9itY",: and the : f~le~l 
go, 
fla, 
~tak 
'ma~l ~poalwbm It vnm 
~trodu~ .mr p~vaUnUo~ 
!.~ That,fee is s~ i to  end 
once the alromt = amy mm.m~ 
. 
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$5m for forest 
projects here 
$5 MILLION in forest 
renewal projects for the Terrace 
area will be announced today. 
Forest Renewal B.C. chair- 
man Roger Stanyer will unveil 
more than 15 projects in 
watershed restoration, 
enhanced foresuy and research 
in the Kalum forest district 
when he appears at noon today 
in the Terrace Inn. 
Local applications went in 
under the watershed restoration 
program for work in i/the 
Lakel~, Copper, and Kalum 
River watersheds. 
Stanyer announced $4.5 
million worth of Similar pro- 
jects in* Prince Rupertand the 
Queen Charlottes on Tuesday. 
Forest Renewal B.C. is a 
new provincial ~:rown corpora- 
tion charged with improving 
silvicultural nd other practices. 
.~- Chds Joseph Baille 
" !~: Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking your assistance in 
locating a male who escaped from the Terrace Court House 
located at 3408 Kalum Street at 3:20 p.m. on July 4, 1995. 
Terrace: RCMP responded to a complaint from the 
sheriff's department that a prisoner had escaped custody. 
The 19 year old male was being held at the court house 
waiting a court appearance for charges of possession of a 
narcotic and break enter and theft. The male, Everett 
Joseph Bailie, also known as Chris Joseph Bailie, is 
described as five feet eight inches, 150 lbs. Blonde hair, 
blue eves. fair comnlexion, with a two inch scar over his ,een. bo.teO I I le eYeb'° ' ai'i is's°wanted °rque'ti°nin'inc°n" 
nection to several vehicle and residential breakins in the 
for m urder Terrace area. 
FIVE Prince Rupert teens If you have any informe, tion regarding Everett Bailie or 
know his whereabouts, crime stoppers would like to hear 
from you. 
CHme stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1000 dollars for information leading to an 
arrest and charges laid against any individual 
in this or any unsolved crime.If yon•have any 
information, call crime stoppers at 635-TIPS, 
that's 635-8477. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their identity nor testify in court. 
Cal l  63S-T IPS  
Beautiful stencils and stencil products for 
decorating your walls, furniture and 
accessories! 
Stencils by Delta & Plaid 
Paint Crayons 
Stenci ls  Paint Creme 
$1,65 & up 
$2.99, 
$3,65 ' 
Stenci l  Adhes ive  Spray  $4,95 
are charged with second egree 
murder in the Mating death last 
week of a Washington State 
fisherman. 
• Trygue Robert Magnusson, 
of Point Ro~rts, was found 
unconscious near the wate~ont 
in the early morning hours of 
July 21:  - 
He:was~ rushed to Prince 
Rupert Regional Hospital and 
pronounced ead three hours 
later. 
The six-foot-seven, 270-1b 
Magnusson - -  known to 
friends as the Gentle Giant 
was beaten  beyond recognition: 
- Police believe injuries ~to 
his head and face were caused 
by a blunt instminent. 
Magnusson was robbed Of 
a small amount of cash during 
the assadL 
RCMP believe Ma~usson 
was followed &om downtown 
and attacked at an opportune 
moment, 
Charged am two 13-year- 
olds, one 14-year-old and two 
16-year-olds - - all from Prince 
Rupert. 
It's the ~t  murder this 
year in Prince Rupert and the 
~iIling has shocked the port 
:ity. 
"The victim was married 
Mth three kids - -  it's a pretty 
md event," said Cpl. Mark 
3vans. 
The same week Prince 
~upert city councildebated 
~ow to solve the problem of 
ate night loitering by youths I 
lowntown. I 
Asleep at 
the wheel 
POLICE BELIEVE a drie- 
r fell asleep at the wheel and 
an into a truck and mailer 
:unday. 
At about 12:39 p.m., a blue 
'ontiac Sunbird sideswiped the 
~ack 40 km east of Terrace on 
[wyl 6, RCMP said. 
Damage is estimated at 
5,500. 
The driver of the Sunbird 
,as taken to Mills Memodal 
[ospitai with chest injuries and 
,'leased. He was charged with 
Liling tO confine his vehicle to 
e right side of the highway. 
Library 
gets money 
TERRACE PUBLIC 
brary has received $45,557 to 
~lp i t  meet annual operating 
~StS, 
The money was presented 
ly 17 by Skeem MLA 
dmut Giesbrecht. It cones 
un the municipal affairs min- 
ry's library services branch. 
Giesbrecht also presented 
; Kitimat library with. 
~,,119 for the same purpose. 
reate a Work of Art 
/ith Sculpey III modeling 
material. Brilliant colours 
and easy to mold. 
2 oz. Block 152,25 
. . . .  Low Price Zone" 
Skeena - 22 
Put  Your  Windows on  
The  Best  Dressed  List 
Find out what top 
designers have 
known for years.,. 
For fashionable goo¢ 
looks and superior 
performance, 
LouverDrape custom 
vertical blinds are the 
window covering of 
choice. 
Also a FREE designer vala 
wand, auto rotate or Louver grc 
A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY 
TO SAVE 
Quality, 
Custom-made i ~ .  
Mini Blinds. 
Available In 
90 Designer 
Colours. 
THE ORIGINAL 
GOLDEN TOUCH ® 
The Co lour  connect ion  Des igns  
By Appointment 635-7466 
Before  You  H i t  the  Road 
GRD Automotive Will: 
• Check the Brakes - Rotate the Tires 
• Do Safety Checks o Adjust Headlights 
• Lube, Oil & Filter Change 
I JUSt  $50~plus Tax. 
Safety for the Road & You! 
G.R.D. Automotive 
(Giary Holland, O w n e r ) j ~ ~  
Licensed Mechanic 
20 Years Experience 
3504 Kalum ~ " 
635-9392 
Nata l ie ' s  away  fo r  the  
: i /ent i re  month  o f  Ju ly•  
and wh i le  she 's  gone  
i~!omin ique  has  put  
/~everyth ing  on  Sa le .  
Stop  in  each  week  and  
save  w i th  Domin ique 's  
in  s tOre  spec ia l s .  Each  
week •wi l l  be  someth ing  
new and  spectacu lar .  
Boutique 
4605 Laze l le  
SSpper  Br ida l  
£ ad ies  Fash ions  
LASTYEAR 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
18.3 9.5 0.4 7,3 
18.2 11.2 2,8 
22.0 10.0 13,5 
25.7 9.3 15,4 
29,5 10,9 13.4 
26,8 12,6 12,7 
28.0 13,1 14,2 
THIS YEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN 
25.5 12,7 13.6 
26.6 12,6 0,4 9.5 
17.9 11,0 16.0 0.0 
15.2 10,5 5,6 0.0 
19.6 10,4 7.O 
15.9 12,0 4,0 0.3 
20.1' 12,5 5.1 
DAILY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN. YEAR PRECm. ZF,~tB 
31.1 1958 5.0 1970 10,4 1976 
30.9 1955 4.4 1960 23,4 1963 
28.9 195G 3.9 1970 21,8 1954 
31.7 1961 6.1 1970 18,3 1960 
33,9 1961 5.6 1970 23.6 1992 
31.1 1966 6.7 1974 10,4 1982 
30,6 1958 7.7 1979 8.9 1968 
I BROUGHT TO YOU BY: ]1 
N E C H A K _ O ~ -  II 
• ~ NORTHCOAST i 
/CONSTRUCTION SERVICES l 
/ /  I 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor I 
July 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
= ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS I 
Please obey all traffic control signs and persons. The highway will be busy with 
patching crews, sign maintenance, bddge repair, mowing and centre line painting. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
dudng office hours. After hours, please call 1~0H65~051. 
. • ,  4~ 
i 
Bob tackles Skeena 
with plywood craft 
By BOB REEDS 
WHEN YOU'VE played hard, 
chased women, enjoyed good 
food and drink along with 18- 
hour work days can you ex- 
pect o live past 80? 
Well here I am in Terrace al- 
most 80 and preparing for 
what could be the last great 
adventure of my life. 
I am camped with a tiny 
dome tent in the Ferry Island 
municipal campground where 
I'm building an eight-foot 
boat. I plan to drift down the 
Skeena to Prince Rupert, add a 
driftwood mast, a piece of 
plastic for a sail and on to 
Kitimat. 
When I make Kitimat 
whoa ~ IF I make Kitimat, 
around the end of September, 
I'll head back to my winter 
stamping grounds where l'm 
the only gringo in a Mexican 
village. 
The boat is so simple a 
younger man handy with tools 
might knock it together in a 
day. 
It will make an ideal car top 
carrier with a lid added, a fish- 
ing boat for two ~ in calm 
waters. 
As a hammer-on-thumb car- 
penter not as strong as I "used 
to Was" it may take a week or 
more. 
The boat will come from two 
sheets of quarter ineh 
plywood, exterior grade, good 
one side, about 100 feet of one 
by one inch for frames, a few 
pieces of one-inch thick by 12 
inches wide for the bow, stem 
and a seat. 
The seat will have boards at- 
tached to the ends. Turned 
downward they will act as 
leeboards for sailing. The seat 
will slide for adjustment, be 
held in place by clamps once 
set. 
Every piece of wood will be 
glued together, a simple rec- 
tangle"with the forward two 
feet sloping upward four in- 
ches. It will weigh a little over 
25 kilograms and with a 150 
kilogram load will draw about 
two and half inches. 
The only reason for boats to 
have pointed bows is because 
people think they should. 
Square bows provide greater 
stability. 
If I was planning to add a 
motor I'd slope the stern in- 
ward, with a bit of beveling. 
Instead I'll go the easy route, 
make the boat conform to her 
name, KISS ~ an acronym 
for "Keep It Simple Stupid." 
How did I pick Terrace, a 
place with which I've fallen in 
love? 
"Every piece of  wood 
wil l  be glued together, a 
simple rectangle with 
the forward two feet 
sloping upward four in- 
ches. The boat wil l  
weigh a little over 25 
kilograms and with a 
150 kilogram load wil l  
draw about two and 
half  inches.'" 
A few weeks ago I left the 
Village of Maneadero, south 
of Ensenda in Mexico's Baja 
California, two hours from the 
border at Tijuana-San Diego. 
I was driving my VW beetle 
rigged out to be what I called 
the world's smallest motor 
home. The passenger seat was 
replaced with a bed of 
plywood covered by five in- 
ches of foam. 
on top was an even smaller 
boat, six feet long and three 
feet wide, named Bitsy. With a 
lid it made a carrier for life 
preservers, fishing rods, elec- 
tric cords, a three mohth supp- 
ly of papertowels, " . 
The motor was newly rebuilt 
and the plan was to tour for 
12,000 miles in northern Can- 
ada-  Inuvik, Yeilowknife, 
Churchill and perhaps both 
Ontario ~d Quebec. 
This was planned for a 
budget of $700 a month for 
gasoline, food and one day a 
week in a motel. 
But a funny thing happened 
as I drove north past Los 
Angeles. Nicely starting up a 
steep mountain grade with no 
service station for 25 miles, 
the motor quit. 
I had picked up a tank of 
gasoline in San Diego full of 
water and dirt. I blew out the 
filter and Rosa, her pet name, 
started, ran half a mile, quit 
again. Five hours later I 
reached the service station, 
syphoned out all the gasoline I 
could, replaced it, bought a 
new filter and was on my way. 
Alas, the rest of the story is 
too long and complicated to 
tell. Rosa sits now in a north- 
ern California backyard await- 
ing my return with enough 
money to fix her properly. 
So what to do this summer? I 
had my small pension, no 
other real income, 20 pounds 
to lose and a fervid desire to 
spend time in the land I love, 
the best country on earth. Why 
not build another boat for less 
than $100 and cruise Canadian 
waters? 
I considered the Shuswap 
Lakes, drifting down the 
Mackenzie, the British Colum- 
bia coast where in more 
prosperous times I had owned 
a 72-foot yacht. 
Three years ago my 
girlfriend Betty from. San 
Diego and I had taken the B.C. 
ferry from Port Hardy to 
Prince Rupert and had driven 
up the Skeena to Terrace and 
on to Stewart-Hyder. 
Terrace, I shamefully admit, 
was then• to'us only a bump on 
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MANY KINDS of craft have plied the Skeena River over the years but perhaps none has been as 
interesting as the plywood boat being built by Bob Reeds. A Canadiafiwho winters in Mexico, 
Reeds will make his way to Prince Rupert and then to KItJmat. 
the map. But we loved the 
drive up the Skeena, figured it 
rivaled Banff-Jasper. 
Back to now. On my way 
home to my legal year round 
address with friends in Vernon 
I stopped at the new Van. 
couver public library to re- 
search steamers on the Skeena. 
They ran, I learned, to 
Hazelton. 
So to Hazelton I'd go but I'd 
shop around Vernon for a few 
tools. Most would be unavail- 
able or too expensive up north, 
I figured. 
I bought a large bag for $3 at 
a thrift shop, some knives and 
cutlery, a pot and frying pan 
and baked a cake of bannock 
to eat enroute. 
I could afford to send two 
big bags to New Hazelton by 
bus but not myself. I'd hitch 
hike. With two small bags and 
a big roll with sleeping bag, 
foam and the dome tent it 
chosen from both Safeway and 
Overwaitea come from some 
of  the best selections I've seen 
anywhere. " 
I'll be living mostly on 
be,3ns, rice, oatmeal bannock 
and fish. 
I have bought marine glue 
and paint from Irly Bird and 
lumber cut to measure from 
Terrace BuildersDo It Center. 
The Dart service for seniors 
has been a life saver. Jim, the 
driver, couldn't be more oblig- 
ing. ' . . . . . .  
How long will it take to fin- 
ish KISS? I'm not sure, but I 
am sure I'm in no hurry. 
I want to enjoy the seniors 
center and how could I ever 
!cave without carefully explor- 
mg the Terrace liquor store 
and beer parlours? 
A retired Ontarlo newspa- 
perman, Bob Reeds'-has'be- 
come completely familiar with 
the computers and fax ma- 
my second day, my last ride 
from Houston with a delight- 
ful, intelligent, well educated 
gentleman, Walter Raedeke, 
who lives here in Terrace. 
I soon learned that the 
Skeena between New 
Hazelton and Terrace might be 
O.I~ for steamboats, but not 
for eight-foot shells. 
Terrace has been a surprise. 
.After 33 years in British 
Columbia I have yet to find a 
place with better, kinder or 
friendlier people. 
The campground has to be 
the best municipal I've seen 
anywhere. The manager, Tom 
Wade, a pleasant, polite, un- 
assuming young man is Oblig- 
ing and helpful. 
The pla~e should be over- 
flowing with tourists and 
would be if more knew about 
it. 
Stores were better than ones 
I shopped in Vernon. I've 
bought cheaper from the, chine at.. The Terrace,.$tan: wasn't easy. . ....... - .  . . . .  • Bargain store., than~I., could in dard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,...... :;~ 
I made New Hazelton: late on :.. V~'~d~er . :~e ~6cefi~!'~e " ::He sets ail I~er this week~ 
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SOME EXAMPLES 
Leather Loveseat r, $1099.95 
s eS6599s 
$659 + 12 = $55per monlh 
All taxes due at time of purchase. 
GRANGE CHYROPRACTIC JADE 
Queen Boxspring 
o.o,,,o & Mattress I~o o~1~ I 
I l l l l~ l~ '  15 year full guarantee. 
U iY IH 10Dff 
1HIS SAtE WON'T 
UIST FOR LONG1 
reg $999.95 
SaleS5999s 
CENTURY HOUSE O 
Sofa & Loveseat 
Available in two fabric selections 
reg $1999.95 
Sale $1 1 99  95 
KROEHLER ~ r  
• eg $2199.95 
SaleS13999s 
Until July 29, 1996, O.A.C., Minimum purchase $499.95 
All Applicable Taxes due at time of purchase 
Totem's Cou try 
BE ' . 
Furniture & Appliances 
Owned and Operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd, 
TOLL  FREE 1 -800-81  638-1158 • ' . . . . .  ! 3 - I  158  
l 1, 
. . . .  r•  .•  : . 
J 
Goodwrench vf  • 
i i i  
& r ~ ¢ ServiceF  
IntrodUcing the GM Goodwrench ServicePius 
EXHAUST CENTER 
- the place to take your car for muffler and exhaust system service. You can 
now have your car equipped with quality exhaust system service. You can 
now have your car equipped with quality exhaust replacement parts. The 
installation is done by GM professionals -
people who know your car and want to 
keep it performing, Come on home to 
your GM Goodwren~:h Service Plus 
Exhaust Centre; we'll t:ake good care 
of your car. 
GOODWRENCH 
EXHAUST SYSTEM 
Muff ler  guaranteed  for as long  as . : 
you  own your  vehicle.  
Includes: 
.1 year guarantee on "all other'l parts 
and labour; 
'Complete replacement of  
intermediate pipe, muffler, tall pipe 
and clamps; 
'While you wait service; 
.All makes available, 
* app l ies  to 87-89  Sunblrd/Caval!er 
except  Z24 - PST &GST extra .... 
Good People- Good Service- Good Value 
TERRACE 635! :941  
KITIMAT 632,4941 , 
We Can Make It Happen At  77ze Bright Spot On Highway i6'W¢~ti~ltz Te~a~e~i 
I I I . .  I II H i I 
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Mr. Nice Guy 
ALCAN OFTEN stands accused of being as 
lightweight as the metal it produces. After more 
than 15 years of taking a pounding over plans to 
increase its hydroelectric capacity in the north- 
west, the company appears to have beat a retreat 
each time it faced battle. 
Arrayed against the company at various times 
have been provincial governments, federal 
governments, unions, fishermen, environ- 
mentalists, newspapers, radio commentators and ~ 
natives all of whom have taken a chunk out of 
the corporate beast. 
The 1987 settlement agreement is quoted as one 
such example. Alcan surrendered water figlits 
granted more than 40 years ago to the Nanika- 
Kidprice system in favour of secure water rights 
from the Nechako River. The company wouldn't 
be  able to generate the power it originally 
wanted to, it said, but was happy with what the 
agreement provided. 
Next came the exhaustive, tedious and some- 
times irrelevant B.C. Utilities Commission hear- 
ings into that 1987 agreement. Everything up to 
and including world hunger and being nasty to 
your little sister ended up in the company's lap. 
And then came the Kemano Completion Pro- 
ject's death sentence arlier this year. Alean took 
that rather quietly, preferring instead to work the 
back rooms of the provincial government. 
The result of that is a tentative deal with the 
provincial government hat could provide Alean 
with a 60 or 80 year solid deal for power at rates 
very attractive to the company. In essence, all 
Alcan will need to do is flick the switch. All the 
expense of providing the power will be up to the 
provincial government. 
That kind of arrangement should more than 
make Alcan happy. And that stands as an answer 
to its critics. Far from being a wimp, Alean will 
have sonaething no other industrial eoncem in 
the province will have ~ solid power at solid 
rates. 
What a drag 
LET'S SEE if we can get this straight. First the 
highways ministry frustrates summer time traffic 
over the newbridges on Hwyl6 because ofa re- 
habilitation project. And now it's given approval 
for drag races on a stretch of the same highway 
near the work site. 
Add the two speeds together the crawl of the 
bridge work and the lightning of the draggers 
and then divide by two. The resulting average is 
probably close to a normal speed over the 
bridges. 
Drag races by themselves bring a sense of ex- 
citement. But the approval to hold them on the 
highway creates a golden opportunity for 
organizers to increase the audience draw. 
They could, for example, create categories 
designed to work out the impatient feelings of 
those caught up in the bridge work. How about 
drags between recreational vehicles driven by 
tourists? What about a pedal to the metal show- 
down of logging tracks? A rubber-burning match 
featuring Thomhill commuters? 
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Don't count 113e NDP out 
VICTORIA - -  By the time 
you read this, the legislative 
session will have ended. Col- 
lapsed is perhaps a better 
word. 
After five months of intense 
fighting, albeit bloodless, the 
gladiators were exhausted. 
They wanted to go home to 
their families, tend to their gar- 
dens, throw a few barbecues 
and enjoy what's left of the 
summer. 
It's been a raucous, some- 
times nasty session, which saw 
the government on the mn 
many times, with the opposi- 
tion bloodhounds in hot pur- 
suit. But then, as one of the 
Sergeant- at-Arms staff said to 
me the other day: "At least 
there are no corpses when it's 
all over." 
HOW right he is. Looking at 
all the world's trouble spots, 
where hatred has replaced rea- 
son, where death is just a 
sniper's bullet away, 1 am 
grateful for the way we settle 
our differencea. 
I | :lal~ l I" I :I[t[:l ,J Ii [i| I 
HUBERT BEYER 
alternative. 
When the MLAs meet again 
in Victoria next spring, the ses- 
sion will probably be inter- 
rupted by an election call, be- 
cause the Harcourt government 
is approaching the end of its 
mandate. The premier must 
call an election by the fall of 
1996. 
Next on Harcourt's agenda is 
probably a cabinet shuffle. 
After years of achieving an ac- 
curacy rate of no more than 5{} 
We elect our shock troops 
and send them to Victoria oace 
a year to fight a civil in which 
nobody gets killed or maimed.. 
And of you ever atteud a sit- 
ring of the legislature aud are 
troubled.by what you may con- 
sider.rude and uncivilized be- 
havior on the part of our 
politicians, consider the 
. per cent, I refrain from making 
any predictions of who'll be in 
and out of the inner circle, with 
one exception: Moe Sihota will 
be back in. 
Ever since Sihota resigned 
from cabinet over a suspension 
by the Law Society of British 
Columbia for having 
mishandled a client's funds, 
I 
Harcourt has been deluged 
with demands and requests that 
Sihota be reinstated as en- 
.vironment minister. My guess 
is that he'll bow to those 
demands. 
You may also expect the 
government to soften up the 
electorate in preparation for an 
election. There will be 
stepped-up ad campaigns ex- 
tolling the virtues of all sorts 
of government programs, 
many of them thinly disguised 
as public information 
campaigns. 
And speaking of speculatiou, 
there is, of course, an outside 
chance that the premier will 
call the election this fall. 
Whether or not hc does, 
depends entirely on what the 
polls will say. And that, in 
turn, depends on how the other 
parties will fare in the months 
to come. 
Regardless of its present 
standings in the polls, which 
are in the low 20a, the NDP 
will eventually get back its tra- 
ditional support of around 35 
per cent. And  a wcll-rnn 
campaign might raise that by a 
couple of points. 
For the NDP to win, there- 
fore, the Reformers and the 
L~erals must split the vote al- 
most evenly. If that doesn't 
happen, Harcourt will post- 
pone the election until spring, 
two big drawbacks notwith- 
standing. 
The first of those drawbacks 
is that traditionally, govern- 
ments that don't call an elec- 
tion until the last moment, are 
almost certainly defeated. The 
second is that federal cutbacks 
in transfer payments will kick 
in next year, making it ex- 
tremely difficult, if not im- 
possible, for the government to ' 
balance the next budget. . :i 
And to project a liUlc further 
into the future, the election 3 
campaign will be an intense 
t 
and even dirty one. Having 
come out of the political 
wilderness, hav!ng smelled 
blood and likiug it, the Liber- 
als will pull all stops to defeat 
the NDP.  
Meanwhile, Jack Weisgcrbcr 
will work hard to shore up sup- 
port for his Reform Party in. 
former traditional Socrcd 
country, the Interior and north-. 
urn British Columbia. 
To those who hope for some 
united front agaimt he NDP, 1 / 
say: forget it. It just isn't going 
to happen. Weisgerber would :~ii 
rather join the Communist 
Party than go over to the Lib-, 
crals. 
There is no doubt that the 
NDP is in trouble. But only a 
fool would role out the govern- 
ment's chances of getting re- 
elected. 
Tips fc)r the bridge line ups 
I 'M LUCKY. Because 1 work hands on someone's windpipe, and Garfunlde's Bridge Over 
athome, I don~t have to wait in i!! ' If I were a crabs person I Troubled Waters; make up 
line at the bridge every day. could pick goldenrod for their own version of Troubled 
Still "the bridge" figures in 
all my summer plans. ] even. 
rapped iuto town tbr a hahcut 
July first weekend when all the 
'Men Working' signs were 
shrouded in black plastic. 
(That must be the one sign not 
yet upgraded by non.sexist 
language.) 
But so long as east bound 
motorists must endure a 20- 
minute wait, we might as well 
prepare to make the most of it. 
The average wait is 20 
minutes. In six weeks, we'll 
have waited away 12 hours 
each. That's a valuable chunk 
of time, too valuable to 
squander stewing o~ steaming 
when we're not cooking in our 
kitchens. 
All of which made me ask 
myself,. "How can a ntotorist 
make nsc of waiting-in-line 
timeT" 
I can dra fl a complaint letter 
to highways minister Jackie 
Pement; thitd¢ up bumper 
f 
| 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
sticker slogans; list 50 
synonyms for nincompoop; 
find 14 ways this tourist season 
blockade could have been 
avoided; vent my feelings in a 
letter to Helmut Giesbrecht. 
As a writer, I can make notes 
for a coluffm; plot a murder 
mystery; people watch; make 
notes in a journal; fill in June 
diary entries; list topics for fu- 
ture articles; write how I feel 
when I'm thwarted, frustrated, 
angry enough to clamp my 
drying; needlepoint a mounts in 
scene with the old bridge in 
petit point; knit afghan 
squares; crochet a doily; tat 
yards of lace. 
A fitness fiend could do 
isometric exercises to tighten 
tummy muscles. By the time 
.the bridge is repaired ab- 
dominals would be hard as the 
bridge deck. Jog mile laps bes- 
ide the idling vehicles; walk 
the dog; do warm-up stretches 
against he fender; perform sit- 
ups under a tire; skip rope; jog 
in place. Keel over from car- 
bon monoxide poisoning. 
Mothers with tots can take 
along a Barney bag; read pic- 
ture books; play This Little Pig 
Went to Market on baby's 
toes; sing nursery songs; play I 
See Something Red; count the 
blue cars in line; add cars; see 
who can keep silent until the 
line moves. 
Average motorists cau listen 
to the radio or a tape of Simon 
Bridge Over Water; hone 
debating skills with pas- 
sengers; practice talking back 
to the TV; read the next few 
chapters in Stephen King's 
latest thriller; engage in 
Solitaire; play harmonica; sing; 
memorize poetry; shcn peas; 
mend socks; sew on buttons; 
sketch. 
Career types can apply 
makeup or shave; get a jump 
on business calls to the eastern 
provinces with their car 
phones; participate in a phone- 
in radio talk show; up-date 
their to-do list; catch up on 
business journals; listen to 
motivational tapes;- practice 
conversational phrases in 
Mandarin; gulp Valium with 
coffee from their dashboard 
mugs; plan their vacation 
itinerary; thank their lucky 
stars they're not on the Los 
Angeles freeway or stuck in 
rush hour traffic on Toronto's 
401. 
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Bridge work 
cuts traffic 
in the area. 
The infocentre is on the ap- 
proach to the bridges, making it 
inconvenient or impossible for 
tourists to stop at because of 
lineups and one-way traffic. 
Stops to the infocentre average 
about 20 a day and there's anoth- 
er 18 a day being registered at a 
temporary information office at 
city hall. 
In past years, as many as 60 to 
65 parties a day stopped at the 
highway infocentre, said chamber 
manager Bobble Phillips. 
Skeena Mall manager Lynda 
Lafleur says tourist traffic ap- 
pears to be up over last year. 
She said the mall is a natural 
draw and is far away enough 
from the bridge work so as not to 
interfere with tourists wishing to 
stop. 
VISITOR NUMBERS are down 
at various places which benefit 
from summer tourism traffic be- 
cause of this year's bridge work 
on Hwyl6. 
One'bnsiness, Northern Light 
Studi01 Says its trade is down by 
about half since the bridge work 
sta'rtcd. 
'!That's about 15 parties a day. 
Ii's i~bber tire traffic ~ the 
peoplethat would stop at the in- 
focen~¢ On the highway and ask 
What here is to do here," said co- 
Owner Matt Ehses. 
/'Local people are still coming 
and bringing their relatives who 
: rare visiting here." 
: The feeling is that the fewer 
:~ people who stop at the chamber 
0fcommerce's infocentre on the 
• highway, the fewer people will 
: learn about he various attractions 
SISTERS Janina, Adriane and Meghan Johnston were in Terrace recvnUy, visiting friends. While 
they were here they stopped in at Heritage Park, and samPled some fresh strawberries from the 
heritage garden out back, 
~: They're looking for a northwest adventure 
Tour bus numbers ke,ep growing 
IF YOU'VE NOTICED more ............................................................................ 
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in the area this year, 
lone. 
r coach tour industry 
red the northwest and 
all indications are that growth 
will continue. 
That's because British Colum- 
bia is becoming more and more 
known around North America 
...... ' '  ' the world as a prized 
the Banff, Jasper and, 
- . :  Lake  Louise region becoming 
:i~ more 'and more crowded, tour op- 
• :  i craters and their clients are look- 
• " ing for something new. 
: i i  !.i-i.' "There's a growing interest in 
! •: :! ' adventure travel. People are look- 
!: ~ i:'- ing for an experience where they 
; i;: can hike for a mile and still have 
the i amenities," says Ginger 
~: Croce of the American Bus Asso- ' 
~:i ciation which represents tour 
companies, inWashington D.C. 
: "There are so many different 
i ~ : products out there - -  new ideas 
~.: :~'~ are. being developed all of the 
-!--time," silo said. 
..... - Croce added that American 
: :companies are using Canadian 
government s atistics and studies 
. which indicate western Canada 
and B.C. are highly desirable 
destinations. 
" i :! One company developed a new 
~ 12-day circle tour departing and 
..i returning to Vancouver this year 
• " i :  and Sold out its 18 dates in record 
,~/::time. 
Phlllip Gordon, an operations 
: .d irector for GIobus Gateway 
which sells tours under the name 
:of Globns and Cosmos in the 
: 
United States, Australia and the 
United Kingdom, says its Totem 
: Circle Tour has proven more pop- 
ular than anticipated. 
" It  was unusual. We started 
selling in the UK market a little 
earlier than others and by March 
time we were at capacity," said 
Gordon. 
The 18 motor coaches coming 
north this year works out to more 
than 800 people. 
: Gordon's planning to market 25 
coaches on the company's Totem 
Circle Tour next year. 
. . . . .  It s very. much to relieve the 
strain of the capacity on our Ca- 
':~. nsdian Rockies tours," he said. 
. . . .  ~:  !"Ac~nunodation is at a 
' . -premium even though we try to 
MANI  IU~AN:5  Hess ~srlort and his wife Joyce were part of a bus 
tour which stopped in Terrace briefly for lunch. Their tour had 
juggle things around so our 
alternative was to find other 
places --  Vancouver Island and 
the Prince Rupert region," Gor- 
don added. 
"People seem to be looking for 
natural beauty as opposed to his- 
torical and cultural attractions," 
he said. 
Gordon said the British market 
for Canadian tour experiences is 
"People seem to be 
looking for natural 
beauty as opposed to 
historical and cultural 
attractions." 
strong and that the favourable ex- 
change rates of foreign currency 
to the Canadian dollar have 
helped sales. 
One of the Canadian companies 
that supplies tour buses is Charter 
Bus Lines in Vancouver. 
Gordon Croil oVChatter says 
his company is busy supplying 
more and more buses for com- 
panies with northemtours. 
"So many offer the same type 
of product - -  the Canadian Rock- 
ics is a given - -  that they're look- 
ing for something to add a dif- 
ferent spice," he said. 
Croft atm'buted the growth of 
the tour business in the northwest 
to persistent sales pitches made 
by regional and provincial 
tourism officials at trade shows 
over the years. 
" It 's taken years for people 
f~om Alabama and Texas to real- 
ize that Vancouver iS'n't in the 
Arctic," he said. 
The boom in the cruise ship in- 
dustry has also added to the allure 
of visiting British 'Columbia, 
Croft added. 
"There are people sailing past 
the shoreline saying the next 
time, they want to be there," he 
said. 
. Ru: err ,ets bi, --lu s 
How others see us 
after the run of characterless vil- 
lages out of Prince George," the 
guidebook says. 
But Terrace does get somewhat 
gentler treatment in other 
guidebooks, including another 
Penguin publication simply called 
The Penguin Guide to Canada. 
There, Heritage Park, Northern 
Lights Studio and the Bavarian 
Inn all get a mention, as do the 
totem poles at IGtsumkalum. 
But here again, Terrace ranks a 
passing mention. 
Fortunately, the trip from 
Prince Rupert to KitWanga gets 
three stars, the Michelin designa- 
tion for "worth the journey." 
Fodor's 1992 Pacific Northwest 
Guide mentions Terrace as hav- 
ing a hotaprings complex nearby 
and as a place where there is 
good flshing~ 
There's even less of Terrace in 
the Lonely Planet Travel Survival 
Kit for Canada. 
The city rates but two mentions, 
one as a place on the way to 
Kitimat and the other as a 
reference point for Hwy37 North. 
Native points of interest figure 
prominently in all of the guide 
books surveyed. 
Ksan, near Hazelton, drew a lot 
of ink and the Nasa Valley is also 
mentioned several times, 
All of the books featured Prince 
OUCH. 
"Hard.on thr, ~eels of industrial 
Terrace, the Skeena River (River 
of the Mist) carves a beautiful 
valley through the Coast 
Mountains .... " 
That's one version, albeit un- 
flattering and brief, of Terrace 
~ given tn one  of the many guide 
::~ ~oks "visitors to ,the northwest 
:might consult before coming 
here. 
particular guidebook, the 
in Rough Guide to Canada 
published in 1992, doesn't seem Native points of Inter. 
to care about a lot of places along est figure prominently 
~i~:Hwy16 between Prince George i l l  all of the guide 
! ,and  Pdnce Rupert books surveyed. 
~;:~ And it isn't impressed with the 
"The Guide to Western Cana- 
da," published in 1990, is more 
expansive about Terrace, telling 
readers there's a range of 
restaurants, accommodations and 
recreational Opportunities. Rupert, but that's probably be- 
Heritage Park Is mentioned as is cause the city is the starting - -  or 
LakelsePmvhtclal Park. ". ending destination - ,  for ferry 
One of the more prestigious travellers to and from Pod Hardy 
guide books is the Michelin one. and the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
views ~om the highway or from 
VIA Rail's Skeens train until the 
Skeena River Widens on the way 
to the coast. 
Asa matter of fact, this Penguin 
publication saves its best for that 
,- coastal ctty. ~ 
/::~i'~Thexe'a a bracing tang of salt 
. ~an'd!flsh; on the a ir  in Prince 
• i: Rupert, a distinctive port which 
comes as an invigorating relief 
CORRESPONDENCE 
FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Mail Bag 
Why fight 
over salvage? 
Dear Sir:. 
Reccutly the regional district 
held a meeting based on Phase 
Two on waste disposal. 
There were mmry in at- 
tendan& who expressed con- 
corns against Bylaw 367 ~ no 
salvaging at the "active face,. 
Why~ suddenly, was salvag- 
ing considered a risk worth a 
high fine? The regional district 
has offered no evidence or 
statistics to support their 
claims. All they had to do was 
say it was a risk and thus it be- 
came so. Even our government 
shows supporting evidence be- 
fore making something illegal. 
For the last few years many 
citizens have been salvaging 
safely and at no  risk to the 
regional district 
r The plan, in an effort to cut 
down the tonnage of refuse, 
decrees that there will be only 
two curbside cans to a house. 
They want the citizens to pay 
to dispose of their waste for 
lack of space yet they won't al- 
, low many of us to salvage to 
create more room. 
The regional district already 
has the monopoly on the tip. 
ping fees which, will bring in 
big revenue to pay for its own 
• expense.and more. . . . . . . . . .  
So why doesn't he elite al- 
low the rift raft the left overs? 
i snot  the regional -district 
employed by the people for the 
people?. 
Just as there are many who 
don't like to salvage there are 
just as many who do. In a 
sense they are policing the gar- 
bage. A f'me ~ for picking ~up 
bottles; dolls, and.what:haves7 
What has society come to 
when they start fighting over 
the garbage? ~. 
Mari-Lenne Pierce, 
Terrace, I~C. 
just returned from Alaska, and they were now on their way back 
to the prairie provinces, 
Just a lunch stop 
ESTIMATES PREDICT that 
each person in a tour group 
represents nearly $143 a day 
of expenditures. 
With the i amount of tour 
buses stopping in Terrace, 
you might think that adds up 
to a lottour dollars over the 
summer. 
But that's not always the 
case. Many times Terrace is 
little more than a bathroom 
break or a lunch stop. 
Last week a Can Ant Holi- 
days bus with 43 passengers 
stopped for lunch in Terrace 
before continuing on its way 
back to the prairies. 
Thebus had travelled north 
through Edmonton . to 
Whitehorse, the Yukon, Fair- 
banks, and then taken the 
ferry to Prince Rupert. 
Manitoba passengers Ross 
and Joyce Short had never 
travelled through North- 
western B.C. beforei and 
.'iknew litOe about he area. 
They did comment that after 
Alaska, the growth here 
seemed very lush. : 
Though they would have 
liked to stay and look around, 
Ross said he didn't regret his 
decision to take the bus, and 
• leave the driving and respon- 
: s~ility to someoneelse., • 
Doris Dand and her husband 
Bruce had joined the same 
bus Irip because it seemed the 
best way to see Alaska. 
"We don't know anything 
about his area,, said Doffs, 
"but it "looks very nice and 
From Terrace the't0ur bus  
was goin ~ to P~h through :to 
Prince George, 0vemtght 
there, and head to Hinton, Al- 
berta the next day. 
headg 
Dear Sir:. . . . .  ~:' 
There was quite a hullabal6o 
about he wearing of turbans in 
the Royal cmladiafi ~loi~./A 
Vote was taken and thee wearing 
of turbans was permified. I
vot~l against i .- ' ' ~" r~ 
: Thena funnything happened 
on VE Dayi ' ,  / ' " 
There was a parade ~held. 
They Were 'conspicu0us by 
their absence; a's tlzey:were at 
the reception held at the Royal 
~Canadian Legion later on in 
the day~ " " '-' :''!~':'~ "~ 
And I am in complete agree- 
ment with ~counciii0i~ Ed 
Gmydon's/remarks/~abut the 
second sheet Of ice~ and the 
plan for road and street repairs. 
~,There are a lot!moieimpor - 
rant ~things to:bedone ,around 
Ter ,  ce ~an a Second slleet of 
ice. Money doesiz't grow on 
trees, although some think it 
does, " ~- , ;: : 
I f  the'second sheet of ice ad- 
vocates want • it badly enough 
let them get out and raise~ the 
, money On their own.,~ 
Don't expect my tax dollars 
to pay for iL ~ .-,,~ 
• Lindesay Burnett, 
~,.  Terrace, B.C. 
, - . . . 
. J -  ~ . 
The. 
Start I,. 
Boat man 
BOB REEDS is nearly 80 
years Oldt 
But that is not S~pping 
him from a big goal. ' 
: rH@ is bu i ld inga  plywood 
boat to '~ sai l :~do~n " the 
Sl~eena Rivdrl 
The boat'is ~e!ght feet long 
and foui f~et Wtde. ' 
once"doWn / the Skeena, 
Bob then ~wants to~ Sa!! to 
Kitimat. 
He  thinks he can be : in  
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 USIN S ' ' E -  REVIEW_..,.  " CARTE, ROOFING & SIDING 
RESIDENTIAL 
' a C.OM__MERCIAL . 
Serving the North West 
House building slumps 847-41161 Fax (604)847-2664 I 
Dallas Carter I But stats may be deceptive 
HOUSING STARTS in Terrace 
are lagging slightly behind last 
ye.ar, 
But it's not as bad as the 
statistics released last week by 
the Canada Mortgage and Hous- 
ing Corporation suggest. 
Senior city building inspector 
Paul Gipps says he had 44 by the 
end of June, plus several more In 
the first 10 days of July. 
"We're looking at over 50 
starts ~ which is a decent year," 
Gipps said. 
CMI-IC spokesman J0¢l Baltzer 
cited a figure of just 25 starts to 
June in Terrace - -  down 50 per 
cent from a year ago - -  but con- 
ced~,d his stats were older than 
the city's. 
The CMHC issued a statement 
saying hom'mg starts were down 
at all eight urban centres in north- 
era B.C. by an average 29 per 
eenL 
It singled out Terrace as the 
centre with the largest drop in 
overall residential construction 
activity, down by 68 per cent 
when multi-dwelling units are 
taken into account. 
"I don't hink we're that far be- 
hind by any s~retch of the im- 
asinstion," Gipps said, adding 
more multi-dwelling starts are 
also pending which should bump 
the city's figures. 
He also noted that while 
residential isn't quite as strong, 
the city is seeing a huge amount 
of commexciai construction this 
year. 
"It's a busy year, but a dif- 
ferent year," he said. 
Gipps suggests the stats are a 
bit ddayed this year because of 
the longer winter,.which delayed 
the construction season. 
He said builders are still start- 
ing~li~i: h-d~S~" but those num- 
bers have dropped. 
"Two permits came in today 
for four more spec homes," 
Gtpps said. "But I don't think 
we're going to see any more of 
the bigger, high-end spec homes. 
The market's pretty much 
saturated." 
Meanwhile, Canada Employ- 
ment Centre labour market 
analyst James Gilham is con- 
corned about the effect the 
CMHC figures could have. 
"It gets people nervous," he 
said. "They think they shouldn't 
be spending any money became 
they think the economy is going 
to go downhill ~ and it becomes 
a self-fulfilling prophecy." 
There's no good reason for that 
to happen in Terrace, Gilham 
says. 
"There may be recessionary 
trends elsewhere, but we 
shouldn't get too wrapped up in 
them," he said. "It's remaining 
fairly steady here. We're not 
booming, we're not busting." 
CMHC's Joel Baltzer notes un- 
employment in the northwest is 
still in double digits. 
And he says homing demand 
right across the counlry, includ- 
ing Terrace, has been stifled by a 
combination of economic un- 
eertsinty and last year's pike in 
interest rates. 
The rates have been falling for 
some time now, but demand 
hasn't improved yet. 
"People are taking a wait-and- 
see approach to see how low the 
rates go," Baltzer said. 
• FLU., 
Out & 
About 
Screens saved 
ANYONE WHO wants a copy of 
the Super, Natural British 
Columbia computer screen saver 
can get it at Merlin Solutions on 
Lazelle Ave. 
Bring two blank disks in and 
they'll copy it for you. 
The screen saver operates on 
any IBM computer system that 
runs Windows, and displays 20 
colour photographs of B.C. 
scenery. 
The idea was hatched by offi- 
cials at the tourism ministry as a 
way to cheaply promote B.C. as a 
tourism destination. 
The government is giving it 
away free on the Intemet and are 
encouraging people to distribute 
it as widely as possible. 
The number of Intemet 
downloads hit 4,000 a day by last 
week, and technicians believe 
there will be half a million copies 
of the B.C. scenic photographs on 
computer screens around the 
world by this week. 
Compute this 
SMALL BUSINESS owners 
who can't afford to buy their own 
computers can now find what 
they need at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
16/37 Community Futures 
donated two computers to the li- 
brary, one featuring the program 
Simply Accounting and the other 
Microsoft WOrks which offers 
apreadsheet, data base and word 
processor capablli .ties. 
"'There may be 
recessionary trends 
elsewhere, but we 
shouldn't get too 
wrapped up. In them. [ 
It's remaining fairly 
steady here. '" r We' l l  tak 
THE MARKET MAY have slumped for spec homes, but people 
are still building their dream homes. Kathy and Vance Hadley are 
trying to save costs by acting as general contractors. They're 
hoping to move into their new Gordon Ddve Home by the end of 
summer. Here carpenter's aid Jazzy Gill does some finishing 
work to get ready for insulation. 
proud/y presents 
The Colour Connection 
Designs 
Building, renovating or buying a home? 
We carry a complete line of: 
• Window coverings , Bed spreads 
• Blinds • Drapes • Lamp shades 
• Ceramic tiles • Framed art reproductions 
JUNE STEELE 
Interior Decorator/Owner 
Attendee of the International Window 
Covering Show 
1994 Atlanta, Georgia; 1995 Washington, D.C. 
3all 635-7466 for an appointment 
shoulders. 
House buyers tend to wait and 
jump into the market when it ap- 
pears rates have bottomed out and 
are beginning to climb again. 
But Ballzer predicts the latest 
drops in rates will be sufficient to x 
spur much morn buying. 
"This may be the actual 
~maround time in terms of the 
housing market," Baitzer said. 
"Rates may have dropped low 
enough to encourage building or 
buying." 
Don't delay- 
get your flu shot oday! 
There's an aging second fridge ch( 
in the basement. Or perhaps you'n 
buying a new fridge but you're nol 
do with the old one. In either case, 
-eiiii help: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Free pick-up of your old 
energy-guzzler, 
We'll pick upyour fridge as long 
it's in working condition and betw 
10-24 cubic feet.* And using envit 
mentally sound methods, we'll saf 
recycle the ozone depleting CFC 
refrigerant and all the metal. 
Preserving resources, Creating jobs. 
IM save energy and the environmenL 
:lges can use up to twice as much elec- 
tty as today's energy-efficient models. 
By turning in your old, operating 
fridge, you can:reduce your Hydro :. 
biii and the energy ou save takes a,',':,~:" : 
ad off the environment. 
To arrange for free pick-up, call 
: Refrigerator Recovery Hotline at 
.663-2274 through- [ ]~}~l t t~[~ 
:. or 683-2274 in ~[]~][~[~]t:~ 
the Lower Mainland. Saves More 
:. Than Money 
* Ma.xhllllltl/fro per I ' l l ,1lOl, l , ' l ;  I/. C. Ih'd,'o re,~erves the right 
~ i ~  to chlmge or cam'el tile t~i,r ill .nv time wllhol,t prior/ioltcl,. 
~ ; ~ "  OJ]i'r ,md. l ,h"  . ,  It.C.lh',,ro cusu, , .m ,,.l~" 
~~, :~ i  
Call on these  Exper ts  to get your  car in shape  for fall! 
r 
KALUM TIRE SALES & SERVICE LTD. 
I:ll/(,1 ;/:I ;t g'l:] ;IY,(*'R:I q [tl~hVd :i~| ! dlJ q IIt'd :#1:~:1~1 [ :1 Ill 
MORE THAN JUST A TIRE STOREI 
TRY OUR FULL SERVICE PARTS DEPARTMENT: 
Tires, Automotive Repairs, Alignments, Brakes & Suspension, 
R.V. Parts & Supplies 
~, ,  4808 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC j 
0 
f 
Thornh i l l  Motors  
"The Dealer Who Cares" 
We service all makes and models 
3040 Highway 16 East 
(Out-of-town customers) 
 635-7286 1-800-559-7288 ~, 
TRAFFIC JAMS 
TERRACE: 635-7172 
KILBY FID., NEW REM0, TERRACE B.C. 
- - - '~- - -  I AUTOMOBILE, LIGHT&COMMERClALTRUCKTIRES 
TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. I ~ 24-HourErnergencyTruek RoadService 
EatnfdrMIles 5130A Highway 16 West, ~ II 
LE~'~'aI"~, Terrace ~ * ' - "  
AFTER HOURS CALL TOLL-FREE 1.800 TIRE-NET (t.800 847.3638) ~"  
~,, 4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC 
5 ~ -~ % AUTOMOTOVE ~ I~)U~T~D~L UpPL~% 
' ;A l l l l [O l  ;/;I : l  Ik'fl.1 =I;FJ [~ = l ; t l  ",/;11 ~ I i l . l l l  "J ;I q I ~ 
B.C.'S NORTHWEST LARGEST INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
& OPERATED AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY STORE 
Automotive & Industrial Supplle,, Body,hop Suppllaa 
   'EREH AU I U sum  Lta 
"Your Complete Automotive Supply Store" 
FOR ALL YOUR SUMMER J Comelnforlcoffeemnd Automatlve Rap,Ira, Alignment,, Brakes & Tune.Upa 
brows¢ Propane & Natural Gas Conver,lona 
TUNE-UP NEEDS I M0~-F, .......... 8 . - , .  4631 Keith Avenue. Terrace .InduatrlalAlrFIIterClsanlngSorvlce .CuatomerTawlngAvallahle 
6352218 i!" .Used Filter Cru,hlng .Complete Muffler & Exhaust Service m * 0pen 6 days aWeek* ~t, #,,k i,p, A ,#~ 4,•k A 
K 4 6 aze l le ,~ye , , ;~stbeb~N~~N~ ~rrace, B.C.V8G 1K4 1-800-683-3901 635-4353 j 
INUTE 'l' 
ASSOCIATE DEALER .,,we do it rightl,,.THE FIRSTTIMEI 
GUARANTEED AT OVER 120 LOCATIONS ACROSS CANADA 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
4929 Keith Avenue 
~Bus. Phone 635-6151/6170 TERRACE, B,C, VaG 1K7~ 
i 
4708 Kelth 
Terrace, B C, VaG 4K1 
~ ~ 4526 GREIG AVE,,TERRACE 
~ li E:[iIt~.1.~i ErJrle;rd 
*TERRACE STANDARD ADVERTISING - PHONE 838-728,1 FAX 83~8432 
Tel: (604)638-8746 
Fax: (604)638-8715 ii ~ !~i 
: j.• i}:  
: ! 
r ! 
News 
In Brief 
Nisga'a on "IV 
THE NISGA'A TRIBAL 
Council is continuing its public 
relations effort with the pro- 
duction of four 60-second pub- 
lic service announcements for
• play on television stations. 
Each of the segments has a 
'theme - -  the first being 
resource depletion, the second 
on treaty talks, the third saying 
private property not being af- 
fected by a treaty and the 
fourth on the economic bene- 
fits a treaty will bring. 
The segments feature a com- 
bination of video footage in the 
mass  Valley and of portrait 
photographs taken by photog- 
~rapher Gary Fiegchen which 
als0appear in a 1995 calendar 
)reduced by the Nisga'a. 
Narration is provided by Nel- 
son Lesson, chief councillor at 
Lakalzap and a prominent 
member of the Nisga'a negoti- 
ating team. 
Work starts 
THE CONTRACTOR hand- 
ling construction of the 
lagoons on the Queensway 
sewer project is back on site 
this week. 
Kitimat-Stikine regional dis- 
trict adminisUator Bob Marcel- 
lin said the contractor would 
be tackling laying of the clay 
liner:: once some plumbing 
work was completed. Work on 
the liner had to be put on hold 
until the level of the Skeena 
dropped. 
/:On track 
S ~ .  
Don't say it too loudly, but 
the bridge re-decking project 
might be f'mished on time. 
"We're still on schedule 
we should be complete by July 
27th if all goes well," says 
highways spokesman Jane 
Stead 
Stead said it would have to 
rain "from now til eternity" to 
d/-ag the project into Riverboat 
~Days. 
Africa seeks help 
NORTH WEST Community Col- 
lege instructors and students 
could be taking part in exchanges 
with colleges in South Africa if a 
proposal goes through. 
Fred Adair, a vocational trade 
instructor at NWCC, recently 
travelled to South Africa with 
other college representatives from 
around the province to look into 
setting up an exchange program. 
Instructors from here would be 
used to help train South African 
instructors. 
• The trip was prompted by three 
colleges in South Africa who are 
trying to deal with the impact 
apartheid had on schools. 
Segregation created wide gaps 
in the quality of education a white Fred  Ada i r  
person received, compared to a .. 
black person. ' tion, and few teaching skills. 
"It's just a mess," says Adair. So South African colleges are 
"There were schools for people looking for vocational instructdrs 
who were coloured, East Indian, who can train teachers. These 
black (Africaner black), British teachers can then go out and get 
white and Afrikanner white." the basic literacy level established 
As a result the country has an in the squatter camps and 
odd mix of top quality and un- townships where a large pcrcent- 
derfiuanced, understaffed col- age of the black population lives. 
leges. Those latter colleges Adair hopes that if money for 
tended to cater to black students, the project is approved, those in- 
"Basically what we're looking stmctors would come from 
at is approximately 20 million NWCCand othcrcolleges. 
black people who are probably il- "Another need they have is for 
literate," says Adair. instructors with computer 
But before the literacy rate can network expertise to held set up 
be brought up, the education of computer labs on campuses, and 
teachers must be addressed. " administrative experts to 
Many teachers only have the reorganize their education sys- 
equivalent of a grade 10 educa- tom," he says. 
NOTICE 
DR. GREG LINTON 
will be replacing 
Dr. R.SOMANI 
on August 14, 1995 ' 
at the 
Emerson Medical Clinic 
635-7234 
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Monterey Bacon Burger. 
"Get out anti get into our new Monterey Bacon Burger. A specially 
season ed patty, sizzling reai bacon and a slice of genuine Monterey Jack 
cheese, topped with white onion, crispy lettuce and ripe tomatoes. 
I ,  ts only here until July 30th. So come wsit 
your nearest A&W today, And ~.dd 
a tasty new flavour to your life, 
® 
Since 1956 
4616 Keith Ave, Terrace 638-0100 
© 1995A&W Food Sarv  tea  o f  Canada  L td  
0 RT'H W EST'  M M'U 
Associate Degrees Available Through Northwest Communi ty  College: 
(all transferable to full degree programs at mqjor universities) 
Arts (General) 
, Arts {Humanitie 
•, Arts (Social Scie: 
Arts (English) 
Arts (History) 
Arts (Psychology 
ties: :' 
ry  . - ". . 
Other Languag~ 
Performing Arts 
Studies. ~' :"~ i : i., :.~ ' 
Studies 
Associate Degree Classification~ :. 
.'i ~,  , Social Sc ieno  
¢ i )~ - 
Computer Science 1'11 
Economics.201 
English 101 
Eng l i sh  201  
" ~ i l i )~: jL . ! ' : - ,  ~ - . • - , . .  ,~• , - f~/ ,%, ' ,  , , . ,  :Z ; , : , ' ,  . .  , ,  - , , . ,  . . . . . .  
'! : :~ i~o io~10 i  English 203 Oceanography 208 Anthropology 101 Science 
• . Anthropology 209 Geography 150 Physics 101 ~, thrc pology 111 
Biology 101 Geography 225 Political Science 101 ~ thrc ~olc ~y 201 )-~.~ ' English' i01 
Biology 201 History 105 Psychology 101' 
Chemistry 101 History 231 Psychology 201' 
201 
Math 101 221 
Math 111 D1 
Math 141 ~5 
50 
: IT '  ~-" 
Biology i01 , i 'ii~ 101 ~:~' '~ ~;~ ~!!~ : 
Computer Science 111 - -:- ' En  lish Comi~uter Science 111 Psychology 101 ~!~-i,~;~~:~'~'~ ;  '. 
l-li~t0rv lflA : ~ ,: ;,~:: .. Sociology 
. . . .  ~- , ,  
• . : . . , . , . :  . . . . . . .  ,: ..,.. ,~.~ .~:.,: ~ . :~ . , .  . . . . .  ,.~ , -~ 
English 151 (for Human Oriented Careers) SSW 153 (Human Growth and Development) ECE L04 (Health, Safety & N u t r i t i o n ) • : ~  
Psychology 101 (Introductory Psychology I) SSW 164 (Behavionr Intervention) ECE 105 (Families & ECE Prograins)I) ,i ECE 117 ( 
SSW 141 (Intro to Social Services) SSW. 167 (Computers in the Sodal Services) ECE iii (Child Environments, I) ~: :~:~?~', ~, " -, ECE 124 (Interpersonal Communications)-:; ,: 
SSW 151 (Interpersonal Communication) SSW 191 (Intro to Social Service Agencies) "CE 113 (Role of the ECE Educator I) ECE I40 (Human DeveI0pment), ........ " ~ ~ " 
ECE208(Ad ' " ' " .... " .... .... ") ECE 123 (Issues mm,~trahort sb ,ns  "~Pos - ~,~.
For  more  in fo rmat ion  on  these  and  o ther  courses ,  p lease  contact  the  Educat iona l  Adv isor  a t  your  loca l  Co i legeCent re ,  ~ . . . .  ' ;'~ 
" - , - , -  s~^"e"e  Ca lendars  a re  .~o~'-- ultra"--" request  . . . . . .  ' ~; ~ ~ "" ~~' ' '  ~"~:  ~: ~ ~ ~ * . . . . .  ::' ~' ~ ,.~-,:: ~~~ " ~ ......... 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
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STATE 
THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT   GUIDE 
: ,  Let These Professionals And Discount Supplie ~ You With Your Home Work! : 
Terrace C=pel Cenlre .. . .  ~ .......... 
• . Street 
~~ ~ ~ ~ atHwy.16W YOURDECOR ; 
'~ . " ~ '° I ®®®@®(2)® • " - rh"= ~-'6! l 
• ' -'"'=='==''"°='"'""'"="~'=$mmm~,,!it~' -8oo.865.18s7 
~' :: r ' - r -  r-- r -  r-- ~ .'. .~  ~ .' ~ ,, Custom 
r-- r-- r-- r-- , Floors 
! ~ - - ~  if ',OZY CORNER AO~)'ANORTHWEST~ECH~ICALINC/~ 
= ~ .=c,,~,=.=~. 'i F IREPL  =,0===0=== ~' affordable family home ls packed ~' Iivlngroom featuresawarmlngfireplace kCE Gas &Wood Fireplaces 
; with features, and access to the large covered patio. F~ (~ F :~ [~ Q F~ 
• Marble & Tile Finishing ~'  attractlveexterlorlshlghllghtedby ~,- uppergalleryleadstothreebedrooms. • ' PECIALT IES  LTD. ~,~..,,.~.~-...o..,,=~.o.,.,~,~ 
i :stuccodetalllngand covered veranda. ~- coveredpatloincreases the overall , 12 Styles Of  Custom 635.4770' 635-7158 
t{- ~ ~" 6ozyden with bay window, is depth. . .  j ~  
i ' ~ ~convenlentlylocated oflof spacious .-. this home ln¢ludes an unllnlshed : Made Mantels FAX 635-6156 
',)i : ..,} ] foyer, basement plan. t . 635-6477 ~ ~ l i l ,  5239 Keith, 
. . . .  ~ " ; Terrace 
. . . . . . .  ~ = ~ CARPET DOCTOR 
. . . . .  , po,o . • '  1"800-566-7158 
. . . : .  .:..,..,-~, ~ . . . .  • TERRACE TERRACE HELPING 
" ~ ~ 0 l ~  /~ l  '~?'~' " ., -::: Beautiful Continuous ! ~,~ " red~; P,~i/ec';" 
i, . . . .  UPPERFLOOR ' ' ' t ~ ~,q~|  driv~w~po~e~edolly/orror~rele PLAN 
...................... , . 625 SO. FT. (58.0 M, ; :T . ~ ~  t~tnedging 
' ' ! . . . . . . . . .  , : : i -  4818 Highway 16 West 
, . . . .  ' i > I ~~ ~ 635 9618 Terrace, B.C ,  ~ ~  'REE 'S'=T'' 638"8677 i 
-- MAIN FLOOR PLAN TOTAL: 1515SQ.FT.(t40.6M ~) , : =P t 
-r , ,i ~':{~.: . F -  egosQ. FT.(82.eM') WIDTH: 3ro"(.,0u) , . :  3738 River Dr. Terrace, B.C. 
"1" : , : ~,  - . , DEPTH:48'O"(14,6M) . . : i  : _ . . . . . . . . .  
use Plans Avail Th gh ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ha ab le  rou  WEBB REFRIGERATION LTD.  Rates . . . . .  (for 2"x2" 
: / .  MA~TAI  appliance r pairs 
: : ,  and warranty service 26 wks. O $13,28 
.[or most makes and 
m l  
3207 Munroel Terrace models .  13 wks. O $14.34 
635~6273 MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. : 635"21  88  4637 Lazelle Avenue ~ = z ~  
"'="==="-- . ALL ADS BILLED QUARTERLY 
Canada's Largest Volume[    Carpet Stores 
I ,eerless 
JuDont 
"4  
1 
, j  CHECK OUR HOT PRICES! 
WE'VE GOT "EM ALL BEAT 
}, 
! 
#7 - 4717 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace 
(Old Liquor Store Location) 635 7700 
~ ( ~ )  Man. - Thurs.: 9 am - 6 pm Friday: 9 am - 9 pm == 
Saturday: 9 am - 6 pm Sunday: Closed 
F ~ E t t [ O U S  B I t A _ N [ D  N A ] I I E S  
, McMahon Canada • Barrymore • Domco • Tarkett • Inte 
()1 • Stainmaster • XPS Trevira Polyester ~21Cl~i.'~i 
TERRACE STANDARD 
II I I 
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F=-EATURE 
HOME 
  .0W,UE  
What a great price for this 5 bedroom home with a full 
basement located in the horseshoe. Walk in to a split entry 
with a ceiling fan and head upstairs to the main liviflg area 
with an open flow floor plan . . . .  
The spacious kitchen with ample cupboards and an 
eating area includes 3 appliances. The backdOOr off the 
kitchen leads to a patio overlooking the fully fenced and 
landscaped backyard. 3 bedrooms and the4 Piece main 
bath complete this level . . . .  . 
Go downstairs to a partiaily finished basement which 
offers a fami y room ~ec room, 3 piece bath land 2 more 
bedrooms. Double paved driveway and lots of curb appeal 
with established trees finish off this great home.. Lots of 
potential for the right family. 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION AVAILABLE. REDUCED 
TO $124,951.00 M LS. 
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 spacious Kitchen ~- 
"SUN-MAR" - Composting Toilets 
The perfect solution for your ...... 
cottage, cabin or summer hc 
.. ~ , - '~~._ .  Build with Muttart and Save[ 
I '~ ' "~"~" 
• NO Septic Systenr ,~ ~ ' ~ . ~  ..~?..,. You can build your Ready-to Erect home to I 
~ NO Chemicals ~  ,~,, .:.~.~x;..., your own custom plan, or ch0ose from over 50 I 
. . . . .  of our plans in e;~e~ size arid s~lel . ' i, , :rj 
: : ' our:.faEt0,~ fo~ qe!ck on;s!iE: er~Ci!gn (I::: ~i/!! :r ~.:'~;: 'I 
/// Recycle Back To Nat ,  This means Uneatable' quality~l:nd:.'valu~,, and.  I 
: Several models available: a home tlaat's incredibly faSt and: ~s¢ ~tO l
including non-electric. ~t~L~'~'~:~"  ' ' btflld,i:all at prices yOur can afford, .~1  
FREE: 12 Page Color Catalo! Muttart  - Serv ing  The  West  
~. ~ SUN'J~/~,R CORP. 1-8  For a complete broChUre please send your  ad, 
A CA I i Greater N0~hwest Hol 
~ ~ 3627 Eby Street 
Northwest Mecl' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 2Z5 
5239 Keith Ave ' "~ ' " Fax- Phone 1-604-635-2256 or Pickup a Brochu~ 
635-4770o.635-7158 " @ ~ 
~l~gl l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
I~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII NETWORK 
F: i:!.'.i 
SOCKEYE CREEK RD. 
$187,500.00 MLS 
3914 TERRACE ST. 
$169,500.00 EXCL. 
4824 HAMER I 4702 TUCK AVE. 
$]57,500.00 EXCL. J $129,500.00MLS 
-4 Bedrooms 
~ " ~ ' i  -80' x 132' lot 
:~ ~ -2 Washrooms 
. -  il----t IN TOWN ACREAGE 
8.21 acres located across from 
~ !  the college. ~Possibility to 
SCOI"r i subdivide into 2 acre parcels, 
4826 Property has been cleared. Listed 
~l i i i~$105,000.00  MLS J MLS$156. 00.00 
Rusty Ljungh Lisa Godlinski 
635-5754 635-4950 
2147 QUEENSWAY 
$129,900.00 MLS 
HOUSE & SHOP 
$225,000.00 EXCL. 
KITSELAS 80 ACRES 
$99,000.00 MLS 
3510 GORDON DR. 
View home. MLS 
5002 COLE 4020 MUNROE 
$215,000,00 MLS $159,900,00 EXCL 
-3 Bedrooms .4 Bedrooms 
3632 EBY ST. 
$152,500.00 MLS 
-4+1 Bedrooms 
- 104' x 122' lot 
-3 Washrooms 
4635 SOUCIE 
$124,951.00 MLS 
-3+2 Bedrooms 
-50' x 122' lot .75'x 117' lot ] -76'x 132' lot 
-2 Washrooms -3 Washrooms -3 Wash~rooms 
COMMERCIAL LOTS ACREAGEIN JACKPINE USKAcREAGEI : i L , FOURAcREAGES IN 
Two 33 It. lots on Greig Ave. City I FLATS 2.49 acres located on the rai lway ROSSWOOD 
services available, excellent site 2acrelot n So!croon Way, nice site for a side of Usk, 'Great Weekend ' Each parcel approx. 40 acres in 
for an office building or store front. I home or ~'ailer, good rainage, power and retreat. Listed MLS $8,500.00' size, all i fronting on Egan Road, 
great mountain views, small creek $50,O00.OOEXCL.. telephoneava=]able,,lightlytreedandavlew . thrOugh all lots, land mostly 
- ..... ', Cleared. ~:: , 
i • , * , ,  • 
Ralph Godlinski David D. Hull 
635-4950 638-1327 
Christel Godlinski, Joe Barbosa 
635.5397 635-5604 
5117 A & B MEDEEK 
Strata Titled 
i) ~ 
Bert Ljungh 
635.5754 
r I ' ,  
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• . .  _ . .  '  :cO A rr "  ill . . . . .  
i,,lil l/' ilPT r t / ' l i l l P I i  ' Barrlsters&Solcitors, Vancouver, B.C W 
[] • n I ,  Cor. an es.Fam /yTrust .T M .ers In 
. - ' " . :: ; : i f ,  : ' ,: lfl~ JamesW. Radelet Phone 689-0878 Fax 688-1386 m 
sa,d restr ,ct ive 
=GIONALDISTRICT  directors the development warrenL" Helping people learn to lear  
have adopted a rural ~sort'zoning The policy contains no 
policy which softens the restric- reference to angling guide 
rive guidelines of an earlier draft, licences or commercial viability. 
HoweveG localsurveyor David It does, however, specify any 
Dediluke is concerned the Policy cabins may not be used as rental 
still doesn't take a broad enough : hous ing units nor can the rural 
If you or someone you know would like to improve reading, 
writing or math, look under LEARN in the Yellow Pages~M directories, 
CANADA 
LOOK u~Dt l  LEARN,  
i ~ :: :/:/i 
. . . .  ) /7/ i :?[ i i /{i(  
view. " .... resort zone be nsed as a motel. / 
Dedlluke is acting for Ruiner ~ And it's that last POintwhich :. r~ 
Imhoffwh6is trying to get his 28 :  still troubles Dediluke who Sees 
acre property 7km west of Ter-  no reason why such resorts can- 
race xezoned to rural resort. 
Imhoff cu~entiy/operates a bed 
and breakfast here catering to 
European fishermen. ' However, 
'he wants to expand the operation 
to provide year-round tourist ac- 
commodation and needs the 
rezone t0do so. Plans call for a 
six-spot recreational vehicle park 
and six cabins. 
Following Imhoffs rezone re' 
quest, then district planner Tosh 
Yamashita drew up a draft policy 
designed to regulate rural resorts. 
That.draft specified the resort 
had to be close to an amenity 
river,lake stream, for example 
"whichre!ates directly to the at- 
traction for the rural resort." 
It would also have to be at least 
half a kil0metre away from local 
highways and, if it was catering 
to sports fishermen, be tied to an 
angling uide licence. 
Finally, .the ` .proposed policy 
stated the resort "must be com- 
mercially viable as a destination 
resort". It did not, however, ex- 
plain who would make that judg- 
ment call."• " " " " 
At the time, Dediluke argued , 
the policy was too restrictive and 
had the potential to stifle small 
scale tourist development in the 
region.":- ' " , " ~ 
Following further considera. 
elan, the board last month adopted 
a less rigidlY defined policy. 
Now, location clme to a 
apedf ic  . "ameni ty  "~ only 
"expected" .  It also slates the 
board:: ~n l  make exceptions 
"based on the merits of the pro- 
posed development". 
The requirement to be a half 
kilometre from the highway now 
reads "some distance away" 
with an additional provision for 
adequate" s ,~ee~g by natura l  
vegetation. But again, the pos- 
sibility of exemption is recog- 
nized if "architectural merits of 
not operate in the same way as 
existing bed and breakfasts. 
"There's a type of tourist who 
wants to travel through the 
region," he points ouL They 
therefore are looking for places to 
stay for just a night or two. 
Given these people am drown to 
the northwest by its scenic beau- 
ty, he snggeats they would prefer 
to stay in the natural setting of a 
rural resort than a downtown 
hotel. 
Emphasizing he was not talking 
about "a garish motel kind of de- 
velopment", Dediluke said it 
would be possible to meet that 
specific tourist need without 
creating pollution problems or 
, aruining the neighbourhood ". 
., The Imhoff rezening request 
will be back on the regional dis- 
trict board's agenda when it 
meets Friday, August 18, 
~ Schoo l  D is t r i c t  No.  
88 (Ter race)  
NOTICE  ,~.. ~ .  
Al l  p lay ing  f ie lds  in the  
Ter race  and  Thornh i l l  a rea  
schoo ls  wil be 
Fertilized Monthly. 
Th is  p rogram wil l  run f rom 
May through ~ "  
October  1995,  
I 
-Before 
youbln... 
check with 
your Ioca! 
Forest Serwce 
Office. 
As 0fJune T S, 1995, burning procedures hove 
changed in B.C. Please check with your Io~ol 
Forest Sentke office bdole you burn yard 
refuse, tree pr~nings and olher ntoterial on pri- 
vole land Ihat is not covered by municipal or 
regional distTid buming by-lows, 
Any burning relaled to land clearing, plesuibed 
flies and indushlal burning ~equires o Forest 
Se~ce burning permit. Coatod the nearest 
Forest Service office for burning permits and 
further information. 
Province of 
Brlileh Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forum 
• I I order of Pizza Spaghetti or Lasagna I I 
I :1  , .i~ htre of PEPsi FREE 
Free  de l ivery  to  Ter race  & Thernh i l l  
5 p.m.635,o 11 p -m.72297 days a week 
Neon 
, ~ ,~ 8ean Braid 
[ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  ~ i~': ~ '~"i ~A;~ ........... *i:~! ' . i~  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;.~' ~ '~:~# :' ° ~,~ : ~'~,~i~ 
1975-1995 
"20 years of our Famify Serving Your Family" . 
4648 Lakelse Ave.  r Terrace 638-8581 
21A Package includes: 
V' $tmdard ual air ba~ V' 4-wheel indepe.dent 
~' Sl~ndard ~ide door su~pen.~ion 
impact bealnS V' Available ABS brakes 
V' 16-vah~e 2.0 L 132 hp V' Cab forward de.,;i~n 
engine V' l~loor mo,nted  
V' 5 passe .~er  gee|,in~ centre conso le  
,. , ,5o0  199 
l ,d, , , l i , ,g fi.i,i~ht anti $651 h,c.,or.y Rc.l,a,,i[ C _- ,P2e~l'~' ,'~'oLh [°pr~O :ne':il h ' ' "  GRADUATES! 
Get on addition( 
0tiers- when 1
Package Cavalier Honda Civic Escort 
. LS  (1SA)  LXSpecia l  Ed LX  (016A)  
/ / v' 
/ / v' 
N/A / V' 
/ / v" 
/ , / .  V.  ' 
/ / .~  
V 
available 
132 
Air conditioning / 
Automatic / 
Dual air bags / 
;Neon 
 4,9)88' 
: ~," ; : i " :  ' - "  . ~ " ,, • , . Including ft mght and $650 l,ae toey Ilel)ate 
GOLD/~-.- 
per month 
for 30 months'* 
~,326 down payment 
Side impact beams / 
Rear defroster J 
"tinted glass / 
AM/FM Stere0 J / 
Power steering / / 
ABSbrakes • ' : J N/A 
Intermittent wipers ava i lab le  / 
~ 221) Package includes: 
V' Standard dual air ba~.,~ 
t/ Standard side door 
impaet bemn~ 
V' 16-valve 2.0 L 132 hp 
ellgil le 
V' Aul:ome[ie ti~mmls~ion 
~' Air eond|tlonln~ 
IV' Power steerln~ brakes 
V Cab forwerd stylin~ 
• V J~J~I/I.,M stereo easse[te 
V ~ Interm|ttenL wlpers 
V ~ Rear window defros[ers 
/ 
/ 
ava i lab le  
ava i lab le  
Horsepower 120 102 88 
Split folding n/a n/a / 
rear seat • , V ~ 
Cab forward nra _.  . . .  : : • . 
design i n/a n/a t /  / :  i 
Morefront " • ;~'i . : " (~ / : . "  
head room . . . . .  I : ' : ' / :"" :  " " "  
N0 charge . 4 ,  r : ' ' [~ 'C  :~ J' :" ~1' 
AM/FM stereo ; ' . - . ;  ,, . . , .  
cassette " . :, ~ :', 
MSRP t $16,495 $16,690 $15,876 $ ~  
at your  ( rysler Team. 
" Dealer  can believe in. 
'Price includes $600 Ireighl end $650 fotlo!y ;chela ssigned redoolelin lieu of other offers e~iTob~ (;am (h~le; Cane.do. P, ke exdudes Ikon[e ;egistrolion insurance end loxes gebaleincludes GS/Um!led time offer Ocaf¢ trade be ne(esso; O .. , mgy eoler ~ 1erl for less See dealer for details. "Monthly role is so/eoI tar 30 month re m ~sed ca he vehkle quipped asdesc bed A m n mum down ~ment or equ~ en h'ade ~zmJ as |off~l: (Neon' 21A S2,i t 6)(Neon i2D S2,326): No ~wn payment pica vailable. ~'~ dealer for deloih. Subjen 
Io approval by (h~lel Credo Canada Ltd, SeedtY ~posif re, lied ol (o!lowL (teen 21A $250 (Neon 22D !300). ,tea~s ale rnr ~fsonol u ~ only..Com.me{.dd vehrdes ore exd~l ]olo I~  obr~olion, eying lax.as, ?,0I loaows.(Neon 2 IA ,S8,330 (Neon 220 S10,096). 
Flea kilometers o e limited lo62,S00. Charge of ~O.06/km f  excess kilometers. Offer may no be tombmeo wire am.el priers curren~.ovoimpm r a Ln~le ccamJo. This is ocmseo taxi,ease with ,no ~ DOCK ~Jmmen!. I,t ,~din9 fmtolir o~ oxcming Ike6.(o, eoistmlica nsu. 
ante and taxes. Dealer f o~ mw be oe(essoly. Umif~ lime offer ~ dealer for de.to& .IV!hi.de MSRP ~ ell ind~ h .right. ifUrn ed time o, er. Some mlrklio~ o,dy. See ~ ~ ~elok u,m oppil¢ Io felon p¢(,eoes for personal use only ca sele(t models ex ud no 
Oodi'e Viper. This offer ton be tomb]ned with any user I~blidy o~ve~ed offer cu~nfly ~iloole tram (hrpter condo LTO. uns opp~ to 1995,1994. cad ]993 Unln~ty~ oll~e Om~o~. , . . . .  
CHRYSLER 
Plymouth 
Jeer!Fag" 
area by contacting owners of 
properties at the end Of the 
proposed gas lines. 
If those people indicated they 
had no intercst, the service 
area would be reduced accord- 
ingly. 
The petition will spell out the 
estimated cost of the service 
a one-time payment of $973 
per property based on the pro- 
posed service area boundaries 
and ask the owners to indi- 
cate whether they are prepared 
to pay that amount. 
Federal-provincial govern- 
ment grants have been ob- 
tained for three projects 
$122,400 for North Terrace, 
$279,250 for Jackpine Flats 
and $615,000 for East Terrace. 
Regional district, regulations 
require that 65 per cent of the 
owners representing atleast 50 
per cent of the combined as- 
sessed value of the properties 
say 'yes' for the project o go 
ahead. 
Webber pointed out the 
owners will receive a similar 
letter from Pacific Natural Gas. 
That's because the utility has 
its own approval process 
which seeks a commitment to 
connect o the sys!em within a 
specified time period. 
Assuming positive results on 
each, he said it might be pos- 
sible to get gas service into the 
area this year, 
Also under consideration is
extension of gas service to 
Jackpine Flats and Terrace 
East 
Webber said boundaries for 
the Jackpine Flats service area 
have yet to be defined.. Once 
that's done, the district will 
pass all information contact 
formation, including cost, to 
the area!s C0mm. un i ty .~o~-  ~ 
ation. Preliminary estimates 
put the cost at less than $800 
per parcel. 
Suggesting there was "a 
strong likelihood" property 
owners there would agree to 
the proposal, he anticipated the 
approval process would be 
completed in time for con- 
struction to start early next 
year. 
As for East Terrace, Webber 
said that was a much more 
complex project and doubted 
the paperwork would get I 
started on that one before this ] fall. Once it's done, the project will go through the same ap- 
proval process as the other 
two. 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July19, 1"995'- A l l  
Gas line I' Highlights fS planned The o ummer 
THIS WEEK property owners nor  have  
of North Terrace will have an 
opportunity to say whether l y  I healthy ha i r  
they want natural gas service. 
It will come through a peti- ake  you  glow 
tion being circulated by the .......... ::~ ~. . :~  • ............. 
Kitimat-Stikine regional dis- t O %  
tr~tconomic development of- on 
ricer Andrew Webber said last 
week the district is finalizing 
the boundaries of the service 
I 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
INSTRUMENT SALE 
PIANOS • HOME ORGANS 
PORTABLE KEYBOARDS 
MEMBERS OF the Terrace water rescue team hone their skills 
in preparation for two August advanced training courses. They'll 
be held here in Terrace and there'll be people from around North 
America in attendance for the training sessions. 
Water rescuers 
descend on area 
WATER RESCUE team mem- 
bers from the United States and 
Canada are coming to Terrace 
this August for an advanced ive 
rescue course. 
Terrace is the only Canadian 
city this year which is offering 
the course, called Dive Rescue 2. 
The Terrace Water Rescue team 
is also offering a Dive Rescue 1 
course. 
"Our members ' feel it's impor- 
tant to advance our skills as much 
as possible, for the sake of people 
we might be able to help, and for 
our own safety," says Dave Jeph- 
son, Terrace Water Rescue presi- 
dent. 
The Terrace team has only been 
together for five years, but is one 
of the best 4rained teams in the 
country. 
"Our personal commitment is 
very high," says Jephson, trying 
to explain the success of the 
team. 
The Dive Rescue 2 course is an 
intensive five-day course in ad- 
vanced dive rescue skills. It 
teaches advanced rescue and 
recovery techniques, and is 
sponsored by Dive Rescue Inter- 
national. 
Course topics include how to 
conduct searches in rivers with 
strong currents. Jephson says that 
will be of particular interest to the 
Terrace team, since many of their 
searches are conducted on the 
Skeena nd other area rivers. 
How to recover cars and planes 
from rivers and lakes, a problem 
which the Terrace team has faced 
in the past, will also be covered in 
the course. 
The Dive Rescue 1 course will 
be offered August 4-6, and Dive 
Rescue 2 from August 7-11. 
Ten out of 14 Terrace Water 
Rescue volunteers will be taking 
the Dive Rescue 2 course, offer- 
ing Terrace and area residents a
unique level of water rescue pro- 
tection. 
The team members travel to 
locations within an hour's 
helicopter ide from Terrace for 
lifesaving operations and travels 
even farther for body recovery 
searches. 
Baby's Name: 
Malthew David James Connar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 15, 1995 at 7:28 am 
Weight:7 Ibs 2 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Dave & Raechelle 
Little brother for Magen 
Baby's Name: 
Aaron Wayne Daniel Brown 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 27, 1995 at 3:2t am. 
Weight: 9Ibs Sex: Male 
Parents: Mark & Jennifer Brown 
Baby's Name: Zachary John Olson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 1. 1995 at 12:16 am. 
Weight: 10 Ibs 2 oz Sex: Male 
Parenls : Ken & Doff Olson 
,BUNDLES 
OF JOY 
....~., ........ • ..... ,~, ~.,..~ ,. /.,~; 
Baby's Name: 
Miko J, Sadinmaa 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 2, 1995 
Weight:2950 gms. Sex: Male 
Parents: Raimo & Miriam 
. Sadinmaa 
Baby's Name: 
Cassandra Hope Onischak 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 4, 1995 at 2:12 pm 
Weight: 6Ibs 3 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Michele & Allan 
Onischak 
A sister for Sarah 
Baby's Name: 
Brett Dale Wheeler 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 5, 1995 at 10:29 pm 
Weight: 8Ibs 13 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Wade & t.inda Wheeler 
~ C h r i s t m a s  in  Ju ly  ]J O/  Off Arts II 
& Crafts 
ON INSTRUMENTS USED IN OUR 
LESSON STUDIO 
FULL WARRANTY APPLIES 
FREE DELIVERY Iit B.C. 
IINi!!!lt!IlI!II~t!IINIIi 
~ 12~12 MUE~IC '-'~. 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-7888 
RCA 31 INCH COLOUR TV 
=- - .......... 7~-~ -~ , Color TRAK PLUS 
' ';;'"~:~;~-: " 7 - . ,  : ' 
, :  .:'%,~.::%',N,~,N. 
• 5 Jack Monitor Panel 
. VHP Picture Tube 
• Multilanguage 
onScreen Display 
*999" 
RCA 46 INCH COLOUR TV 
• Picture In Picture 
• Stereo Sound 
t00 
hVt  ~ .eo=,t~,OO 
RCA 20 INCH COLOUR TV RCA 27 INCH COLOUR "IV 
Ioured Highlights 
or Any Hair 
Conditioning 
Treatment 
~ ' ~  • Fully Remote / ~ .Fully Remote Control ~ . On Screen Display 
: " : - ' "~  " Color TRAK PLUS . " ' i~  
...... '.... • • Sroadcast Slerro S~l~flO0 . N ~  r $ '  ~( i  O0 
" • . • Multilenguage ~ r [ [ ~ ~  
' .  ' onScreenDisplay q lFqFqF~ ~ ~ 16 I t  l ' 
KONDOLNS FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
4525 Lake lse  Avenue 635-4511 
Tor r .oo ,  B .o .  1 -SOO-479-4S l  1 
r 
The Head Shed 
638-8880 4615A Lakel 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
2 
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In Terrace ' 
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•Terrace 
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Hockey 
Association 
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Assoc at on 
17Terrace 
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Association 
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Association 
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Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
11 • 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
WEDNES DAY ' "THU ~L~DAY" 
t 
• 
Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics 
12 
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau : 
18 1 9Terrac e
Kermode Blueback 
Friendship Swim Club 
. Society 
25 
~Te~ oe/l~t 
Kermode = a ,mat Shdne Club #10
Friendship. 
Society MounNn Ski Club 
Terrace 747 7, Canadian 
Air Cadet - -  Paraplegic 
Society • Association 
Terrace Nisga'a Tribal 
Anti-Poverty 'Council Terrace 
13 %ca 14Canadian 
Theatre Paraplegic 
Society. 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty " 
'~' Order of 
the Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti-Poverty 
JULY 1995 
Terrace Minor 
SoflballAss0c. 
Kinsmen 
Terrace Skating 
Knights of 
Colubus 
Youth Soccer 
Search & • 
Rescue 
t ~ Terraceht 
z v ASSOC. 
• P"cea~ 
Nisffa'a Tribal ' Terrace Skating' 
Council-Terrace , ~ 
• . :  , , . .  
2.4Blg Brothers r j )O  , Youth' 
/ &Sisters' ,mC.,Ambassado r 
• Terrace" ~as.mk~s~amo~ 
"7 Terrace 
E . [  . Rngelle 
Associalion 
Anti-Poverty 
Nisga'a Tribal HoB-Ice So¢le'" 
.c°uncii'Terrace . ?. v : .  - IY 
Of}  c~n~ r~QToie m Saddle 
r _ t j  '.7~To~," r . .~ .  Ctub . 
• i . . . . .  Kinettes 
Nisga'a Tdbal .. 
terrace Skahng Council.Terrace . . . .  
Sat .A f te rnoon Games ....... :~.-.: ........... Doors11:30  aim. Games  2:45 
Even ing Games ' Doors  4 :30 p.m. Games  6 : i5  
Thurs . ,  Frl., Sat. Late Night  Games  Doors 9:30 p .m,  Games  10:00 p.m. 
Fatal ly B ingo Every  Saturday  Af ternoon Last Wednesday ofthemonth Is DOUBLE BINGO; 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
At times, school may see 
studying, homework and 
m any ,opportunities open 
You can 
.•% 
~ Totigh it out in School no: 
idb~n the road, whenyot 
~ waht  todo,:andmak!ng a 
, This important message appears c 
1~.12 -The  Terrace Standard, Wedrlesd,ay, d.u!y 19, 1995 
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Growing 
" I~"  b y which soon 
will be respons~le for local 
health care decisions is slowly 
taking shape. 
It's looking for a person to 
manage the process 'of taking 
over the respons~flities of ex- 
isting health service agencies. 
And the newly-formed com- 
munity health council is also 
working on the management 
structure that will be in place 
once it assumes control, says 
chairman Bob Kelly. 
The community health coun- 
cil will be directly responsible 
for the operations of  Mills 
Memorial Hospital and Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
It will also have a say in the 
other health care services 
being provided in the city. 
"The tentative date is Octo- 
ber or November," said Kelly 
last week. "Butwe don't want 
to rush things. We want to do 
this properly." 
It has moved toward that end 
with Kelly, and Sandy Sand- 
hals, another member of the 
health council, being named to 
the Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society board. 
That society now runs Mills 
and Terraceview but will wind 
up its affairs when the health 
council takes over. 
The addition of Kelly and 
Sandhals makes for three 
members of the council on the 
health care society board. 
Peggy Julseth is already a 
director of the health care 
society. 
"This way the community 
health council can become 
aware of the operations of the 
society so we won't be flying 
blind when it takes over," said 
Kelly. 
The transition manager will 
be an existing health ministry 
employee and an appointment 
is wanted as soon as possible. 
There. will be a permanent 
executive head reporting to the 
community health council 
when it assumes all of its 
responsibilities. 
"They don't have the will to do 
this. It's becoming very obvious. 
More has been acocomplished in 
the last eight weeks than in the 
entire course of the negotiations - -
because the province set a date." 
"The federal government is
more interested inpaying negotia- 
tion costs than paying settlement 
costs," he added. "They've been 
quite happy to do this for the last 
20 years." 
Talks were to continue last 
Friday ~ the day the province had 
set as a deadline for reaching a
consensus agreement on the main 
principles of the treaty. 
But a front page story in that 
day's Vancouver Sun ~ headlined 
'B.C. deal with Nisga'a torpedoed 
by Ottawa' - -  predicted the col- 
FROM FRONT :~ ~:/}: i l ~:'~- 
Nisga a treaty I 
' - 
talks collapse 
Pr°vince will h°ld the reds t° the lapse iutalks and pinned th~bl~e ( ~ ~ 6 ~ ~  
cost-sharing deal they signed and on the feds. • " " , 
accuses Wats, on of "artfully twist- "We woke up this morning to • 
ing the facts, find that the province had Stage- 
T.o, wo,, ,,at o a o  pro  .,o o n soo0 / ,  
stumpage rates and other ates are headlines in the Vancouver Sun," 
variable," he said. "They went in federal treaty negotiator David 
The $30 million difference -He  refuted the idea that :.:.:,:.~.:;., 
separating thetwo govemments 
from a Nisga'a deal balloons to 
$1.8 billion ¢ahen multiplied out 
across the other 60 or so native 
land claims in B.C., he s/iys. 
"Nobody can justify cutting a 
deal at any price - -  a deal that 
would put the burden on B.C. tax- 
payers and reduce the burden for 
Canada," Cashore said. 
"We've walked from the talks 
until the federal government 
decides they're going to do the 
right thing and abide by the 
Memorandum ofUnderstanding." 
Watson questions whether the 
province really wants a deal. 
"They'reholding the Nisga'a 
negotiations for ransom," Watson 
Ottawa is to blame. 
"If there's an impasse it's the 
province who declared It," Osbom 
said. "rhey pulled the plug." 
He said provincial negotiator 
Jack Ebbels unilaterally moved to 
"stand own" the talks. 
"It wasn't a joint decision that 
the negotiations were at an 
impasse, which is usually a deci- 
sion that both patties make in good 
faith negotiations." 
"Both we and the Nisga'a 
were prepared to continue talking." 
Osborn said federal and 
Nisga'a negotiators Want o contin- 
ue treaty talks this week, while oth- 
er negotiators try to resolve the 
cost-sharing tssue. 
said. "0nly history wiUjudge what • "/ "But tr;e province doesn't see 
their motivations were. We cannot it that way," he said. 
agree to that kind of Asked if he thought a pending 
brinkmanship." provincial election was a factor, 
Cashore says it's the feds who Osborn said: "Snmebody's always 
don't want a deal. having an election. That shouldn't 
TERRACE CO-OP 
be used as an excuse to do nothing 
unless you want it to be." 
Nisga'a Tribal Council presi- 
dent Joe Gosnell attacked the two 
governments for the breakdown 
talks. 
"It's degenerated to a finger- 
pointing exercise," Gosnell said. 
"So close to everyone's common 
goal, and we have now been hung 
up as a direct result of federal-pro- 
vincial bickering." 
"We refuse to let this process 
be pushed aside because of a politi- 
cal battle between levels of 
governmenL" 
Federal and Nisga'a negotia- 
tors were to hold a conference all 
with Ebbels this week to determine 
whether the talks will resume. 
FASHIONS DEPARTMENT 
LADLES • MEN'S • CHILDREN'S 
ALL T-SHIRTS ONLY 
BUY 1 RECEIVE  
2ND AT  
| /2  PRICE 
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE 
MEN'S 
100% COTTOH WOVEN PAHT$ 
Haggar, Kodiak, 25 00F F 
Ikeda .................... REG. PRICE 
LADIES. 
CHILDREN'S 
ALL SUMMER SHORTS 
ALL PAP ILLOi~ 
OFF 
ITEMS ................ J [  I I I~P/*0 REG. PRICE 
And short 25% ° ' '  
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• • Auto  exposure  - -~  -" :.=:--- J 
• • Auto flash -.~:- --~. : im~.-~ _ ~ - 
8ON  
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WALKMAN 
• Auto Reverse 
• Mega Bass 
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• Tone Control 
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• Mega Bass 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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SECTION B 
CRIS LEYI/,,AUF ' 
638 ,7283 "OMMuNITY 
BOOKING IN 
PETER HEPBURN 
For your 
reference 
l had intended to use this column 
to shamelessly plug the grand 
opening of the library expansion 
project in early September. 
Cake and balloons and dignitaries, all tMt 
sort of thing. But no, I decided, coverage of 
Riverboat Days preparations can fill that 
niche in this month's Standards quite ade- 
quately. 
I decided instead to respond to some of 
the feedback I've received on my last 
column. 
Happily, your comments, to me in person 
have been largely encouraging. Some of 
you, it seems, stumbled over a few words in 
the piece. One friend commented that six 
words in and he had to go in search of his 
dictionary. 
This is not such an unwelcome r action. 
Above all, I hope that all of you were able 
to digest the column; however, if nothing 
else I would hope that it emphasized the 
importance of one of the l~rary's resources 
--=- its reference section. ..... 
. . . . .  ~ ,~L~ ~ "L"  
The reference section of any I f -  
brary is a wellspring of truly fas- 
cinating trivia, useful sometimes 
for little more than impressing co. 
workers. 
The reference section of any library is a 
wellspring of truly fascinating trivia, useful 
sometimes for little more than impressing 
co-workers. Coincidentslly it also provides 
relevant information in such volumes as 
dictionaries. 
The l~andom House Dictionary of the 
English Language Second Edition Un- 
abridged (Ref. 423 Ran) offers seven 
definitions of the word halcyon, the third of 
which is most applicable to my last column: 
"happy, joyful, carefree." Furthermore, in
the entry the etymology of the word is 
traced through Middle English from Latin 
and Greek. 
Why stop there? 
The Oxford Dictionary of English 
Etymo/ogy (Ref. 422 Oxf) expands on the 
roots of the word. The halcyon was a 
mythical bird that bred in nests on the sea. 
The. Greek word alkubn translates as King- 
fisher and derives from the words for sea 
(hals) and conception (kuon). 
Like many words in modem use then, hal- 
cyon has its root in myth. So off we go to 
Who's Who in Classical Mythology (Ref. 
292 Gra)which relates two tales of a king, 
Ceyx, and his wife, Alcyone. In the first 
tale, the two were turned into birds, a king- 
fisher in her case, for daring to compare 
themselves tothe gods. 
In the other, more usual story, the gods 
pitied Alcyone as she mourned her hus- 
band, drowned at sea. Reunited as  king-. 
fishers, the couple nested on winter seas 
. held calm for two weeks around the solstice 
by the god of winds. 
These stories, also recounted in The Dic- 
tionary of Classical Mythology (Ref.' 
292.13 Gri), return us to our original source 
and to the other definitions that have asso. 
ciations with serenity, good nautical 
weather, and birds. From here it's an easy 
sidetrip into the 598's to look up king- 
fishers, or even the 623's or 797's to find 
related nautical interpretations. 
None of this research took much time. 
Simply encounter an unfamiliar term and 
locate it in a primary reference material. 
Then allow yourself to v~r  off on tangents, r i 
The  reference section in the expansion [ 
Will benefit from a generous endowment by I 
the Terrace Rotary Club. With this I 
f0rthcoming enh'ancement, you needn't let I 
any pol-y-syl-lab-iclw0rds Stand ~your  
way.  . - • " 
Escape into happiness 
"IT HASN'T really sunk in yet," 
says Joan Sangster, winner of the 
Best Actress award at the provin- 
cial Mainstage drama festival in 
Kamloops. 
She played the role of 
Elizabeth, a lesbian lawyer, in 
Terrace Little TheaU'e's produc- 
tion Escape from Happiness. 
Being named the best amateur 
actress in the province might not 
have been such a surprise, if the 
27-year-old Sangster had been a 
veteran of many plays. 
But Escape from Happiness 
was her first 
During the performance before 
a crowd of 500 in Karaloops, 
Sangster was convinced she had 
flubbed her lines and was doing a 
terrible job. 
"The most I was hoping for 
during the awards ceremony was 
perhaps an honourable mention," 
says Sangster. 
When they called her name for 
best actress her husband Russ had 
to pull her to her feet, she was so 
surprised. 
Then she took off her heels, ran 
to the stage, hugged adjudicator 
Michael Springatc and hugged 
the man sponsoring the award. 
In giving her the award, 
Springatc noted her "astonishing- 
ly clear ability to animate, charge 
and lead a production due to her 
quickness of mind on stage." 
Sangster credits her background 
in modelling as giving her a good 
base of skills for the stage. • 
When she first read the play, 
she was drawn to Elizabeth's 
character. 
"She just kind of jumped out at 
me," says Sangster. "She's loud, 
aggressive ~ I thought she'd be 
excellent to play." 
At first her husband, also an 
award winning actor, tried to talk 
her out of trying for,  lead role in 
her fwst play. 
"But when I got the part, he 
was so supportive. And he really 
helped me to develop Elizabeth." 
Throughout rehearsals, Sangster 
found that playing Elizabeth was 
a wonderful way to vent feelings 
of anger and fraslration. 
"I got to yell and so:cam and 
not have anybody judge me for 
that... Elizabeth is like my evil 
twin. Everybody has an evil 
streak in them, and this was my 
way to let her out 
"Elizabeth was a great initia- 
tion into theatre. But I couldn't 
have done it without he rest of 
the cast. They were a great bunch, 
very supportive and always will- 
ing to share their experiences." 
So, is Sangste~ dreaming o f  
Hollywood? 
';I've gotten my 15 minutes of 
fame. I'm" happy." 
/ 
BEST ENSEMBLE - -  The cast from Escape from Happiness 
is all smiles after winning the award for Best Ensemble during 
Mainstage '95 in Kamloops. 
Joan Sangster 
Trophy .winner 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre micas Elizabeth. 
came away from the recem The actors performed Es- 
Mains,age provincial drams cape from Happiness in front 
festivat.o-in-~Kamloops with of an audience of approxi- 
three awards. ~ mately .500 peoplein Kam. 
Its production .Escape from lo0p's Sagebrush Theatre/.(~ '  .... 
Happiness came away with "The last. two actors on 
the Best Ensemble award, " shtge.c6uldn,t: e~en finish 
Best Actress award, and the . their lines~'"ilsays~"Weston.~ 
Burnaby Trophy as runner up "The audience was hooting ~ 
• for BestProduction. and hollering too mucl], i:..It's '
"This is the third time in just an incred~le feeling to 
, ; : , ,  . , . , . . . ,  - • 
Burnaby Trophy," says the from that many pe0ple.,~ ' " 
play's producer Marianne Grant Piffer, the graphics ~: 
Weston. " designer for an0ther TLT play :° 
Festival adjudicator Michael - -  Firebugs, picked up an 
Springate awarded Best award for his t-shirt design, 
Ensemble to TLT for "e reat - "  He was i also given ~an: , 
ing a whole that was greater . honourablcl mention for the 
than the sum of its parts." graphics and poster he 
First time actresa'JoanSang, designed for Firebugs and 
star won best actress for her-  Windfall. 
I Chella Levesque ' "Suzanne Ebeling Kimberley Johnson 
Photos by Ai Flichardson 
Meet the pageant contestants 
• TALENT NIGHT is coming up Chella Levesque entered the SUZANNEEBELING Suzmne is sponsored by 
soon as the Miss Terrace pageant Miss Terrace contest in order to ~ 
builds momentum, becomemore involved in the A recent grade 12 graduate, TymoschuckAgenctesLimlted. 
The nine contestants will take growth of the city. Sezamle plans to attend .a post: K IMBERLEY  JOHNSON 
to the stage July 29 for the speak. She attends Caledonia, and Js secondary institution to develop ~ .... ...... ,:~.: ~ ~: . . . .  
off and talent portions of the con,~ starting rade 12 next ~year/Her her French language s~s i  * "Kiln, that ooka lot o~ gun'i; : 
test. .... " : / :~ . . . .  . plans f0r'~e~ future include at- She is a' ~uct  of the French That :~,ildt~ gim J01ms~,~i~ I~!]I: ! 
• Also on that night three young tending university for a degree in immersion program here ,  and, peoplewlll say 0fher dectsi0~to I ; ~ :~"  
oW:tmea will be named to proceed either sport medicine or sports hopes to teach in a French ,miner. take  part in ~the Ml~ Ter race .  ~ 
crowning night, scheduled physiotherapy. sion program in Terrace when she pageant. : ' / :  i 
for August 5. . It sounds as though she's al-' finishes iler schooling, Butbefore : , . . . .  • . . . . . . . . .  
But audiences Will still have a ,  ready had a great deal of experl, she setlles d0wn, si)e,d ilsolike, b" 
chance to see ali the contestants encewith sports, Chella has al' to do some traVeling ~ ..... : .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
that night during a group dance ready been figure skating for 12 " - ' . .," " no coalege anu become an ac. ~ ~,i, l~ow that school s out, you'll counta:'~t. " : 
production a,d a fashion show. ye~irs, probably see Suzanne working at . r~. ,  ~..,~..a ~.. ~ . ,2 . . , .  _..,~ ' 
Tickets for the July 29 talent Sh . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' : .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ...... Ktme.,..r~wecontesLtaotder . . . . .  e hopes, the contest will give Terrace Co-op, or out on the ball .~ k..,.~A ..='~ ~--2:~:~ ' 
night are $7, and are ava/lable he~ "-'~-" %'-~----"-.~.'---.'-,'-' .u.__=~:~ . . . . . . . .  L 'V ~'~m~ mUW ~p~"  
. m contestants, c.mwning ~ilght sn~id~," and: teac*" *'-~:"L-=:- ~: : o:..:::_:~ : : . _  : .  . .  ...... : : .  ~ ease her team atmut spe " : 
rakes lace at tne Kff.,bl L,ee u~,.. ut um~. in~ w.. . . .  P . . . . .  ~ achieve her personal best. She order to meet new POODle and t¢ : . . . .  : ....... v ! '  
. ~u ,~,  and ticxets for that arc also wants to meet new people: get lm/olVed in her ~alt~nt~, ' ' .  ~-  i.~= ~~ : ~, . . e 
) ;u  item contestants or at the ~with | l~thcco ln lHun ih .  i l L j  2_ , _~ . .o r :  . ,~_  ,_ .. ~ .  . . . . . . . .  : ' . ,  watch mu, ' spot~ztwee~tor . , :~  I '  J2_: . . ~ _ . ,y .u.~mo, : ou© ,me, hopes m Improve ae~ there ~ ;,r,,,,,7,~,,, ,.~..,,, ~;s~'i' ' i. :1 
moor. ri:i . . . . . . .  ; : ; lish heW friendships, : ........ self:c0~dence andhe '  nuMlc ~'re~,i-'~':/''''-''' ~ "W'~ "~ : I ' 
i .... . ' i .. . Chella . . . . . . . . .  ::,,L ~ - . , ( .  ...... r .,./____ /~  ~6t~!Tl~ed*moreco~tesiantsi:~ ~i::;. . . .  ,~ is spousored,,b ~. the~apea ~s ,  . . . .  ' • ' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............ , .... . 
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,,. IM. ,HILL,  S CHANNEL ,0 DAYS--,poo,, 
Moun2tn tea uar programm,ng during Riverboat Days starts Thu~ay;  
from =,,~ p.m, on ~unaay, Jmy z~;~:~tai:umus:~also! August 3, at 6:05 p.m.: Discover Terrace, Founder of 
drops by for a Visit on July 22 ~d!23 f0rl C~stmu in iTerra~, Jean .Desja~in's Ctty of  TerraCei Friday, Aug. 
July at the ski hilL '~' ~ ~i: i ~ ii ~i i 4at  8.05 p,m.. Discover Terrace, Yesterday and Today, 
A REG ALEXANDER gets y6uon the dan~ floor this : The Pohle Family, Terrace Pioneer Graveyard. Monday, 
Aug.  7 at 8:05:p.m.: Discover Terrace, Terrace Pioneer 
week at George's Pub, in the Northern Motor I~ .  ' Graveyard, Founder of Terracei Jean Desjardin's City o f  
Marianne;at 635-2942 formoreinfoi i ,  ! i: , i  
t AUDITIONS for TLT~sproduct ionofWai t ing for  
the Para~wi l !b  e held 'I'uesday, August I and Weans-  
day, Au~st2  :at: 7.30 p:m, at: the McColl Playhousei 
Five women be~een the ages of 20-55 are need~, Per- 
formancesare Nov,'9,11 a i the  REM Lee Theatre.:C, all 
Marianne at 635-2942 for m0re info. ~ 
~E ~ playit/g this 
Star t ingFr iday  
A Mel :Gibson makes Ns way  to Terrace in 
BRAVEHEART, with one show nightly at8 p.m, And 
playing at 7:15p,m' it's the MIGHTY MORPHIN 
POWERRANGERS.  At 9.15 p.m. another fighter for 
justice shows up - -  Steven Seagal in UNDER SIEGE 
2. 
ET CETE RA 
• SUMMER MEMBERSHIP SHOW-  Talented lo -  
cal artists present a collection of pamtings, photog, 
raphy, pottery, etc. at the Terrace Art Gallery. The 
'.gallery ts open Tuesday to Saturday from 12,3 p.m, and 
Sunday. from 1'4 p.m., and is located m the lower level ( ~ 
of the hbrary, 4610 Park St. i 
Y O U T H 
YOUTHhas  A HEALTHY CHOICES FOR launch~ i 
" "  :~- - ' -  . . . . .  % with a ~e.at array of activities :for: 
ties take place, years. Actiw or leave 
Friendship Centre, Wednesday, Ju ly ~: 
a lunch, bug spray and sup.screen and good 
toes for a Forestry Tour. Be ready to leave: 
Travel Info Centre at 8:30 a.m, Thursday, July 
by for a game of netball. Friday, July 14, 
heads up to swimming pool. Cost is covered. 
adship Centre is closed Saturday and Sunday. 
.....___~, July 24, a trip to the hotsprings is planned. 
Bring; $5 to cover transportation and swim costs. 
Volunteer drivers are needed. And on Tuesday, July 25, 
bring your hiking shoes to hike up Terrace Mountain. 
Again, bring lunch, bug spray, and sunscteen, and be 
ready to leave Kermode at 11 a.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to 
add your event to the Standard's free entertainment list. 
ings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the following 
week's paper. 
Thursday, July 20 Women's Resource Centre. Also Saturday nights at 7:30.- 
COMBINED SUPPORT GROUP MEETING for people with 
chronic fatigue syndrome or fibormylagiaw]ll be held from 2-4 MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee Group meets every second 
p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre. Call Elreen at 635-9415 for Wednesday atthe White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy at 635-3258 for 
more info. info. 
....... Tuesday, July2$ SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP meets Wednesday 
. TAKE BACKTHELNIG~ organizaUon meets at noon eft he~, i afternoons atlp.m, atthe Women's Centre. For more info call 638- 
Ksan Ho i~e i  #202=4630 ~el ie  .... . :' '~!  ' L~t ' *~:  0228.  r " " . . . . . . .  f 
Wednesday, July 28 LESBIAN DROP.IN happens noon hour on every third Wednes- 
ACCESSIBLE TERRACE hosts a community committee day of the month at the Terrace Women's Centre. Ask for Elizabeth 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Skeena Health Auditoflum. Call or Maria. 
Margaret at 638-7710 for more info. 
TERRACE.  PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION' 
Tuesdayt July 29 holds its monthly meeting the third Wednesday of every month. 
t--,-Meet--fo , : - -  ---- ~. "ore noon o p.m. Lonla~t 
the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly at 7:30 p.m. Admission is Joyce at 635-9660. 
free and an offedng will be taken. 
- THURSDAYS 
Saturday, August ~ SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB meets the fourth Thursday of the 
KITIMAT SEA HUNT--Come search for Underwater ~ ~ " month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. Call Bob at 635-9214 for 
treasure and test your diving skills at the largest scuba event info. 
In Northem B.C.*Over $3,O00 in pflzes Is there for the taking, 
including $1,000 worth of diving gear for the grand prize. For LIVING WITH CANCER Support Group meets the second and 
more info call North Shore Scuba at 1-800-818:2338. fourth Thursday of every month from 7:30-9:00 p.m. in the Step- 
Monday, August 21-25 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL--The 7th Day Adventist 
Church hosts I~is bible school from 6-8 p.m. each evening at 
5401A McConnel, To register call Denise at 635-4914 or 
Diane at 635-9065. : . :  , 
TUESDAYS ' ,  
TERRACE & K1TIMAT SINGLES meetfor coffee verY'Fu~   
day at 7 p.m. Formore info phone 638-8894 or Carrel at 632-3547. 
CANCER SUP]PORT GROUP meets every second Tuesday at 
7:30 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE hosts Zazen meditation every, 
Tuesday evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info phone 635-3455. ~ i~!: - 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIE~ ineets the third Tuesday of every ~ " 
month at 7:30 p.m. st Stepping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
Contact: 638-3325. 
t 
PAGEANT committee meets the second Tuns- ¢~ MISS TERRACE 
day of every month at the Terrace pool board room. eq 
T & K SINGLES meet every Tuesday for coffee night atMr. 
Mike's at 7 p.m. Call Ben at 635-3238 or Carroll at 632-3547 for~ 
more info. ~, 
ping Stone Clubhouse at3'302 Spar~ "S't. For'more'informaiion cail 
Diane at 638-3325 or 638-0296. 
SHAMROCK4.H CLUB meets every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 
Cassio Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635-9401 for morelnfo. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND rehearses Tuesdays inthe 
Caledonia band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call 635-4729 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS invite boys and girls ages 8
and up to come sing along on Tuesdays from 6:30.8:00 p.m. at the 
Skeena Band Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 for info. 
SCO'ITISH COUNTRY dancing happens every Tuesday at 7:30 
p.m. at the basement of Knox United Church at 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
For more into call 635-5163. 
ZAZEN every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Daiko-Jl Zen OunCe. Call 
635-9242 for more into, 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet the first and third Tuesday 
of each month at 7:30 p.m. at the Temce Inn. Contact Diana t 
635-5905 or Linda at 638-1856. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the 
ALANON meets every Thursday at 7 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. This 
group is for anyone who is suffering from the effects of another per- 
son's alcoholism. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sens~ly) meets every Thursday at 7:30 
p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. Weigh-in at 6 p.m. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month. They get started Oct. 14 at the Legion. 
Call Pat at 635-2537 or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
The Terrace 5ta~lard offers the What's Up community calendar 
as a public service to its readers and community organizations. 
This column is intended for non-profit organizations and those 
events for which there is no admission charge. 
Items will run two week~ before ach event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the issue in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or printed neatly. 
BOAT?  
PR 
Don't let the fact that you don't own your boat stop you from 
spending your days fishing or water-skiing. 
r 
p4 4 
• • 
~;  ~ ::. ",,~-'- : ~a, . "  
\x  
We Have Boat Rentals: 
Princecraff 16' with 40 Yamaha Jet Drive (River) ~ 
; : :  : i : :  Princecraft 16' with Prop Drive (Lake or Ocean) " 'P~'~ ~ '~: ' '~  .~ . . . . . . .   ~ :~" '~  ~% ~ . " . . . . . .  "L  
The Day Or By The Week, Call Us For Complete Details 
: ; • 
Ken Glbson i Ken s Mar, ne 
4946 Greig Avenue 
Trevor Gibson 
Terrace, BC 
TaLE PAINTER Ella Vlenneau fends a welcome audience for her 
Crafts at the Farmer's Market. Her tasty fudge and muffins also 
attract repeat customers every Saturday. 
Craft-y couple 
ELLA VIENNEAU has been 
at the Skeena Valley Farmers 
Market since the beginning in 
1983. 
Ella remembers starting out 
with one pan of fudge, some 
spinach and a few craft items. 
Today she easily sells seven 
pans of fudge, and a variety of 
baking and craft items. 
.In :1983, on a good day, 
when all the vendors showed 
up, they numbered about 
seven. ~ 
'The ~ second year, In 1984, 
E l la ,s  husband Rene started 
selling flower boxes at the 
market. He got more and more 
requests for wood work. Soon 
• the market business grew into 
a home business, called 'Nail 
& Needle.' 
'~ Ella then added tole painting 
io h'er many*'ttdents. 'She and • . . , .  
her husband turn out some 
beaut i fu l  projects with the 
combination of their wood- 
work and painting talents, 
Last year the Vienneaus 
moVed from their home of 21 
LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
people, with exception of her 
father, who was a logger. 
Rene is from Kapuskasing, a 
paper mill town in northern 
Ontario. Rene and Ella • met 
when Ella's Dad'S/as working 
in the, same. lpgging camp+ as 
Rene. 
This past April Rene & Ella 
celebrated their 40 th wedding 
andversary. All four of the 
Vienneau children are l iving 
in Terrace 
f 
I 
I 
, :br a refund 
J , 
' froln B C Hydro I i , . 
I 
I If you closed a B.C.Hydro account from April 1 ¢1994 
I to December 31, 1994, you may be eligible for a refund 
I, due to the electric rate adjustment. 
I If you qualify, please contact your local B.C.Hydro I n office. . . . . .  
I 
I 
k 
- - - - - - _ ______________% 
You may be eligible i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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TOPPER 5 - 
Rentals & Sales 
* Sales and rentals for weddings or other special 
occasions 
* Available on daily or weekly basis 
Faxorleave Messageat 1604)635-2157 
" Value and qualityh/,]j ; 
great selection. 
Whip ~qJ~~,~l~ Potato 
) Topping ~ / I }  Salad 
Real Cream, Aerosol, or Macaroni Shell 
225 g or Club Salad, 100 g 
II SH 
BLUEB|RII|S 
Pint Basket 
78 
. , . . ,.~,,r,~;;~ , ~i 
I years, on Kofoed Road, to "There is such a nice atmo- -__tL . . . .  ~ . I  • . +~ 
~oruon unve on me oencn . . . . . . . . . . .  ++2.~+] .~ 
,~  , ' l~lla. £ jus[ enjoy oemg 
r+ua ana sane are no ,anger .- ,, l CHICKEN Am r.nn~,g the ~ail and ~ le  mere. J THIGHS A l l  I!'11 business , however, Ella is still The Farmer's Market starts I Back altoched.'Frozen. . l ~ . J L ~  
| teaching tole painting, every Saturday at 9 a.m. in the I Said =n o s ~ Be, / ~  
i The Vienneaus came to Ter, parking lot across from jl~°'ss4°1081a3/ib g i lA ' /~ l l  
| face with their four children in George Little Park. Lynne 
| 1968. Ella is from ~Hearst, a Christiansen is a vendor at the 
[ iown in northern Ontario. ,M- market and a member of the 
i most all her family were farm market board. 
. . . . . . .  
I ++ ++I • ~ Apr~¢¢cboltP¢~¢HlN~Alnconjunctlonwit h @ I ~ 1  
/ I  ~ " t ' . ,  E.r.ment *.ram u=,_. I,IUlCl| U U  
/ I I "°'~"°v°u" ~~1 
j Water Facts 
" j H o w r o Q u e n c h  + 
' We often over water our lawns only to have the water ~ ~ ~  ~ -un off or burn off in the sun. The best time to water a 
BLUEBERRY m'  AA • lawn' is in the early morning or late afternoon. This cuts SHORTCN(ES~ ~i~l  
F,am ourBo~,~ O ~ j r  
8Inch 
i i  
i; ~ii': 
Prod~ct of Canada. 
~.C. Grown. 
L eather Pgrmilfl~ 
BARBECU~ m ~-A- I  =*+ 4Y'/+I 
SCOTCH BIY ~ 
LEMONADE . I [ l l ] i  
O,  PuncheL Frozen,  A t M M  
+z;";  :o77 
FRUIT IAA  
YOGOURT$,, ~ .  ~ X  
As ort,+*o+a,o "=Ill' E l y  
Lucerne. I H O , ]  
~TS. I~R ~IF 
down on water loss due to evaporation. 
;Try to use a sprinkler that lays the water down in a flat 
pattern. Oscillating sprinklers lose as much as 50% of 
water they disperse through evaporation. Generally, your 
lawn will require about 1 inch of water per week, To check 
this, place a few plastic containers around your lawn and 
then measure. Cutting grass relatively long, 5 - 8 
centimetres also helps to provide shade to the roots, 
During dry periods, leave the grass cuttings on the lawn 
as  a mulch. The mulch helps to retain moisture and 
moderate soil temperature. : 
I " ' 
i 
) ~++ "I .... Ni Nb~ 
+~, . ,  . . . .  ++~" 
TOP SIRLOIN 
STEAK 
6.57 kg/Ib 
Fresh Boneless Beef. 
SUPER PACK. 
',L'~'+4'+. " +1 ~+++P+/N + ~¢~+~I+!.+ 
SWIFT'S 3 9  ~ 
9 
ff~O~ . -----'----'---- 
° ' " ' " '  19 8 COOKIES Assorted Ilavours. 
70Og 
+t . .m + + :+mmm..  :+  +f >+/: :'+,7,; -;'G; H+: ........ 
+ 
DEODORANTS1 
Or Anti.perspironts. 
Assorted varieties, i 
45"75 g 
TOMATO ~ 
SOUP - -  i l i a~a 
Campbell's. ~ I U U  
] :  
FT +RIIIKS Q X  
[SLO;::!i:+rb~L. " W I 
-<  
J CRIST m l  Assoded varlelies. TOOTH'OT:I UNIT OF 2. 6O/75 rid. 
I WEmK TO 
fflce I 01)~¢ k01S~y ~e bm S~,~ i6,urdd0~ Sc~,J~22,199f Weft, era ~,0t ls&f lo  r~|q~nt~.AI ims'W~ikl0d=l¢ 
im~:Je G.S.T. Some itms mey be sub~ct toG.SI. ~ Miles Intmdoml Hd~r~ RV., Lep~X ~ t  Gt~p Cmoda k A~b~dzd ~.  '% i~sm ~. .  
• " 1 i i i 
CALL FOR 
Customer Service..635-7206 Manager ............ 635-7280 
Dell . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . .635-1374 Bakery  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .635-1372 
Floral. . . . . .  ' . . . .  , . . . . . . .  635-1371 Pharmacy . . . . . . . .  . . .635-1375 
Fax.,..,.,.,...,,.,,... 635-4569 :~ ~ 
HOURS 
Men.- Fri ................. 9-  9 
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BLONDIE  AND PHYLUS TENNANT,  on their  wedd ing  day  on 
June  14, 1945,  in Smithers .  
Married 50 years 
BLONDIE and Phyllis Tennant 
celebrated their 50th Wedding an- 
niversary during a barbecue at the 
Thomhill firehall on July 2. 
Appmxhnately 35 guests en- 
joyed a wonderful afternoon, 
visiting old fxiends and family. 
Phyllis and Carmen (Blondie) 
Tennant were married on June 14, 
1945 by a inilitai 7 chaplain who 
came from Prince Rupert. 
Their wedding was held at the 
recreation hall at the Smithers Air 
Force Base where Blondie was 
stationed. 
As they left the wedding the air 
force outside formed on honour 
guard for thek walk through. 
Two weeks after they were 
married Blondie received a trans- 
fer to Trenton, Ontario. While 
there, Phyllis • : stayed, with 
Blondie's parents in Orano, 
Ontario. 
And now I'll tell yo u abit about 
the background of  thls couple. 
Carmen Tennant was born on 
May 20, 1922 at Leskard, 
Ontario. He came from a family 
of 12 children - -  nine boys and 
three gids. His parents were 
James Arthur and Ulla Tennant. 
Phyllis Hargreaves was born on 
September 24, 1924 in Vander- 
hoof, B.C. She had only one 
sister, Denise and her- parents 
were. .... James, . and Dorothy 
Hargreaves. 
Af l~ i  'Bl6ndie' mai:ried Phyllis, 
he was discharged a year later 
x. 
: l =1 : i -~ , -~ l l  I :  i = l : |  ~ - 
YVONNE MOEN 
from the forces at Rockdiff. 
After his discharge, they spent 
about a year in Ontado. Then 
they returned to the Smithers area 
in June, 1946. Blondie went to 
work for the Department of High- 
ways for four and a half years, 
then he went into road comtruc- 
tion business for himself- 
The couple had three childre, 
Rick, Avis and Dawn. All 
were born in Smithem. The fam- 
ily lived in Telkwa until 1963, 
then moved to Prince George. 
Then in the snmmer of 1964 
they moved to Terrace, and 
Blondie decided to go into the 
logging truck buslneas. 
Now the couple are enjoying 
their retirement, relaxing with 
fatally and fri~nds;d~ing s~e '  " 
gardening and fmhlng. 
Park 
Report Parks 
Greg McDona ld  
ThornhilFMotOrs 
Aek me how you can take home a new ~ 
carp£11$or truck On April 9 1995 the Terrace Veterinary Hospital II 
Take home some cash and lower your ~ was given an anonymous gift to be applied towa.rd~ II 
payment ~1~ the health and welfare of the animals of Terrace, I t  II 
If You'd Ilk, Tu null' er lense u Hew or Ptovlouel was stated that Terrace Veterinary Hospital would II 
Owned Cur or Trulk, ANY gAK! OR MODal, i ~ decide how the money could best benefit the Terrace II 
RITCHIE MALLETT SEE RITtHll TOOAYtII l ~4Pm animals. After consultation with the representative of I~ 
Lease & Fleet Mnnager 6354286 outofto~ 1-800-559-7288 i l  .=  - the Vancouver  S .P .C .A . ,  it has  been dec ided  that the  i 
I 1~ greatest need for aid Is in preventative medicine and i 
I I .  the prevention o f  unwanted pets. Af ter further  | 
Box22,  11 Liqi discussion with the  Brit ish.C01umbia Veterinary i 
IMPROVING Terrace, g~c. Mejor Credit Cards ~ Medical Association, the Terrace Veterinary Hospital | 
ODDsYOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted ~1 has decided to use the  money to subsidize a ! 
HEA,'U' AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is I J~ l ,  spay/neuter/vaccine program for the benefit of all pet i 
,,,~0 SmOKZ CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible J l ' d~ ownersin the Terrace are. ' i 
rOUNDA~ON #1 KILLER - I I  For further information, p lease  call Terrace I 
Your In Memoriarn gift is a lasting tribute. Please send your I ~  Veterinary Hospital at 635-3300 or 635-9444. 1 
donation totheaddressabove, along with the name and L @ '~,~ '~  '~  ~r~ ~ @ J 
address and the name and address of the next.of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card, 
Northern  L ight  S tud io  & Gardens  
Inv i tes  You  To  
O.z  ' 
Summer is here and the flowers are 
blooming. Now is a great time to visi i  
our garden and see our latest 
creation. We have completed a 
walkway made entirely of B.C. Jade. 
It has taken thee  years to collect, cut 
and polish the beautiful jade from 
Marmot Mountain Jade Mine in 
northern B.C. Over 1400 separate 
pieces were used. Our gardens are 
open during business hours. Them is 
no charge to visit the garden but 
donations are gratefully accepted to. 
allow us to continue expanding and,: 
beautifying the gardens. 
Photo by AI Richardson 
The Studio is located on the benclq 
above Terrace at 4820 Halliwell 
Avenue. 
Bus iness  Hours :  
Monday - Saturday 9:30 - 5:30 
Sundays (July and August) 11:00 - 5:00 
?.- . 3~f"  
Congratulations on Completing the Jade Walk from 
Northwest  T i le  and  Marb le  .... 
Gary Christiansen Journeyman Tilesetter 638-9280 Terrace, B.C. 
MORE OFTHAT WONDROUS BUG 
Well folks more about that wondrous bug, but first the answer to the 
puzzlers we left you with. Do bumblebees have central heating? The 
answer is yes, bumblebees can maintain a temperature of 30-37 degrees C 
when the air is near freezing. Heat is produced by a chemical process in the 
flight.muscles. Do butterflies live for only one day? The answer is no some 
live many months, hibernating in winter or migrating long distances. Do 
small beetles hitch rides on the backs of bumblebees? The answer is yes, 
the larvae of some oll and blister beetles swarm over flowers and attach 
themselves to bees. Carriedto a solitary bee's nest, they invade a brood 
cell and eat the egg and stored food. 
Now more about our wondrous bugs, In many groups of insects, such as 
beetles and flies, the young insect (the larva) is quite unlike the adult. The 
larva concentrates on feeding and growing before turning into a pupa, Great 
changes take place in the pupa to produce the winged adult. 
Did you know that near the entrance to her underground nest, a queen 
bumblebee builds a wax honey pot. The stored food tides herover days of 
bad weather when she has to stay in the nest. She raises her first brood 
alone, warming the egg cells with her body heat... 
Scent, sight and sound are used by insects to identify each other and to 
pass on information to member of the same species. They may also be 
used for defense and disguise. Honeybees tell others where to find food by 
"dancing" on the comb. Sound, scent and food sharing also pass on 
information about the type of food and where it Is. 
Wherever you go on land you find insects. They can live in the harshest 
climates, eat whatever there is and adapt quickly to change. Above 5,000 
metres on Kilimanjaro, just below the snow cap, is a bleak windy, alpine 
desert, with little vegetation. Moths, beetles, earwigs, crane flies and 
grasshoppers live there but many are wingless. Flying insects might be in 
danger of blowing away,, 
And now some puzzlers for next time. Can insects make long distance 
phone calls? Do crickets have thermometers? Do maggots help doctors? 
Find the answers next week and see you in the park! 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE.EVERYOnE WELCOUE 
ALL EVENING PROGRAMS ARE iN THE ~PHITHEATRE AT THE FURL~G BAY C~PGROUND UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED, PARENTS PLEASE 
ACCOMPANY YOUR CHtI.~EN TO THE PROGRAMS 
~ursday, July20 
3:00 pm "Jerry's R~ngera, Sef~ Sema" C0rne and learn how to he safe in ins park and earn a sticker, 
8,00 p.m, "Hunters by Day and Night", Come and team something mtereshng about b~'ds of we'/, 
Friday, Ju~ 21 
3;00 p,m. =Creepy Crawling CritterC Learn about some of the smaller animals inthe Park. You'll a~so h~e the opportunity 
to ~ andfkl some of these critters. 
8:00 pm "Where 1~ Wild Thln~s Are" C0~e for a walk on the Twin Spruce Trail and explore the ancient Sverse and 
c~p~ex he,at of the 0~d g~0wth forest. Meet at Ihe ntrance tothe Tw~ Spruce Trail neat the beach. 
Seturday Ju~ . . . .  :: . . " 
3:00 p.m, "Jatp/s Rangers. Dogged Oetectlva' Come and be a Dogged Detective with J~ and eama dicker, 
8:00 p~ "Meat A Tre" Become abeginner ~anist and be more intimate with atreel Learn how to identify the different 
tree~ of~ forest ~ team aI~le bit aboutt~e hf  of a tree, :.. :: ~: = 
Su~d~y, duly~3 . " /- ~.:~ :,5 : ( 
3;00 p.m, "Boy and Muth" Come zXllearn about how a baltics its food in the dart Cllidren'sgame, : . 
8:00pro "Nl=ga'e L'va Park" Alook at one lithe most interesNng ew pa~s in B,C, Side ahew e~ prese~t~, 
Manday, July 24 
8:00pro "FI.h Fr~ The Pad" Come for a walk on theT~ Sp~e trail and team hew lhe local Na~e people ived off 
theland. Meet at the Entrance Sign across from the Sewage Dumping Sta~. ~ - 
, Monday, July3f i 
~ete The Wild ~ngl Are" Come for a walk on the Twin Spruce traq and ex~re ~ ancient, diverse, and 
r,o~plex ~aHat of the o~d growth fored. Meet at t~e ntree Io the T~ Sp~e Tr~l ne~ the beaU'h. ] 
8:00pro 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS PHONE GREG McDONALD 638.8189 
OR THE PARK OFFICE798-2217 
iNTRODUCING PHARMANET:  
A confidential new service 
that ensures your 
prescription drug safety. 
) i I harnuu*"~et, a confidenti;d c(imptller 
network that keel)S tr;tck of every 
l)rescril)ti(in filled in B.C, 
P ro tect ing  Your  Hea l th  
) I Mrm;iNct will l)rovlde Ul)-to-the-ntinute Infor-:: 
Inidi(lll al)0ut'dl prescription mctlications 
dis tensed to you at July conlxnunily ]}hal'nlacy "
lit B.C. so your l)harln;tcist Call qllickly 
Identify -lind protect yon fronl - 
I)otentJally harnlfu[ nledicattUll 
hlteracthlns . . . .  
Sav ing  Tax  
Do l la rs ,  
P revent ing  F raud  ::~ 
and Abuse  
) 1 " i I harniaNet will ;fled save inillions 
i 
Ill I;LX dolh.~ ever T year I)y 
hell)ing the. Mlnls!ry of I le;dth 
and B.C. i)harnlacisL,~ st(q) 
irescri ItiOlt fraud alld al)nse. 
It ,,viii cut hosl)lldl costs I)y 
reducing the Iltlrllber of I)attents 
suffering harnlful reactions to 
I)rescrll)lion medtcaltons. 
-.,~r 
I ns tant  
Pharmacare  
Rebates  
Ifyllu (lUtflify for I)harmacare b nefits 
I)llal'lllai'~et will nt)w calctllate lheln 
hlst;ultly, That illeallS i1o ill(ire 
collecting rite recdpls tu~cl w~dtin~ 
for refund cheques, 
Pr ivacy  Assured  . . . . .  
Your prescriplion records will be kept strictly confidential in Ph:.'maNet's ,- 
secure systelu. Or:iv registered practicing pharm,tcists and their ~LssislanL'; ar~ 
alh)wed access to your I)harmaNet files. This inf(n'mation will be controlled/ 
by tile College of I)harmacisks of lkC. If you wish, you till! ;k'~slgn a
• ~.  confldenli~fl p;ussword t0fnrther estrict access. 
Watch  For  The  PharmaNet  Logo  
;~ i . ; - .~ . ,d , .~  'm'nu~%et Is being .~ ~-.1 d i ,  • 
I l ~L . j  lntr(lduced at i)hamlaC es 
i~ . r~: ,  throughont British Columlli,'a this summer. 
~ ~  When VOLt see the I'harmaNet io.1.'o at vour {i 
il~.,.~,.:,,.,,;:, ~lh loc.'d )ha'nacy e Ira ce. yet I k r)w 
. / ;~g~/~.~ they,c Dined the system. :' 
Your  CareCard  
wi l l  he lp  . . . .  
To saw time for I)(llh you aM yoiir'~ i 
i)Mrmacisl, i)le;L~e,i)resent your v a l i d ,  :: 
British (;01uml)la CareCard e;id( (ii!!~ ~_.,, 
you have a l~rescrlption l'llledJ:6~ moi'e 
inl'onnali(ln pick up it l)harlnaNei ;g?./ 
~' hrochure :it your local pharmacy(., ~'/~: 
lqnanm~et -,,I beller bea/Ib 
progrm, fiom the Mhlislly ," fnea l th ,  
GOl't,l ' l l l l ldll l o/ 'Brit i~.h ( .nhnmhht  - i . :  :. 
v 
t',lh',e ol 
Phnrtm~q~ 
.r  Ihtlhh (',lumhlm 
!i • 
~.t, 
Calling all green thumbs 
SHARPEN those pruning shears. 
The entry deadline for the Beauti- 
fication Society's annual garden 
contest is drawing near. 
I f  your roses are in their glory 
and your begonias bursting with 
blooms, your last chance to enter 
them will be noon on Friday, July 
28. Judging will take place in the 
first week in August. 
Two-time winners Judy and 
Howard Chsfin dropped out of 
the contest his year to become 
judges. Two other judges will be 
selected from the Northwest Real 
Estate Board, and the public. 
This year's categories are com- 
mercial frontage, industrial front- 
age, apartatents or multiple 
dwellings, mobile homes and 
residential homes. 
The Chaflm have won the 
mobile home category for their 
theme-inspired garden for the last 
two years. 
They've turned their tiny plot of 
land beside their mobile home 
into a flowering oasis. Over the 
18 years they've been developing 
their garden, the Chafina have 
c~eated a .desert scene, complete 
with a tumble weed, cow and 
moose skulls, a cactus and wolves 
howling to the moon, and a dutch 
scene, with hnpatiens peaking out 
of a pair of wooden shoes. 
Along the por~ of the trailer 
and throughout the garden hang 
31 baskets - -  full of petunias, 
begonias and more. 
Even their cats' outdoor litter 
box has a sandy nautical theme, 
with driRwood, seagulls, and 
gia/s floats. No mere sandbox for 
these cals. 
"The most important advice i
could give other gardeners i to 
use your imagination,:' says 
Judy. Many of the figurines and 
props in her garden she picked up 
at garage Sales. 
For example a small bear cub 
up in a tree with a near by jar of 
IMAGINA'flON IS THE KEY to a great garden, says Judy 
Chafln. She stands here with her desert scene, complete with a 
tumble weed, cow and moose skulls, a cactus and wolves howl- 
ing to the moon. 
honey was a garage sale fit/d. So 
were the wooden shoes, skulls 
and iguana. 
" I t  used to be when we went to 
garage sales Howard would say 
£What the heck are you going to 
do with that?' Now he doesn't 
even ask me," Judy. laughs. 
She also points out that it took 
her 18 years of hard work to de- 
velop her small plot Of land. 
Since then many of her peren- 
nials have matured, and she's 
reduced her time in the garden to 
approximately ten hours a week 
maintenance work she says. 
"Nc'atness, no weeds, dead- 
headed flowers, basically a well- 
kept garden really goes a long 
way towards making a good first 
impression," she says. 
This year contest entries will be 
judged on yard and garden nest- 
ness -  30%; first impressions, 
such as colour, setting, design 
• and use of:accessories - - 30%; 
and total overall affect for/the 
final 40% of the mark. 
Judy also encourages people to 
enter the gardens of friends and 
neighbours. But be sure to have 
their permission f~sL 
Entry forms can be picked at 
the Co-op garden centre, the Ter- 
race Standard and city hall. Dead- 
line for entries is July 28. 
Bottle donations wanted 
abilities or illness, don't have the 
chance to go on vacation. All the 
proceeds from this bottle drive 
will go to the foundation." 
Last year the Christmas Gift 
Foundation sent wo Terrace chll. 
dren to Dimeyland - -  Adam 
McKay and Joe Sippel. 
"We raise funds for approxi- 
mately six weeks each year to 
send chronically ill children to 
Disneyland," says Norman Dres- 
sel, district manager for the foun- 
dation. 
IF YOU'VE been saving your 
empties, bring them down to the 
Terrace Bottle Depot this 
weekend. 
The depot is asking for dons- 
lions of bottles on July 22 and 23 
for the Christmas Gift Founds- 
. iioa. 
"We wanted to help the foun- 
oa ~ raise money for two local 
children to go on a vacation trip 
to Dlsneyland," ~ys  depot 
owner Shirley Middleton. "These 
ue  children who because of dis- 
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FLOATING 
DOCKS 
• Fast & easy installation & removal 
• Weather resistant 
• 10 year guaranteed polythylene 
• No rust or rot 
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The foundation c~oose.s the i "~"  
children based on f'mancial need, 
I the severity of illness and other factors. 
Although the majority of funds 
for the trip are collected through 
• private and business donations, 
fundraising efforts such as the 
depot's upcoming bottle drive are 
also helpful. 
If you, have any bottles to 
donate, you can bring them to the 
depot, located behind the legion 
on Railway Ave., isis weekend. 
" .7 " 1:, ] t : ,  
: " - - - - rU ' "  " 
Want to re-energize and Silken summer-stressed hair? Then'come in 
for your free Beauty at tbe Beach Summer HairCare (:,beck up. 
We evaluate your hair for shine, elasticity, strength . and porosityj 
And we'll recommend the nourishing, deepconditioning treatment 
that will make ),our hair shine and swing with new lifel Then ,to 
make sure it stays alon fresh -we'll design your personalized home 
care regimen.The Check Up is free and our treatments are an 
exceptional value.Your hair will thank you. /:: -,: 
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~~' l '~f [ ] . ] s°°"  .. . .  ~. . .. 71 why have tan lines, when you can have deep, I ..,, 
" I " " '  na,ura,,oo ,n  co,oura,,over our O°'Y .i " " " °  . . . . . .  " 
I ! . k : , , " ;  
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I • Conven ient  Locat ion  I ~II' . . . . /  I:"o,, ~i; I i: i • • Buy  now fo r  those  co ld  w in ter  . I andi-lours monthsahead,  I . I ~ ' v ' d  D~"d  r ' ~ " ' ~ W"  
SPECIAL PRICE ON PAVING STONES ~ G%den%:;; ~" 
' Keep that overall healthy look year-round, x~=,"~',uL< '~ BIDE HALF 
Call for complete information and appointments. 
• ' , concrete~r  any project large or  smal l /  
635-4997 638-8477 RETAiNiNG WALLS 
> :4652 Lazelle Ave. - . _ .  NOW AVAILABLE 
. . . . . . .  ' 
: ( Terrace ' CR  
. ! -~  . . . . .  • 
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ROB BROWN 
An icy warning 
V IC BUTEAU told me about Kofoed 
Lakes. That isn't what he called 
them. To Vic they were two kidney 
shaped tarns that had given him 
some pleasant fishing during the spring 
doldrums when temperatures and rivers rise and 
most anglers are oiling their reels in preparation 
for the salmon that will return when the water 
begins to drop and clear again. 
Vic's directions were a generous gift given 
with the tacit understanding that I would treat 
with care the place to which they would lead 
me. Also implicit was the obligation that I 
would enlrust hem only to someone lse who 
shared the same ethic. Nobody I know ap- 
predates a fine trout fishery more than Finlay 
Fcrguson, so we set out to find this new water 
on one of those warm, clear, green spring days 
that melts the memories of leaden winter skies. 
As clear a trail as Vic's directions blazed, I
somehow managed to stray from it, with the 
result that Fin and I found ourselves bobbing 
around a deep pothole not much bigger than s 
beaver pond, catching fish the size of smelt We 
soaked flies in this puddle all morning before 
deciding that this couldn't pess~ly be the spot 
Vic meant. We returned to the maze of alder in- 
fested skid roads to check if there wasn't anoth- 
er body of water nearby. There was. 
Fin found it. I followed his voice down a 
small trail to where he stood overlooking a dark 
little lake filled with weeds and surrounded by 
pines. I inflated the raft and we pushed off. A • 
few dragons cruised the shallows, snapping 
their papery wifigs. Tliere ~ ~e~re "dain~e|fiies n .... 
bright electric blue. A few minutes.out I spotted 
a leech as long as a pencil worming its way 
across the lake. 
Over the distant ostinato of the river some 
grouse hooted while others beat a tattoo with 
their wing s. Trills, whistles and warbles rattled 
through the woods. The distances were edged 
with snow-flecked mountains. This was a fine 
place to catch a fish. 
scouting alake you've not fished before. Finiay 
towed a soft hackle; I dragged adragon. When I
stopped rowing for an instant my rod dipped. 
We peered for a glimpse of the fish. From the 
sepia water came a flash, then another. In 
minutes I slipped the net under a fourteen inch 
fish. It was a large creature for such a small 
lake. Cutthroat are Chameleons. In these peaty 
lakes* they are darkly stained. Save for its black 
gums this fish was brilliant, herring sides spark- 
ling. Its tail was forked. This was no trout. 
That afternoon we caught a dozen more of 
these mystery fish and watched others pluck 
bugs from the tanned skin of the lake. I killed 
one specimen and took it to fisheries biologist, 
Dionys d~uw,  for identification. The crea- 
tares were anomalous indeed; landlocked sock- 
eye salmon or kokanee. As far as I know there 
are no other lakes in this area that host kokanee. 
It turned out that these fish had inhabited 
these two lakes for some time ~ possibly a 
very long lime. Finlay discovered that Charles 
Kofoed logged poles from the land next to these 
lakes during the war years. I phoned Charles' 
son George, a part time trapper and knowledge- 
able outdoorsman. George remembered the 
lakes and their fish from his boyhood. It seemed 
appropriate to name the lakes after the Danish 
pioneer who came to Terrace in 1926 and 
settled in Thomhill to raise a family. 
We returned to Kofoed Lakes a few more 
times that year and fished it again the next year. 
Each outing was good. The catches remained 
constant until this year when we returned, 
fished hard, caught no fish, and saw very few 
rises. The fish population was obviously 
depressed. What had happened to them? 
Recently I found a plausible answer when I 
learned some ice fishers found their way into 
Kofoed lakes and left bearing stringers offish. 
Since Kofoed Lakes are outside the scope of 
regulatory protection, they broke no law. It's 
unlikely they had any idea how small and 
fragile a population of fish they were fishing, 
and how unique those fish were. It is likely they 
made the dangemns, misguided, and all too 
common assumption that the fish arc small 
therefore numerous. 
AS kokanee go the fish of the Kofoed Lakes 
are large, a fact that suggests a small popula- 
tion, given their restrictive habitat. Ice fishing 
has wiped out robust fish populations on large 
lakes. On the Kofoeds even a limited amount of 
it spells ruin. There is a strong possibility much 
may be leamed from the fish in Kofoed Lakes. 
If Ueated carefully they will continue to provide 
wonderful experiences to many people for a 
long time to come. If you recognize the place 
from these words and have fished it through 
holes ia the ice, please stop. You don't want o 
be responsible for the extinction of a discrete 
race of fish. 
PORTS 
Hattrick for Cowburn 
AFFER AN opening round 
she'd sooner forget, Kim 
Cowburn got it together to 
cruise to her third consecutive 
Skeena Valley Ladies Golf 
Open title. 
Cowbum fired a 74 on day 
• two of  the 36-hole tournament, 
• an improvement of 10 strokes, 
• to finish at 158. 
Equally dominant in the 
overall low net category was 
c lubmate  Tohi Tabata, a 
model of consistency in card- 
ing 64s on both rounds. 
However, runaways were 
few and far between in the 
various flights where four 
times countbacks were needed. 
to decide final positions. 
The championship flight saw 
Skeena Valley's Debbie Car- 
ruthers locked in a weekend- 
long battle with Kirn Grimm 
of Prince Rupert. 
Carruthers hot an 89 Satur- 
day to post h single, stroke lead 
but the roles were reversed in 
the final round, Carruthers 
slipping to a 93 which allowed 
Grimm to sneak by fo r  top 
spot in the 1o~" gross. 
The 'A' flight low gross race 
was another tight one with 
only three strokes covering the 
first four places. 
Darlene Hunter o f  Kitimat 
jumped out to a three stroke 
lead on day one with locals 
Pare Biffle and Lynn Cooper 
tied at 100. With Hunter slip- 
ping sharply on Sunday, Biffle 
made her charge for the low 
. . . .  gross only to lose out on a 
countback. 
Sharon Lennon of Prince 
Rupert, steady at 102 both 
days, got to within one of the 
pair with Cooper having to 
settle for fourth. 
The coast city picked up an- 
other low gross in the 'B '  
flight, a solid second round by 
t. 4 t , ,  
~ Yd 
vaulting her past clubmate 
Helen Wright. And Kitimat's 
contingent added •another in 
'C'  flight, Judy Whittleton 
coming from behind for the 
victory. 
On the low net side, Audrie 
Cox caught fire on Sunday, 
turning the tables on Maureen 
Macarenko of Prince Rupert 
by 10 strokes for top spot in 
the championship flight. A 
countback cost homer Brenda 
deJong third place. 
And it took a countback to 
decide the winner of the 'A' 
flight low net, Sarinder Dhami 
getting the nod over fellow 
Skeena Valleyer Bonnie 
ON THE WAY. Devon VanHulle sinks a short one for four on theninth during first 
round action in last weekend's Skeena Valley Open Junior golf tournament. The 
event drew 22 competitors. See next Week's $tandardfor full results. 
Letawski. And in 'C' flight Pat Raw- Queen Charlottes to Houston. 
'B' flight went to another kins of Smithers, low gross Cowburn will be trying to 
home course player, Irene leader after the first round, keep up her winning ways 
Flaten improving two strokes settled for the low net title, later this month when she 
for a 142 tally, five clear of The tournament attracted 57 heads south for the Simon ::~ 
Anne Pruner. golfers from Masset on the Fraser Ladies. 
Sport 
Coronation weekend here 
A NEW KING will be crowned this weekend, King of the 
Mountain, that is. 
The starting un for the most demanding race on the running 
calendar goes at 10 a.m. sharp this Sunday. 
Heading out from the arena, racers cover two kilometres of 
paved road - -  Kalum St. and the Skeenaview hill - -  en route to 
the real test, the Terrace Mountain ature trail. 
There they face the challenge of negotiating close to five kilo- 
metres of rough, steep and slippery-when-wet terrain before 
returning to pavement for the final kiick. 
Registration takes place race day at the arena, 8:00 i 9:30 
a.m. Runners compete in four divisions: under-14, 15-19 years, 
20years and up open and masters (40 years and up). The entry 
fee is $20, $18 for B.C.AA. members. 
The awards ceremony takes place in the Arena banquet room at 
11:30 a.m. and all participants have a chance to win a spot prize. 
Minor basebailers chase titles 
THREE TEAMS go into action on Vancouver Island this week 
hoping to bring a provincial title home to Terrace. 
Having knocked off Vanderhoof two straight in the zones, the 
Juniors will be looking to keep the momentum up in Nanaimo. 
Down island, the Seniors will be swinging for the fence in 
Campbell River while the 13-year-old Prep team takes to the 
field in Duncan. With no opposition from elsewhere in the north- 
west, both those squads advanced automatically to the 
championships, 
Kriegl regains singles title 
AFTER A TWO year drought, Richard Kriegl has bounced 
back to claim the Terrace Tennis Open's men's title. 
Facing Warren Evans in the showdown, Kriegl cruised to a 6-1 ~:~ 
first set victory. Evans, however, battled back strongly in the ~ 
next taking Kriegl all the way before finally bowing 7-5. On the !i: 
'B' side in men's singles, Chuck Cey and Neff Fleisehmann 
sees-sawed through three sets, Cey prevailing 6-1, 4-6, 6-1. ~. 
One game too many for Stealers 
AFTER AN intimidating start which included hammering the defend- 
ing champions, the Terrace Stealers ladies fastball team came up just 
short in the annual Skeena As tournament i  Gitanmaax. 
Having opened with an impressive first round victory, the Stealers 
dominated ina 14-5 demolition of the host Skeena As to advance to the !~ 
semis. There, power at the plate and tough defence convincingly dis- :~ 
patched the Kispiox Warriorettea, leaving the Stealers to wait for the B : 
side battle to be decided. There, '94 winners Skecna As survived, 
scare by IGsptox to set up the rematch against the Stealers. 
This time, however, Terrace'couldn't keep the As offthe bases, drop . . . .  
ping a 16-8 decision. The Stealers did, however, come home with their z 
share of awards: Vic Butesu was named star coach, and the team col- : 
lected best batter, left field and third base awards. 
BackEddy dislodge Tiliicum 
A TRIP to Nasa Camp proved well worth it for the Back Eddy mixed 
softball team. 
The squad capped three days Of solid ball with a 16-12 win over the i ! 
host Tillicum Lodgers to win the six team scrub tourney. It also picked 
up the most valuable male and female player awards plus best out- ..... ~ 
fielder. J & F Distributors placed third. "', ,~::. ~, 
Nass Camp will be the venue for another invitational tourney July 28- i:i!~i I 
30. The weekend will also feature the Battle of the Bands contest ai the !!  i ] 
Tdltcum Lodge. For more information, phone Steve Eli at 633-2698,[ ~: :~.~i[,i!~ [ 
Sports 
Menu 
..... • , GYMNASTICS 
N~(~nday, July 24 
LAST WEEK of Peaks Gym- 
nastics Summer Camp. Open 
to youngsters 3 years and up, 
all skill levels. Phone 638- 
0447 and leave message. 
HIKING 
Sunday, July 23 
CLUB HEADS for Robinson 
Ridge near Kitimat. Rated 
moderate. Meet at library at 8 
a.m. or Kitimat InfoCentre at 
9 a.m. Leader Jim (632-6055). 
ROD & GUN 
Sunday, July 30 
SPORTING CLAYS shoot at 
the Rod and Gun on Rifle 
Range Rd, Thomhill. 
YOUTH SOCCER 
Tonight 
UNDER.14 GIRLS (6:30 pm) 
Braids v Wilkinson 
Terrace Shell v Rossco 
UNDER-10 (6:30 p.m.) 
Surveyors v Elkers 
Carlyle Shepherd V RGB Ter- 
rabytes 
Skeena Cellulose v Wildwood 
Skeena Sav0anilis v Shoppers 
Centennial Lions ~, Webb's 
Rangers ':.: . ' " 
• ' . .  
Thursday, July 7.0 
UNDER-12  (6:30 p.m.) 
Sight & Sound v Overwaitea 
Copperside v Co-op 
Terrace Travel v Finning 
Saturday, July 22 
UNDER 7 (9:30 a.m.) 
Vie Froese v North. Motor 
Tilden v All Seasons 
Phiipots !v Kinsmen 
Safewayv Rotary 
UNDER=8 (10:30 A.M.) 1,~ r 
Dairy Queen u Crampton 
Cubs 
Remax vTotem Ford 
McAlpine v Terrace ChrYsler 
Monda3~t, Jq!Y,2,4: .:3;;!~/~ ;,:~ 
UNDER~Ig;GIRLS (6:30.pro) 
Pizza H~t:v~N0rthern D ugs 
Tide Lake~'Rieha~ds 
UNDER-16 (6:30 P.M.) 
A & W v Consldctors 
Tuesday, July 25 
UNDER14 (6:30 p.m.) 
Ixly Bird v Brady's FC 
United : " 
UNDER-19 (6:30 p.m.) 
Councillors v Bavarian Inn 
Takhar v Manuels 
(All games atChristy Park) 
STOCK CARS 
Saturday, July 22 
RACING ATTerrace Speed- 
way, time trials 6 p.m., racing 
at 7 p.m. Continues Sunday, 
time trials at I p.m., racing at 
2 p.m. 
TR IATHLON 
Sunday, July 30. 
SKEENA VALLEY  TRI- 
ATI-ILONi start and finish 
line at Lakelse Lake picnic 
site. To enter, volunteer or for 
more information, phone 635- 
5021 or 635-4478. 
TERRACE TENNIS club 
nights at Halliwell courts, 5 
p.m. until' dusk, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. 
For information, phone Chuck 
Cey at 635-6166 or Richard 
Kfiegl at 635-5440. 
TERRACE ROD & GUN 
Club meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month, 7:15 p.m. 
at the clubhouse on Rifle 
Range Road in Thornhill. 
New members are welcome. 
For information, contact Bill 
Watson at 635-5109. 
I 
To get an event 
on Sports Menu, 
bring the details 
into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., 
3hone Malcolm at 
638-7283 or fax 
them to 638-8432 
by 5 p.m. Friday. 
Leaders keep up the 
stock car points pace 
GORD KLASSEN continued 
his domination of the A 
Hobby class at the Terrace 
Speedway, posting five wins 
in six races during the July 8-9 
stock car meet. 
The near sweep left Klassen 
(#77) 70 points dear of his 
nearest rival, Jules LaFrance, 
in the season standings. 
LaFrance picked up the 
remaining race, Saturday's 
Main. 
Another division leader who 
just keeps piling it on was 
Dawn Tomas. She came away 
with the Dash and Heat both 
days in C Hobby, rookie 
driver Debby Reinhardt col- 
lecting both Mains. 
And it was the same story 
with John Cloakey who fin- 
ished with four A Street and 
one B Street victories to open 
a yawning 165 point lead over 
nearest pursuer Vic Johnson. 
Shane Meier guided his pick- 
up (#841) to the flag in Satur- 
day's A Street Main to post 
his first victory of the season, 
then added another Sunday in 
the B Street Dash. 
Weekend honours were 
shared in the B Street with 
James Michaluk, Len 
McArthur, Bob Barnett and 
Jack Osborne each posting a 
Will. 
In the B Hobby, Elizabeth 
Cloakey, Wes Patterson and 
Darey McKeown kept up their 
battle, each winning two over 
the weekend. Cloakey also 
posted the second fastest ime 
in time trials. 
A pre-race accident knocked 
Ernie Perkins out of Super 
• -Heat victories Sunday to dose 
within 48 points of class 
leader Albert Weber. 
Weber was uncharacteristi- 
cally kept off the winners 
board all weekend, Ron Harris 
Dash and Heat - -  and Cori 
Lemky splitting the honours 
Saturday with Brunt McCarron 
taking Sunday's Main. 
In C Street action Vicki 
Johnson, behind the wheel of 
John Cloakey's #776 machine, 
sped to Dash and Heat vic- 
tories on Saturday, Dianne 
James taking the Main. It was 
all change Sunday, Margo 
Normandeau taking the first 
two and Cheryl Grace round- 
ing it out. 
With only 50 points covering 
the top three in this division, 
every race counts. 
Drivers and vehicles will be 
back on the track again this 
weekend. Saturday sees time 
trials at 6 p.m., racing at 7 
,p.m., Sunday's times being 1 
p.m. and 2 p.m. respectively. 
And there'll be a new feature 
on Sunday, the replacement of
the Jamboree with a Poker 
race. Each driver pays $10 to 
enter the open-to-all event 
with the first across the line in 
each class picking up the pot 
for that class. 
Pole position for the 25 lap 
race will be decided on times. 
Organizers are hoping that 
having a little money on the 
line will encourage a few more 
entries than the Jamborees 
have been getting lately. 
"Pg,,,.,g .,¢¢¢/ 
The Skeena Valley rs 
for their very gener m 
Golf Tournament. TL to 
host entrants, not o= s. 
Kitimat, Prince Rupe 
All Seasons Sports 
Lynne Apolczer 
Braid Insurance 
Bud's Truck arid Eq~ 
Ltd. 
Canadian Airline I nt~ 
Cedarland Tire Ser~ 
Central Flowers 
Clear Creek Contra( 
Coast Inn of the We 
Cole Petroleums (B, 
Bibbi Dozzi 
Erwin's Jewellers 
Irene Flatten 
Edith Gieselman 
I.C.G. Propane 
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....... eal golf course. ' . . . . . . . .  ~ ~"~ ":: ~".",' 
Held last: Wednesday and ,,~ ' :  
Thursday, the event was to _ .,L~:I 
raise money for the Lions ':~'",~ 
' Society of B.C. :'i ii 
Golfers were to pledge a , ' . "  . . : - ! : . ; i i  
money per stroke for the round 
they 'were about to play. • ~ . . . . .  ~ 
Qrganizer_ Kim_Cowbum said . . . . .  ~ 
only 11 golfers took part and : " .  ~,, 
$123 was raised, ~ ..... 
While disappointed with the 
. : :~ ~i,,!~ ' • 
response, she pointed out the " " '~:~:~:-"-: 
event had originally been . . . . .  ",:i~~r~ 
planned for the weekend but ~ "  ' @ was moved because of the I,~,~1~5~/:¢ 
Junior Open. Support was fur- ~ ~ ~ f ~  
ther dampened by Thursday's ~!~ 
"terrible" weather. !~,~%~ [ ~ ~ ,  
And while the amount raised 
may have been less than hoped 
for, "I 'm sure every penny White  water  l 
counts," Cowbum added. 
b.t,,o~ HOckey 4s 
- 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
has started its selection of coaches and assistants for 
the 1995/96 season, If you are interested in becoming 
a part o f  our organization, please send a short resume 
to: 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
P,O. Box 121 
. . . . .  Terrace, B.C. - " 
V8G 4A2 . . . . . . . . .  - .. 
or if your would like more information please Calli:~ .' 
Steve Smyth 638-1143 .... : "  
Dallas Stevenson 638-064.  
Joe Duben 635-9338 . 
, " ' ' "  . . - . . , , . _  " , ' . ,  , ,=, , .  ,,. 
1¢" ff#l& H~IF  
"Your Sports Destination" 
L0wery0ur=" 
sc0re with qua =[v 
g0tfclubsand 
I I!111 I 
 ccess0rles, is 
week,30% 0ff! 
Srnithers 
847-9333 • Fax 847.5794 
3711 S. AIfredAvenue 
Smithers, B.C. 
Terrace 
635-9555. Fax 635-3568 
4712 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. 
Stock action Saturday, but he 
bounced back with Dash and 
Swing low 
not. sweet I 
THE FIRST annual Charity 
... Swing hit the roughat  the 1o- . . . . . . .  . : . . . . . . . . .  ~. :~.~,:!~.~;~ . ~ ~ , . - . ~  ,..~, . .,~ ! 
i 
m 
- ,  . ~ ~ '  \~  
Wilderness 
adventUre  ~ 
From easy nature~:floats/-:.. 
to the  rn(3re chal iengingand ~ :: 
remote rivers ofour,: region;:. : 
rafting.: pr0v ides-access to  i"; ' 
locations uf i reacl lable b~.i.- 
any other..meailsi:~~"lt's a,: ,-i 
i. 
.ithers.!B!C. • 
• Whi te  water  " 
day  t r ips  - Ju ly  
th rough 
rafting, wildlife viewing, custom trips • Dave & Shelley Goble, Smithers,B~ . ,.
TWO DAYS OF RACING EXCITEMENT 
Saturday, July 22nd 
Sponsored by 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
T ime Tr ia l s :  6 :00  P .M -~ 
Rac ing :  7 :00  P.M'~~:?: ' 
Sunday, July 23rd 
Sponsored by 
AI Rasko/Mac 
T ime Tr ia l s :  1 :OO P . 'M.  
Rac ing :  2 :00  P .M ~:":~. 
:!- r: 
!! 
~r~ 
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Skeena Val ley Lad les  
Open Tournament  
OVERALL  LOW GROSS 
K lm Cowburn  .............. 158 
OVERALL  LOW NET 
Tob i  Tabath  ................. 128 
Championship flight 
Low Gross ' .. 
1- Kim Grimm fiR).. ........... 181 
2- Debbie Carmthnrs .............. 182 
3- Bibbl Do=i* ..............  ...... 192 
4- Tanb Wood (M) ................ 192 
Low Net. 
1- Audrle Cox ........................ 145 
2- Manreen Mncarenk 0(PR). 153 
3- Dorothy McDonald (PR)*. 158 
4- Brenda DeJong .................. 158 
'A' Higtht 
LOw Gross 
Ter race  Speedway results 
JulyS 
SUPER STOCK 
Dash: Ron I-Iarris (69) 
Heat: Ron Harris (69) 
. Main: Cod Lemky (18) 
A HOBBY 
Dash: Cord Klassen (77) 
Heat: Gord Klassen (77) 
Main: Jules LaFrance (97) 
B HOBBY 
Dash: Wen Patterson (55) 
Heat: Elizabeth Cloakey (77) 
Main: Damy MeKeown (15) 
C HOBBY 
Dash: Dawn Tomes (97) 
Heat: Dawn Tomas (97) 
Main: Debby Retnhardt (55) 
Score Board 
'TEAM GP W L T GF GAPTS 
Under 10 Division 
Centennial Lions 10 9 0 1 41 12 28 
Carlyle Shepherd 10 7 1 2 57 21 23 
Surveyors 10 7 1 2 26 14 23 
RGS Terrabytea 10 5 4 1 33 37 16 
Skeene Sawmills 10 4 3 3 35 26 15 
Webb'aWeavers 10 4 5 1 33 33 13 
ShoppemDrugMart 10 3 5 2 27 36 11 
Skeena Cellulose 10 2 8 0 20 42 6 
Elkem Auto Supply 10 1 8 1 17 49 4 
Wildwood Construction 10 1 8 1 19 38 4 
A STREET 
Dash: John Closkey (776) 
Heat: John Cloakey (776) 
Main: Shane Meier (841) . 
B STREET .... 
Dash: LenMcA~ur 051) . _ 
Heat: BOb Barnett (003) 
Main: Jack Osborne (226) . . . .  
Under 12 Division 
Copperside 
Overwaitea 
Terrace Travel 
Cedarland Tire 
Sight'& Sound 
Finning Tractor 
Co-op 
1- Darlene Hunter (K)*I~..;.....:203 C STREET 
2- Pam Biffle ............ ; ............  ~3 : "r  Dash: Vicki Johnson (776Y Under 14 Division 
3- Sharon Leimon (PR):,...;..:.. 204 Heat: Vidd Jolu~ot Brady's FC . . . .  
4- LynncCooper.i.............~... 206 Main: Disnne Jame,, i~  Carl~nters United 
J u ly~ 
SUPER STOCK 
Dash: Eraie Perkins (5) 
Heat::Bmie Perkins (5) 
Main: Brunt McC~rmn (81) 
my Bird 
Terrace Builders 
Kerby &Sons . . . . .  
• Under 16 Division 
Constrictors 
A & W Restaurant 
Bandstn Transportation 
Under 19 Division 
C0U n ~  O n r . 
Takhar 
: Bavarian Inn 
Manuels 
i 
A HOBBY 
Dash: Cord Klassen (77) 
Heat: Gotd Klassen (77) 
Maim GordKlassen (77) ~ .... 
B HOBBY - 
Dash: Wes Patte~on (55)/: 
Heat: Datcy McKeown (15) 
Main: Elizabeth Cloakey (77) 
C HOBBY 
Dash: Dawn Tom.. (97) 
Heat: Dawn Tom= (97) 
Ma~: Debby Reinhardt (55) 
A STREET 
Dash: John Cloakey (776) • 
Heat: Fraser Suthedand (024) 
Main: John Cloakey (776) 
B STREET 
Dash: Shane Meier (841) 
Heat: John Cloakey (351) 
Mnin: James Michnichnk (024) 
C STREET 
Dash: Margo Nonnandeau (101) 
Heat: Margo Nonnandeau (101) 
Main: Chryl Grace (024) 
9:~ 6 1 2 45 30 20 
• 8 5 ,I 2 38 21 17 
9 .... 4 3 2 33 35 14 
• 9 4 5 0 36 48 12 
~; 891/ 3 0 40 39 9 
":': 3"' 5 0 34 37 9 
8 2 6 0 19 35 6 
-~:-' 8- 6 :0  2 49 32 20 
' : "  8.111 ' r3 3 2 38 34 11 
. :~"i: 18 ~ 2 2 4 34 36 10 
8 2 4 2 34 40 6 
8: 1 5 I 27 40 5 
i 10 :7  3 0 67 40 21 
11 6 5 0 53 59 18 
9 '  27  0 25 46 6 
Low Net 
1- Serinder Dhnmi* ................ 154 
2- Bonnie Letawsld ..... .......... 154 
3- Hilma Pylot (PR) ...; ........... 155 
4- J oy  Stevenson ........ . ........... 158 
'B' Flight 
Low Gross 
1- Arlene I-huptman ~R) ...... 203 
2- Helen Wright (PR)... ......... 206 
3- Stun Lime (Sm).... ........ 218 
4- Tina Bruintjes (Sm) ........... 221 
Low Net 
1- Irene Eaten ...... ;................. 142 
2- Atme Pruner ....................... 147 
3- Peggi McCleary ................. 158 
4- Alice SDenboer (Sin) ......... 161 
'C' Fight 
Low Gross 
I- Judy Whittleton (K) ........... 223 
2- Elaine Hembroff (PR). ....... 228 
3- Marilya Sinoski (PR). ....... 230 
4- Lyn Apoiczer ..................... 235 
LowNa 
1- Pat Rawldns (Sm) .............. 148 
2- Yvonne Bill (PR) ............... 154 
3- Nancy Speasley ................. 155 
4- Pat Riley (K) ...... ..... ... ..... 159 
(* = coumback; K:  Kitimat; 
Smithers;,,,., remainder ,,Terrace, 
playem) 
10 7 3 0 68 31 21 
.10 -6  4 0 40 51 18 
.,10 5 4 1 51 36 16 
:10 1 8 1 30 71 4 
Under 14 Division. . . . .  : : 
~ "  :i~>:i~ Zo 8 
Terrace Shell " - '~  !"r/ ":': I0  :" 5 
Rossco Ventures >:. 16 /14  
1 1 34 17 25 
5 0 2631 15 
5 1 22 20 13 
W~on "r "~4~ ."I0": I 7 2 23 37 5 
Under 19 Girls f " 
Northern Drugs, 9 7 2 0 36 21 21 
Pizza Hut " 9 4 4 1 34 27 13 
Richards Cleaners 9 3 5 1 31 46 10 
TideLake 9 2 5 2 19-26  8 
To get your results on the SCORE BOARD 
FAX 638-8432 
MODEM 638-7247 
To make next week's paper, 
results must reach us by 5 p.m. Friday. ~ ..... 
IAMBOREE 
Stock: Bront McCanen Super " ........ . . . . . . . . .  
(81) " " . . . . . .  
Street: Shanc Meier (841) 
Terrace Youth Soccerresults 
, Under-16 Boys 
Constrictors 9 
Under-19 Girls 
Northern Drugs 5 
Richarda 8 
Under-19 Boys 
Councillors 5 
Bavadan Inn 4 
Under.14 Boys 
Terrace Builders 10 
Carpenters United 3 
Under-10 Mixed 
Surveyors 0 
Skeena Cellulose 3 
Carlyle Shepherd 6 
Centennial Lions 6 
Shoppers 4 
Under-14 Gkls 
Wilkinsons 5 Rossco  Ven iuros  r " 
Braid Insurance 2 Terrace Shell 
Under-12 Boys 
Cedadand 3 Co-op 
Terrace Travel bt Ovetwaitea by default 
Copperside bt Sight & Sound by default 
: i 
IPSC Match (July 9) 9- Mark Kennedy (D) ........ 437.56 
Terminalll lness 10- Terry Morris (D) ......... 436.66 
1- BRIAN McCOY (C) ..... 600.51 I1- Manfred Baron (U) ..... 385.13 
2- Ed Morris ((2) ................ 583.52 12- Sarah Lambert (D) ...... 377.43 
3- John Gleneross CO) ....... 512.97 13- Gil Absnilla (D) .......... 377.11 
4- Cesar Guidoriagao (I))..504.75 14- Pierre Le Ross (D) ...... 241 .09  
5- John Skinner (U) ........... 502.39 15- Vince Hewgill (U) ...... 223.85 
6- Ron Fowler (C) ............. 496.76 16- Lue Straw (D) ............. 202.34 
7- Jim Mnns0n (D) ............ 484.04 17- Jean Nidd (D) .............. 161.95 
8- Glenn Pollock (C) ......... 460.80 18- John Dsley (U) .......... .. 91.14 
CAMPING AT THE 
SOURCE!!! 
Deluxe "World Famous" 
Twin Burner Stoves .................... $~,~- - - -  
0akley 
Sunglasses 
25%0. 
Mini 
All Seasons 
Source For Sports 
4555 Lakelse Ave. 635-2982 
MISTY RIVER 
SHOP 
Customer Appreciation Day & Anniversary BBQ 
Saturday, July 29 
10 am to 3 pm 
Hamburgers & Hot Dogs 
Prizes awarded hourly 
• All weigh-ins from April 1st to July 29th, 2:30 pm will automatically be 
entered. 
• A prize will be awarded for ~ weigh-in {all species included) 
• A prize will be awarded for the ~ s r . .~  of each week. (Sunday to 
Saturday inclusive) 
e Grand prizes will be awarded for the two (2) largest springs of the sea__: 
so__n in each category. 
Categories: Juvenile. under 16 and Adult - 16 and over 
• Hidden weight and grand prizes will be awarded at 2:30 pm on July 
29thl 
F~tth , Skee~ Cellulol| 
! 
AGAR R&W & M 
- tj 
TY RIVER TACKLE . 
Visa/Me/Debit Cards Accepted 
We do Mail, Fax & Special Orders 
5008 Agar Avenue, Terrace,  BC V8G 1J1 
PHONE: 638-1369 
FAX: 638-8500 or  1-800-314-1369 
Open 7 Days A Week 
7:00 am to 12 Midnight 365 Days a Year 
ii • 
• Auto Body Repairs 
• All Makes of Cars 
and Light Pickups 
• Frame Work 
N¢ 
re! 
Limited time offer, Financing available O.A.C, 
i 
• GJass installation & Repairs :, ~' 
• Complete Collision Repairs ~', 
• ICBC Claims Handled Promptly ~i 
~ ~,~.st~o~t. 
,B,UI=CK CH~mUCKS io f  Experience 
w BOldsmobile @ o,, ,o ,.o. l 
PONVIAC T ch~,,~-olet GaS I 
Sales(~, .~.,,.==!====~.=I,:.=_=_=_==_==_.M ~ E W  ~t ,  ~ 1 ~ ~  ouTTERRACEKITIMAToF TOWN632.4941CUeTOMERe635-4941 I_ i ! 
Leasing Te , , . r~ ,~%~ 1-800-eMCEWAN* Ji Dealer N0.5893 == ........... =-:= :::: : : :  ........... ====il .............. ==;== ................ , (,.8oo.w,.39z~, 
We Can Make It Happen A~:~e Bright Spot'On Highway 16 West In Terrace: !i 
1 ' ( 
• "ACT ION AD RATES 
~, ..... DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
:.: , .  Classified and Classified Display 
:!~AD~/ERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
~ilSa~rday;Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at. 5 p.m. 
.i{(~ti:a!l'dlaplay and classified ads, . . : '~ 
;!~:::!!! i: ./ TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., ' 
~i!i;..~i!,':i, .  ' " ' TERRACE,B.C. V8G 1S8 • '~ 
~iIC asslfied and classified ieplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Vise er 
:Master~rd, When phoning In ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
,ready., 
-/~i, CLASSIFIED WORD ADS LEGAL ADVERTISING 
o, 20words or less 
1 insertion - $5.00 
3 Insertions. $12.00 
6insertions- $15.00 
~- : *Additional words 15¢ each 
" CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
" $10.39 per column inch 
CONFICENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
' ~ Pickup $2.00 Mall out $5.00 
coverage place your ad 
$11.34 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$21.75 for 3 inches, Includes 1 photo. 
*Additional t $6.O1 per Inch 
OBITUARIES " 
$21.75 for 3 inches 
*Additional t $6.01 per inch 
In the weekend edition of the Skeena 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
ate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2,Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3! For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5, For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
;'7, For Rent Misc, 18. BusinessServices 29. In Memoriam 
!8, cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
1191 Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Uvestock 31, Auction Sales 
!i] 0,Airciaft.. '.. ' 21: Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices' 
' i1~ Recreational 22, Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
i'~. The Terrace Standard reserves the right o clssslfy ads under appropriate headings 
:)'set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
.and--tTi.eTerrac e Standard reminds advertisers that is is against he provincial Human 
o discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment when ~. Rights Act t 
i' plating "For Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
!:;;:~ The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
vertlsement and to retain any snswers directed to the.News Box Reply Service, and 
to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertlsementand box rental. 
::;S.Box. replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up Within, 1LO days of expiry .of an 
~ad~ertisement will be destr0~ed Ui~less mailing Instructloi~s"are recel~,ed. Those 
;'answer ng Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
!!:;.AIl,¢lalms~of~er .rprs In sdverUsemenis must be received by .the pub!lsher within 30 
I da~/s after:the fl-r,3t I~dbllcation.. . - - . . . . . . . . . .  i...... :,' - 
~:lt Is sgraed by the,advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
i:Stahdard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
":limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the 
poillon of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item only, end that 
there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
..... 1. REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE OR TRADE -- Ocean view 
' home on, Vancouver Island. 2 br up, full 
~ bedioom suite in basement. Quality built 
home. One hour to Victoria, 1/2 hour to 
Nanalmo ~ and ferry. Will consider trades 
dS~ for across with the house with 
acreage :O r ,wa!e~ont ]n Francois Lake 
-04-245-7884 
,, Ladysmith, 
IE AT 3507 
by owners. 
"ns, 3 baths, 
jacuzzi tub. 
and. Natural 
ews. Large 
car garage, 
Landscaping 
~r features. 
]09 for more 
SQ, FT. 3 
dtuated on 
~ral ceiling, 
d. tub, air 
with bay 
re, 14 x 24 
ted, Asking 
~. Call 635- 
=ROPERTY. 
~mplex, Ideal 
,ffrey at 697- 
T LAKELSE 
on 3 acres. 
room home, ' 
d lot. Selling 
}5.5021 for 
~ROPERTY, 
C zoned, 
hin 2 kms of 
0 SQ, FT, 3 
: ~r:hbme 3903 Simpson Cras, Large kit,, 
use, deck, fruit trees. 
635.5445. 
INERS 1000 SQ. FT,, 
In Thornhill, $99,500. 
t62; 
1, REAL ESTATE 
NORTH LAKESIDE. FOUR BDRM. home 
on 3/4 acre, one block from the lake. All 
landscaped. Sundeck, double carport 
$189,999. Phone 604-392-7376. 
3 BDRM, TRAILER WITH 2 ADDITIONS, 
fireplace, N.G. Heat on 80' x 200' fenced 
yard, wired shop, storage shed. In 
Thornhill. Asking $97,500.00 638-1587. 
4 BEDROOM HOME CENTRALLY 
Located in the 4800 block of McConnell. 
Newly renovated 1 1/2 bath 5 rain. from 
school. Asking $140,000 but open to 
offers, 635-9194. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE IN THE Horseshoe 
area. N.G. 2 1/2 baths 12 x 16 sundeck. 
Fully fenced back yard. 5 fruit trees. 
Garden shed & greenhouse, Close to 
schools: 635-3541, 
FULLY SERVICED BUILDING LOT. 5218 
Mt, Vista Dr, Terracel Asking 
$35,900. Phone 604.563,8980 (Prince 
George). : : ' . . :  ~ ' : 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, BEAUTIFUL 
country setting, 2000 sq. tt, Rancher with 
mountain view features: large solarium, 
living room, screened sundeck, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 600 sq.ft garage 
and shop. Drilled well. Must be seen. 
$148,900, To View call 635-2124. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER.: HOUSE - well 
maintained- private backyard with fruit 
trees -3  bedrooms up 1 down 2 1/2 
baths - Gas heat - 2 gas fireplaces 
covered deck- Horseshoe area - close 
to town and schools -must be seen to be 
apprec!ated; 4741 Lean Ave, For more 
information or to view please call 635- 
2848. 
1994 - 1782 sq" 
Modular Home 
on 90xl 20 lot at Copperside 
Estates. 3 bedrooms, 2 
The Terrace Standard, wednesday,  July, 19,"1995 - B9  
CTION ADS 
1. REALESTATE 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2400 SO. FT. 
home: 10 and three quarter acres; good 
well; wired shop; best view in town. Call: 
845.7969. 
1. REAL  ESTATE 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE LOCATED at 
3010 Pearson Rd.; Partially finished 
basement; sundeck; vinyl siding, Call: 
845-3475. 
Terrace REALTY aI$11TIIIIIMI$" "A~S~IATE ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER i l l l l l l$flngll l l lH NETWORK 
638-0371 
-2048 sq, feet 
-1/2 bsmt. 
-3 bedrooms 
-3 baths 
5002 COLE - $215,000.00 MLS 
Call 
-75xl 17 ft. lot 
-4 years old 
-dble. garage 
Lisa Godlinski to view - 635-4950 Evenings 
Terrace ~111111111111111911111 N EI*'WORK 
-1500 sq. ft. 
-appliances included 
-5 bedrooms 
-3 bulbs 
-104'x122' ft. lot 
-full bsmt. 
3632 EBY - $152,500 .00  MLS -t 6'x25' worksho p
Call Lisa Godlinski to view- 635-4950 Evenings 
P /HI  
OF TERRACE Call SUZANNE for 
638- ' z4OO reliable service today 
~ ~ " q JUST  L ISTED 
~ ~ ~ ,  4918 Cooper Drive, Brand new, I mBiw-~: :  just move in and decorate. 
~ VENDOR MOTIVATED 
Great starter home located on a 
large lot. 
FAMILY  HOME 
Renovated with country flairl 
Approx.. 1,710 sq. ft. with sunken 
family room. Large country 
kitchen features hardwood floors 
$126,500 MLS 
$79,9OO MLS 
QUAL ITY  HOME 
Located in a great neighbour- 
hood. Basemqnt ready for your :~ 
finishing touchesl 
$179,9OO MLS 
Your We/come 
Wagon Hostesses for 
Terrace, B. C. are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Joan 635-2928 
Francine. 635-2688 
Nel ia  / 635-1605 
Gi l l l an  635-3044 
If you . .have  
moved to Terrace 
or have just hada  
new baby, or are 
getting married, 
-just give one of us 
acall! 
%.._ . j 
New Custom Home 
I 1 o' 
3507 Gordon Dr ive 
FEATURES 
• Approx. 1 850 sq. ft 
• 3 beds, 3 baths 
• Master bedroom has 
luxury ensuite 
• Full basement 
• Landscaping complete 
• Nat, gas fireplace 
• Mountain v iews . ,  
, Largew ndo ws =..*--~ . . . . . . .  
"Modern; decor . . . .  
• Openf loor  plan 
• I..arge modern kitchen 
with 8-foot island 
' L iv ingand dining rooms 
have vaulted ceilings 
For  Sa le  By Owners  
$195,000 obo  
638-8809 
1. REAL ESTATE 
WATERFRONT PROPERTY, PRINCE 
Rupert harbor. House plus appliances. 
Sawmill, woodwork shop, plus tools. 
Welded alum. boats, spare outboards and 
much more $245,000. 624.5454. 
3.C. l l cc rcat . tona l  hat~( 
Lake, Ocean & River Frontages 
Acreages, Ranch Lands, StnaU Lots 
Islands. Great Investments 
free catalogue . flnanch~& 
NIHO 
[.AND & CATrLE COMPANY LTD. 
Ph 604-521-7200 Fx 604-25%3535 
II I 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
cozY 12x68 MOBILE HOME. New 
livingrcom carpet and matching couch 
set: Renovated bathroom. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, woodstove, $14,000 
Houston 846.9638, 
AWESOME 197214X60 3BDRM, 1 Bath, 
2 appliances, :tin roof, front livingroom 
very good condition. Dellveredlo Burns 
Lake $15,200. Ph. 403.470.8000. 
WOW 1976 14X56 2 BDRM.. 1- bath, 2 
appliance, mint condition new asphalt 
shingles, delivered to Burns I~ke. 
$18,700. Ph, 463.470:8000, 
STEEL 1985 14X70 3 BDR, 1 BATH, 4 
appliances 2x6 walls. In perfect condition 
delivered to Bums Lake. $32,200. Ph: 
403-470-8000. 
GOOD USED MOBILE HOMES for sale. 
12' wides, 14' wldes In Quesnel area, 
starting at $10,900 and Up. 1-800-755- 
3321 or 604.546-8363. (D, 9943). 
1968 10X60 MOBILE HOME. Large Joey 
shed, new n/g furnace, needs work; 
located in Houston, good for rental. $7000 
OBO 847-2584, 
1976 14 X70, PEAKED ROOF, 6" walls, 
3 hr. in excellent condition, appllancas, 
$23,000, 1978 14 x 68 2 br, kitcfien~re- 
done, new carpet & wall ~ paper. Great 
conditlon~ $19,000. :will deliver, i.403. 
458-6398. 
1980 3 BEDROOM 2-t:ULL BATHS, 
Asphalt roof $28,000. 1980 2 bedcom, 1 
bath, $25,500. lg75 3 bedroom, 1 bath,= 
new asphalt roof, $23,500. In,'excellent' 
shape. Free delivery 306-694-6282. 
Moose Jaw. i: .= 
$g85(PER MONTH, INCLUDING PAD" 
$6000 ,Down. New--14-x 68,'~2-,bdrm; - 
natural gas heat. Ready for occupancy:at 
Boulderwood MHP.: To view, calr Mxy 
638-0800 or 636.1182:- ..* : 
12X60 MOBILE HOME WITH' 14X40 
Addition; New appliances, N/G furnace 
and fireplace. Fenced concrete patiol 
Located on corner pad with view of RiVer, 
Great for children & pets. Very clean 
throughout - ready to occupy. $30,000 
firm. For immediate possession. Phons 
638-1211 (Bstwesn 8 a.m, - 5 p,m.)or 
636-0680 {after 5 p.m. and weekends.) 
THE GA,,RAGE SALE GUIDE 
Put. Your Sat., July 22 from 8 am 2 
pm, Toys, tools, baby and 
household items. Plus much Sale o the Map 
morel No early birds #easel _n  
for Only 4707 WALSH AVE, ..... $][,oo Sat,, July22from 9 ; : : . : .... ; ~ 
OUSE ON BABINE 
Ill: 697.6307, 
LOT FOR SALE. 65Xi23. ON COOPER 
bathrooms, family room, 
main living room, all walk-in 
closets, vaulted ceilings, all 
drapes, 3 appliances, N.G; 
heat/hot water. ~Set up on 
solid concrete slab, Large 
fenced dog  kennel, w i r~ 
shop. New septic system. 
/. 
' ~ ,  
;$4o,0o0, Call L i t  o f f i ce :  4647 Laze l le  Ave  ( ,~cross  f ro r r  
:RY PRIVATE . by  5 iOO ip .m,  F r iday  fo r  Wednesday  IPub l  
}, Marion Road, 
;, well treed/1 
I I I  i Pat io .  _ _  • t.49'5°°' call for For appointment o view ~ l T E R R A C E J l ~ j l ~ J l l l  ~ 
BIO -The Terrace Standard. Wednesday, July 19 1995 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
KERMODE PARK MANUFACTURED 
home sales featuring 14x71 & modular 
homes, Across from weight scales. 635- 
5350 or 635-3120, Drop in & take a look, 
• ,.;~. 
3, FOR RENT 
FRASER LAKE TRAILER COURT under 
new management. Pads for rent, trailers 
for sale. Phone Bill (604)845-2635 or Ed 
(604)569-2516, 
1976 SAFEWAY MOBILE HOME FOR 
sale. Located at Shady Rest R,V. Park in 
Houston. $26,600. Call: 845-2314. 
13N0 NEW 3 BDRM. HOMES IN 
Timberland Park. Arriving Aug. 15/95. Call 
now to secure your new home. Bank 
fir~.~dng starting at 5%, Floor plans 
available. 635.7447. 
1975 SAFEWAY MOBILE HOME FOR 
sale. Located at Shady Rest R.V. Park. 
$26,500, Call: 845.2314, 
1973 12X64 2 BEDROOM WELL 
maintained, excellent condition. Currently 
located in a the.hill trailer park Offers to 
$24,500. Phone 635-1512, 
3. FOR RENT 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, clean, 
security entrance. On site managemenL 
Downtown location. Sorry, no pets. Call 
638-7725. References required. 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 1000 - 6000 sq. 
It. Reasonable and negotiable rent, on 
main slreet, (Lazelle Ave.), main floor- 
prime location - suitable for retail and 
office, Ph. 638.0555. 
2 BEDROOM HOME ON 2 acres In 
Kleanza. $750.00 mth. Call 635.5339. 
WATERFRONT COTTAGE AT LAKELSE 
Lake 10 mln. walk to Furlong 5 mln. drive 
to ML Layton Hotspdngs. Full kitchen, 
shower, dock. 798-2496, 
2 BEDROOM APT, FOR RENT if/stove 
drsp. Paved Parking. Avail. July 15/95. 
$575,00 per month, No Pets. Call 635- 
2556, 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH YARD, 
garage, laundff room. Nonsmokers, no 
pets. References required. $850.00 
/month, 635-5081. 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION IN A TWO 
Bedroom trailer, vehicle an asset, 
Working person preferred: Includes ~lity, 
laundry, hot tub. $375,00 per month 
Phone 635.5673. 
LARGE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR RENT 
or room & board fully ft~rnlshed T.V. & 
cable included; Private entrance. Quiet. 
Eocated:, l~mile, h~ of Daybreak: farms 
on N, Eby - on bench 635-7768, 
FURNISHED LARGE SLEEPING ROOM 
"IV, laundry& kitchen facilities 6 minutes 
to Terrace [New Remo) $425/month. 635. 
3772. 
ATrRACTIVE 2 BDRM. DUPLEX 4 
appliances fenced w/gardens, storage, 
pets welcome, no Alligatorsl $650.00 per 
month. 638-1797. 
TWO BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
Very clean and quiet. In town: No pets 
and references required, Call 635-4571. 
TWO & THREE BEDROOM TRAILERS 
for rent. Sorry no party's & no pets. Leave 
message at 635-4314. 
For Leme. 2000 sq. ft. 
2nd floor office space. 
4623 Lakelse Avenue 
Available now. 
Call Dr. Zuchiafl1635-2552 
Summit  Square 
Apartments  
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courts 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635.5968 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 Nodh Sparks St, 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
reception, central location next to 
Heritage Park, We can accommodate 
20 - 100 people for weddings, meetings, 
etc. Full bar and kitchen provided, bar- 
tending available, Please call Robert 
Finlayson at 636.1231 for viewing and 
reserva~ons. 
MT. ELIZABETH 
APARTMENTS 
Special Reduced 
Commuting Rates 
(0,A.C.) 
Limited Time Offer! 
Our 'Guests' will receive: 
Mature Adult Oriented Apartment 
Living 
,Free Cable TV (Inst. Incl,) 
.Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Storage 
,Appliances & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl, coin laundry facilities on 
premises). 
,References required, 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO VIEW 
632-2622 b. ' 
WAREHOUSE 
OFFICE 
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
1,000 - 7,000 sq.ft. 
Prime in town location 
635-7171 
STORE 
FOR 
RENT 
2000 SQ, i:!'. STORE 
TERRACE DOWN TOWN 
SHOPPING CENTRE. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
GORD M¢ ¢0NNEtL AT 63S.S333 
4. WANTED TO RENT 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3.4 bedroom 
house prefer,ably in town. References 
available. Call 635-6467. 
FAMILY OF FOUR LOOKING TO RENT 
or lease 3 bdrm. house, duplex, 
townhousa, Prefer bench area. 
References 635,2717. 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY: 4 BEDROOM 
house or trailer required now or before 
Sept. 7/95. 635.3531. 
WANTED TO RENT BY YOUNG family 3 
bedroom house or suite needed by SepL 
1/95, 635-3401. 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE WITH young 
child and 2 lab-sized dogs seeking 3 
bedroom home with basement to rent 
beginning mid Augusl 1995. Rural areas 
acceptable. Call 635-2133. 
5. FOR SALE • MISC. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Buy and sell. Bill's Guitar Shop, 
632-4102, Call today. Fax 639.9879. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing in Take-ins, Bill's 
Guitar Shop. 632-4102 Call today. Fax 
639-9879. 
BIRCH FLOORING TONGUE and 
groove, 4 sides, 3/4 in thick, 12 in longer. 
Rustic grade $3,10 per sq,ft. Clear grade 
$4,15 per sq,ft. Francois Lake 
Woodworking, 1-6g5-6816 
PRE.FABRICATED utility and storage 
sheds, jcey shacks, garages, and 
snowroofs over trailers, Phone Dirk 
Bakker 638-1768 evenings, 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS, Hay 
$3,00 / Ball, Potatoes $ $12.00 150 Ibs. 
Call 798-2214, 
MOUNTAIN RANGE APPUANCE repair. 
Prompt service in your home, Need 
parts? Reasonable rates. Servicing Major 
appliances. Service and parts 
guaranteed. Ucensed for Freon recovery. 
Call Nathan at 635-9428. 
"CONSIDER rl" IT'S YOUR BODY, EAT 
Healthy, train effectively, see results. Call 
Bernadine 635.9428. Certified Nutrition 
Consultant. Certified Weight training 
Instruction. 
LUMBER, SQUARE CANTS 4'x4', 4'x6', 
6'x6', 8'x8'. Prices from $285/1000 BF Dry 
Pine. For info call Beckers Alpine Cedar 
Products 847-5551. 
1978 OK CAMPER 8' MINT COND, 
$3500 firm. Must be seen, 1981 Kewesaki 
750, good cond,, $1200, 15" Simcoe 
barrel racing saddle, $600. 21' Rienall 
boat, under 500 hrs, new top, good cond, 
$12,000. 692.7324. 
LARGE BIRD CAGE FOR SALE, Suitable 
for larger bird, Like new. $50.00 Bird Gym 
for larger bird, $25.00 635-6609, 
CHILD'S SWING (2 SEATS AND glider) 
G,C, $25,00 Baby Cdb, plain white G,C, 
$30.00, Girls bikes $10 - $30 635.5518, 
ANTIQUE OAK UONS PAW TABLE. 
Ugh, Oak coleur, Opens out to over 6 ft. 
Premium condition. $1050.00. Call 638. 
8980. 
PEELED RAILS 2"-3" 12' LONG, 2,85 
per. 2"-3" 10' long $2,70 per. 2".3" 
sharpened fence posts 1,50 per, We can 
arrange delivery, 1-604-692.7471 Rm. 1 
Matt Kenney, 
TONGUE & GROOVE WALL Paneling in 
Pine & Aspen available, Various 
dimensions. Stading at 95 cents/sq, ft, 
Also Birch & Pine T & G Flooring 
available, Francois Lake Woodworking 
Ltd. Ph. (604) 695-6405 Fx. (6040 695. 
6550. 
LEATHER BOOTS WNIBrg. seals size 
6/7. Call 638.0558, 
WEDDING DRESS SIZE 16 HIGH 
neckline lace and bead work, $250, 
Phone after 3 p,m, 638-7967. 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATTEIS 
635-7810 pae.lc 
CTION 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
17FT.KIT CAMPER, EXCELLENT FOR 
mushroom picking. Ph. 638-1822, 125 cc. 
Yamaha Endure town & trail bike, Ph 
638-1822. 
MUST SELL, ONE (DUSTY ROSE) couch 
and 2 love seats. Also black multi. 
coloured couch, Ioveseat & chair. Also 
one kitchen table, 4 chairs. To view call 
638.8874. 
2 GYM PASSES FOR 13 MONTHS $200 
each, Call 635-1975. 
DS 
5 CAMP TRAILERS, 3 BUNK HOUSES, 
sleeps 20 with facilities, Complete kitchen 8, CARS FOR SALE 
trailer with dinlngroom and walk-in cooler 
and facilities. Priced for quick sale. Must 1985 CHEV CAVALIER 125,000 km, Sun 
be moved. Call 842.5598. roof, tape deck, 6 cyl. auto $3,000 Ph 
,, 638.8927 eves. 
6. WANTED MISC. 1978 VOLKSWAGON CONVERTIBLE In 
good condition. Fuel injected motor. Pull 
TIMBER WANTED -WILL LOG your cassette, Asking $9500.00. Will take 
I~roperty, any amount considered, horse trailer in trade, 1-604.692-7427. 
Specialize in select logging. LDL 1993 CHEVROLET 4 WDR, P,U. 20,000 
Contracting 330-4342 or Ph or Fax 330. 
4433. KM. $12,700. 638-1536. 
i L ;:: ;, i : :  
i=i 
8. CARS FOR SALE,:: :~ 
1971 Z/28 CAMARO 350 LTI 330 hp, 4 
speed M21 4:11 Poem-tree numbers 
match. Excellent condition 847-6120, 
1992 DODGE DAKOTA P.U. 4X4 auto  .,,: 
am/fm, cassette, 37,000 km. Canopy 
13,000,00 o,b.o, 1-604-845-2143, " 
1965 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4 WD Station ~ ~ 
wagon. 5 spd. Sunroof, stereo. Green in '~ 
color ex condition, $6250.00 1:604.695- 
6562, 
• Driveways 
• General Contracting 
• Sweeper 
• Waterlines 
• Landscaping/Excavation 
Serving Your Residential & Commercial Needs 
Phone 638-0298 or 638-1222 
Summer Perm Special 1 
Short ...................................................... $55 
Med ....................................................... $60 
I Long ...................................................... $65 
By Appointment Only RE~U5 
Cindy : ;p%~n 2041 Her~ck 
IglOO ~.~ Terrace 
Tel. (604) 635-6363 Has Helped With Energy, Weight Loss Or Gain. Stress & Fatiguo.PMS, Skin, Sleeping, 
Diges~on And Ot~er Disorders. 
@ H ~ F [ .  INTERNATIONAL 
INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR 
Optional Health and Beauty through Cellular Nutrition 
Josef Kucera, B.Sc. 
5312 MountalnVIsta I ' i  ALL IIATUP.JtL FRODUCl'S 
TERRACE, V8G 4X5 ~ LOOK GOOD, FEEL GREAT HO~ 
Help Wantedl . THEgIMOJETIC$, DERMAJETIC$ 
Access The internet From Your Home 
Cruise The World Wide Web 
Use E-mail And Much More 
635-4189 
t~ I~,~ 
lone Nicolson 
Certified Reflexologist, 
Nutrition Consultant and Body Work 
Bus. (604) 635-1919 
Michele 's 
BODY CARE 
Specializing in:
Facials, 
Body Waxing, 
& Nail Care 
3992-A Old L=k¢ls¢ Lake Driv¢, 
Tcr,|c¢, e,C. VSO 3VI 
Phone 638-1949 
for into,me|ion 
Own¢,; MICHEL~ CLARKSON 
KECHENS 
Oikos  Bu i lders  
Fine European Style Cabinets 
Beautifully Installed 
Call us; we'll help you with design, colour & costs. 
Ron & Donna Orr 635-6309 phone & ~x 
Finishing Carpentry, Residential Construction & Renovations 
Advert~bv&C~7~g Services 
TF~VISION • .~ I~T • VIDEO 
G E T ~ R H E  SU LTS 
CHRIS HOL~JY~P ~ 638-0977 
rdIV, M is tann  
-- i 
Char ters  
Will take you and 
your party to the 
best fishing and 
diving locations in 
the Northwesfl 
For More Info 
Phone (604)635-9350 Fax (604)635-9350 
Let us take care of your paperwork! 
• Computerized Accounting 
• Word Processing 
• Filing ,Faxing ,Photocopying 
• Relief Clerical Work for Employers 
Effective Office Services 
635-5869 
DJ MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
• Custom Housing • Finishing 
• Residential Framing • Foundations 
• Commercial Renovations 
i cl.j.,,~ q/v~,~,t.,e o,, ,,ECWoj,.,,,.,f,~p E..t..~o,,~ 
Phone 635-1745 Fax 635-1748 
PET GROOMING 
(All Breeds) 
Convenient Professional Care 
Lorraine Moth 
638-0929 
4450C Greig Avenue 
Tues,- Sat. 
8 AM - 5 PM 
You've Tried The Rest, Why Not Try 
fine dinin9 at 
4036 Motz Road 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 4A6 
f:f~./~nc, ¢'~Yt9- 20/7 
Educational Toys For All Ages 
~) 'o  Posters • Books 
• Games • Puzzles 
and more 
The Science & 
Nature Co. 
Skeena Mall 635-1887 
flairwave  
SALON BARBER SHOP 
We are currently seeking a 
Hairstylist 
Full or Part-time 
Hours negotiable. 
Apply with resume, 
Tuesday to Thursday. 
Attention: Dlanna Janas 
or Phone after 6 p,m. 
638-1831 
J ~  4644 Lakelse Ave.Terrace, BC M ........................ 1 . . . .  -- ~ 
- ru~. . . . . , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o am 
Wed-Thur . , . . . . . . , . . .  e am - 7 pm 
635-5727 - , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : " .... . .. m :g~-,
*ev . r t l r t lg l l t  by  .ppt .  on ly  
Coast Chipper 
I_   :LServtces 
Chips Stumps to Mulch with Minimum 
Landscape Damage 
"'1 
Free Estimates 
638-1786 
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8. CARS FOR SALE 
1990 FIREBIRD FORMULA, 305 T,P.I. 
Excellent mileage, 5 spd. Standard 
$4500.00. Kenwood Stereo, glass T roof, 
new tires, loaded $13,000.00 firm. 1-604- 
692-3122, 9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1981 TOYOTA AUTO TRANS 4 door. 
Good body condition, New parts 
$1000.00, Ca, 638.8010, 
1977 CADILLAC COUPE DEVILLE 
$900,00 635.7756 after.6 p,m. 
• 1988 DODGE OMNI, 4 DOOR hatchback, 
clean always garaged. Only 76 000 km 5 
speed, $3750 00 632.4959 
1990 25 ~ ANNIVERSARY EDITION 
MustangG.T..Ioaded, 4800 km, 5 centre 
line- rims & Stock wheels, car cover l yrl 
e~ended, warranty left -no test pilots 
638-0950; 
1988 PONTIAC FIREFLY. $1500 OBO 
635:4247 before 8 p.m 
1990 HONDA CIVIC DX. hatchback, red, 
5 speed, cloth interior, $7,995. Call 638- 
8171 dlr #9662. 
1992. MAZDA PROTEGE SE. POWER 
sunroof, stereo, spoiler, factory warranty. 
$10,495. Call 636-8171 dlr #9662. 
1988 CHEW CORSICA, VERY CLEAN 
new struts, Sale $4,750/Call 638-6171 dlr 
#9662. 
1990 ~ VOLKSWAGON JETrA GL 5- 
speed,-4;door,: AC, 54,000 km. Premium 
Condition, $10,000,00, Call 638-8960: 
Need a Company Car, 
a specialized truck or 
, a whole fleet? 
W'hatever your business vehicle 
needs, I have the knowledge to 
find the vehicle and the plan to 
suit your requirements. 
Norm Flann 
635-4941 
'l-eoo-mc~AN ~ 
iMCEwan l 
I ~ '  ~ " ~"°~-  - I  
Hwy. 16 West ' Terrace I 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
1986 SUBARU GL 2 WD WAGON 
roD,rack, p. mirrors, cassette. $2500 
OBO. Ph. 796-2551 eves. only, 
1989 JEEP YJ. 6 CYLINDER 72,000 kin; 
Standard, cassette/ stereo, tilt, soft & 
bikini top, carpeted back and bench seat, 
with trailer ~itch. Asking $8500,00. In 
Dease Lk. But will show in Terrace, 
Christine 771.4114 or 771-3403. 
1988 YJ JEEP LAREDO 6 CYC. 5 spd, 
Hardtop, soft top, bikini top, hitch, 
$10,500. 1969 Dodge Tandem 34,000 Ib 
rear end. Farm truck, $1000. 1-604-692; 
7072, 
1986 DODGE SHORTBOX 4X4 318 4 
s~)eed, 90,000 km. Very good condition 
$6500, 6 1/2 ft. Valley camper, furnace, 
stove, icebox $1400. 632-5199. 
1984 DODGE EXTENDED VAN 318 mag 
wheels, extrarims, tires, running boards, 
alarm radar detector, h.d, trailer hithch, 
alpine stereo, insulated, highway miles. 
Must be seen. $8,000 635.3951. 
TANDEM GRAVEL TRUCK, 1972 
Lovieville gravel truck 9000 - asking 
$12,500. Misc. parts for sale 841-4 speed 
transmission with power tower. 5 speed 
spicer transmission 636.2490. After 6 
p.m. 
r~ l~ l - i  | / l ; :  i :  
CTION AD 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1989 F350 FORD 4X4 7.3 L DIESEL, 5 
Speed, duals, RSF mechanics box w/rear 
deck, low kms, excellent conditionS23,500 
OBO. 847-1939 after5 p.m. 
638.8093 1992 FORD AEROSTAR XLT 
Van, 7 passenger, tilt, cruise control; air 
conditioning, power lumber seats, power 
locks, power windows, cassette stereo, 
roof rack, towing package, $17,500,00, 
1986 FORD BRONCO XLT in E.C. 
80,000 km on motor $10,000 OBO 604- 
632.2394, Kitimat, 
1971 FORD 4X4, 460, AUTOMATIC 
summer driven only since complete frame 
up rebuild. 7500 miles. 38" swampers. 
$9500. 847-5385. 
1993 SONOMA SLE EXTENDED CAB; 
V-6, 5-speed. box.liner, canopy, only 
16,000 kms, under warranty, excellent 
condition, asking: $12,500. (Or will take 
partial trade- What have you?) Call: 845- 
7496 (Houston). 
1994 NISSAN PATHFINDER. V-6 5- 
speed, a/c, cruise, tilt. Compare 
anywherel $23,995, Call 638-8171 dlr 
#9662. 
1992 FORD EXPLORER. V-6, AUTO, a/c, 
cruise, tilt. $19,995, Call 638-8171 dlr 
#9662. 
We're  Here  to  Help!  
Victor Cavalheiro and Steve Butler work as a team to 
help you. Together they have over 50 years of sales 
experience. Come in today for all your 
personal/commercial vehicle needs. 
l "  ' ' !  Terrace 1 .... m 
TERRACE 635-4941 KITIMAT 632-4941 • 
OUT OFTOWN CLJS'I:OMERS PLEASE CALL 1-800-SMCEWAN* 
11, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1986 ROYAL NTERNATIONAL. 5 th 
wheel 40 ft., 2 roof a/c, 4 Burner Range 
w/oven, washer Dryer, 2 furnaces, fully 
winterized, microwave, Queen bed, much 
more, 635-5874, 
1984 CROSS COUNTRY CLASS A 
motorhome, 30 ft,, R-bedroom model. 
Built.ins, microwave, blender, vacuum, 
$36,500. Will consider newer 5th wheel in 
trade, 842-5420, 
76 20' FORD MOTORHOME E.C, 
$7500.00. '89 21 1/2' Yukon 5th wheel, 
E,C. A.C. Microwave. $12,500.00 with 
hitch, 635-2190. 
1987 PROWLER REGAL 27.5 FT. 5th 
wheel. NC, awning, electric lacks, stereo, 
cable hook-up, like.new. $18,500. OBO 
642.6656. 
1984 OKANOGAN 21 1/2 FT. FIFTH 
Wheel. ' all 'the extras, immaculate 
condition, with 1984 Ford F150 super cab. 
Power windows; locks; p-s; p-b; air 
conditioning; low mileage; excellent 
Condition. Both for: $15,900. Phone and 
ask for Don days: 845-2660 or evenings 
at 845-2697. 
197821' MOTORHOME CLASS C 400 
: GMC Very clean. Cab & roof. A/c. 3 way 
,ridge; gas furnace, Low miles stored 
under cover. Excellent condition 
$13,000.00 1-604-698-7910, 
1984 PACE ARROW 34 FT.; NEW Motor; 
tires; double glass; Inverter solar panels; 
loaded. Call: 845-2417 (Houston), , 
MUST SEW 1994 RUSTLER TRAVEL 
Trailer 27 feet, awning, microwave, 
stereo, a/c, sleeps 7+, T.V ..... No GST. 
$21,000.00 OBO. 636-3280. 
FOR SALE 21' TRAVEL TRAILER E.C. 
$6500:00. Phone 635-4528. " 
1979 17 1/2' TANDEM TRAVEL AIR 
Travel trailer. Fridge, ~tove, bathroom, 
sleeps six. In good condition. $4300.00 
635-3677, 
8 WHEEL ATV USED AND DEMO Units 
available from $2500 and up. 847-8988, 
1987 FORD 350 26 FT. MOTORHOME' 
low, low km's. Mint condition. $23,995. 
Call 638-8171 dlr #9662. 
12. MOTORCYCLES 
1979 HONDA HAWK, 450 CC. GOOD 
Condition. Asking $500.00 635-7091. 
14. BOATS & MARINE :::~,,; 
,19 1/2 FT. BAYUNER; VOLVO inboard.., 
outboard; low hoUis, $i0,500. Calli :845- 
2772 or 845;7325. 
11, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT ON trailer. 
Volvo diesel, 280-drive. 140 gallon fuel 
tanks. Full-length convertible canvas top, 
Cruises 25 • mph loaded, Costs 50 c/mile 
tO operate, VHG radio, depth-finder, 
compass, downriggers, Offers? Klaus 
638-8854. 
1979 GLASTON CARLSON 16' SKI Boat 
150 hp Evinrude O.B. + 55 m I:)h, 3 props, 
ski bar, Calkins trailer, new clearcoat. A 
steal.at $7200.847-8842. 
21' CAMPION HARDTOP, 188 HP Merc 
leg, 10 hp Honda, VHF Radio. 
Downriggers, StoveFridge, Setto fish. 
$14,000. 567-9470. 
15 1/2 HOURSTON GLASSCRAFT 75 
merc, Many extras $7500. ODD 632. 
2430. 
FAMILY FUN 1992 23 FT. SANTANA 
includes main sail & Jib; Furling, quick 
sel Upsleeps 4, includes trailor, Call 635. 
2256. 
MERCURY OUTBOARD MOTOR Shod 
shaft 25 h.p. w/tank extra prop $1100. 
638-1665; 
.JET BOAT, SKI/DRAG C/W TRAILER 
pantera hull, seats 5. Berkleyjet, 454, 500 
+ hp. Runs mint. Excellent condition, 
$9000.00 firm. 1.604-692-3122. 
13ft. ITALIAN MADE INFLATABLE BOAT 
with 25hp Yamaha outboard, Includes 
pump paddles and shore wheels. Asking 
$4500. Ca I: (Houston) 845-7365. 
24' BAYLINER BOAT, 96 HRS ON 350 
Chev. motor. Volvo Penta leg, EZ load 
Irailer, ~19,000. Wayne 771:5231 Dease 
Lake. 
15. MACHINERY 
1989 FELLER BUNCHER 1187 C 
Haricana. head. Whole machine is in 
excellent shape. No 1-604-698-7359 eve. 
GOOD TANDEM LOG TRAILERS:, B.C, 
Certified: Phone: 835-2212. Equipped 
with sc working scales, or Phone: 845. 
.7857 (Henry). 
1973 FORD ~IODEL. 4500 INDUSTRIAL 
tractors with loader. Needs crankshaft 3 
cyc, $2000, Tractor mount flail ditch 
mower. $3500 1-604-692-7072. 
1969 CASE 580 CK BACKHOE; NEW 
~notor; brakes transmission and pump 
back tires 70% •tread New Kinpln 
bushings. $9500. (0bo).Call:845-7243. 
15-TON RT'GRANE:'6X6,RFTH,WHEEL- 
tfa0tbt.: 4x4Backh~es;' and-'dunlps; %w, 
beds, Ailt: trailer, c:rawler Ioadeis, wheel 
loaders water tanker dump trUcks, 
compactors, gravel preps, call V c 
I 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
CARTER 
ROOFING & SIDING 
RESIDENTIAL  
& COMMERCIAL  
Serving the North West 
847-41161 
Fax (604)847-2664 I 
Dallas Carter I 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repalrs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
CEDAR FENCING.  
ROUGH CUT 
t" x 6" x:4' $1.10 ea. 
1" x 6"x  5' $1.40 ea, 
1" x 6"x  6' $1.70 ea. 
2" x 4"x  8 '  $2;90 ea. 
2" x 4", x 10 '  $3;60 ea. 
2" x 4'I x 12' $4,40 ea. 
4" x 4 '~ x 8' $7.50 ea. 
,~pds.caP!Qg; Rs!spd: ,~. 
Beds, Decks, Walkwsys: 
& Docks ~~ ,~' - 
6'  x 6" $2.40 per linear foot 
for 
Q 
YC 
16" ALUMINUM wheels 
160 horsepower  
3.4  L ITRE V -6  
5-SPEED manual t ransmiss ion  
dua l  air bags 
4-wheel ant i - lock  brakes  
AM/FM stereo cassette radio 
rear spoiler 
?•--  - - ~ 
British (',, fiumbia S' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Best. 
Chev,Olds ~ GOD De~[ers 
TERRACE 635-4941 K IT IMAT 632-4941 
OUT OF  TOWN - 1-8OO-SMcEWAN*,  
(1 -8OO-862-3926)  
. . . .  (604)493-6791. 2" x 10" 95¢ per linear foot 
1986 740A JOHN DEERE GRAPPLE ~,• Compare our Prices 
Skidder $25,000 in recent" repairs, 
a,king $66,000 849 8724 DEPENDABLE 
~!: . 19"9"7~7T~ ~, "46"6"B e~gine, 
' i : , '  Excellent conditlon. Tilt blade, Pony  LUMBER 
~ "~ Winch' & Pony Arch, $39,000 & G.S.T, 
~ Firm 635.4202 after 6:00 p.m.. - Please PHONE.FIRST] 
'"~.~ 'HESSTON TEN FOOT HYDROSWlNG Box 7 between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. 
..... : Swather; $5,000 (OBO), 500 C John Hazalton, BC 842-5660 
: : Deere Backhoe $15,000, Both in good 
~:: ~: ~working condition. Please leave a mesage 19, LOST & FOUND 
: :  ,: at: 845-7488: . . . . .  . . . .  
: : :~•  t8~1:111¢~1M1=(~¢~ I=D~/IPI=~ . LOSTI JULY 2/95 1 DIAMOND 
:~: ~,: : • • wV.y . . . . . . . . .  " ' " " '  Engagemeiltring as foli0ws: 1~, ct. yellow 
::'i. , ................................. & white gold band, 1center diamond 30, 
i~' :  :;a; ~ 'a ;co~;  ?e~m?~?ouT'bo:l~ 'surrounded by !6.,. 175 di,amondiJ,tTi'mO~ 
;!-:. r keeping needs? For confidential, : we!gin .~u carat.May nave lOS[ in ru[mm 
u[y cemer area or m oowmown area or professona bookkeep ng service Manua _. . . . .  . . . . . . .  
?!, ' 'nr ~nmnl l l~r  t,~qll RRfi QRQ9 lerrace. Mapr rewara i! returneD, i . ' lease 
...... .......... r. . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  Ca]ll 638-0474.evenings, or 635-9555 
:!ii~:; UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE, : : Days. Thanks; very much, 
resUmes,~ typing, Call C,J. Secretarial, ~ ~ W--'Ri~'E GROVVN CAT 
::.638.8006, " 
Birch Ave. area on evening of June 29. 
:i TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES Backhoe, 635.2355. • : . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"3"2  " ..... 12.1 • 4, . Augers: 6"-9".12'~-18", 
• . Sweepers/concrete breaker, pallet forks, 
. . . .  tracks, 6. ton dump, backfilling, 'levelling, 
clean up. 638.8638 / mobile 638-3808. 
We can make it happen at the Bright Spot on Highway 16 West in Terrace 
' Y l t~ lp~o of 11 tl,088 indUdml fnllghl and P•D.I, DMlet |rOCk nlly rely. LlCenCll, ~lurllnce, and taxes not InclUded (~ffm e,l~/~l to tOO5 npdp. hi. Oealw may left for I oral. 111ts llnl;1~. Jjrra O~fOl may ~ be ~r~bln~l W~lOlher ofle,I, S ei d~ra ~ lot' ~ltnl!l(;*:VllkJOpfl¢.e of , . 
#11),888 MclUd~l ftllgMandP.O.i, pmyment of s348plr i l lOnlhl~lKio~la38.~mhle~e brveh~le ~u~Rs d~sc ,~.  ~.5 ; i~s~ role. A~f l~um dow~p~yrr~ni~$3,04Op~l~400lll~Ur.ll~a~POl~.rl~l~Iz~.11t ~ h l ~ , , ~  Io. lOlaUOOl~plt~n Iz ~1 .o,~sl. :, . ;  
TOtal 01 peyme~'~t J Ii I t  =,~,O O~tlon to put=lille at I~lme end lot a rNklual of $8 49830, Offer epp~ to quaM,ed retell CUllometl only. ~ kllomelre cor<l~lo~.l ilpply, Llclnce, ff i~lt nee, alXI lal~o$ r~ol ~ ~llo=: t.~l~ a~l,_Nm ~ 1 try..= mo0e~, O~/_~'.f1~=y s e .1~..I= e ~', ~Sl, 
ThhlllmilldlJmeo~fot rnllynotblcombbndwlthothotoffe!lI, BNdNl~rf~dMslb.  : . '-.. ~ - ~urllnllm~d:Z~lfielmg, lfl~. iI#l~.l~llfl~n~lrlls41fvw, l -nq ,~u,u .At  
All O'NEILL 
ehor'l;s and  
T-shirts,  
20% OFFI 
, fP l / l f f  ,ra .u, , ,  OF. ~tlA 1Air 
Your Sports Destination/ 
3711 Alfred Ave., Smithers 
847-9333 
4712 Ke]th Ave,, Terrace 
635-9555 
 /Can Anything 
• Toys, ~andy, Lingerie, Cl0thin~ 
Jeweller),, Fragile Gifts. 
A care packagefora loved 
one far away. I 
GETYOUR GIFTS 
"cANNED & SEALED ''I: 
Gift Canning : 
/ 638.O514 ~ '  ,-:::, 
LOST ONE: BLACK LEATHER Wallet 
near overwaitea (Terrace). Phone Tammy 
if found,638:7760. : .- ...... - ; .  -~ • 
20; PETS & LIVESTOCK i 
PET LOVE DOG and cat grooming, 
Joanna 635.3772 " 
THE TACK STORE, Now open, Harness, 
saddlery and gifts. All yo u need ` 4kms. 
out of Telkwa on ,Skillhorn Road 848. 
'9863. " ~.~ ~. 
SUPER; BEAUTIFUL POMERANIAN 
Dogs seVeral colours,: show quality at pet 
prices. Excellent companlorie: Please call 
" 1.604-692-3722 Let It dng!::.:i::i 
"CAP" REGISTERED BORDER.COLUE 
available for stud se~ce£ SirewaS' Jeff, 
World Champion. Full • brother Jake, 
Western Canadian Champion; Inquire at 
Grandview Ranch, Milt Swanson ~842. 
6678, " ' . . . . .  • ,,. .... 
REGISTERED BORDER COLUE pups 
~ from Wodd cMmPlo n. BloOd: lines ~ 3 
males, 3 fepales, 8~weeks:01d: will be 
l . excellent ~ st6ck d0ge;~ VaC¢lnCed.;: $350. Milt Swanson; GmhdvteWi Rancid; 842. 6678. ~ .... "~ 
BEAUTIFUL: ANATOUAN ,SHEPHERD 
cross puppies t~!with black masks. 
Turkish, guardian dogs, :Vaccinated, 11 
weeks. Info and photos available. Mill 
Swanson Grandv ew Ranch 842-6678, 
TOP QUAUTY DONKEYS, one standard 
10 year old Jack $950.~, 0no standard 
yearling. Jack :$650.00, dark brown 
:;w/whlte points.' Excelleni disposition, Mill 
SWanson, Grandvlew Ranch M2.6678, 
WANTED ~YEARUNG STEERS AND 
heifers. Call Kelly at BC Uvestook Stock 
.Yards. 604,441.3511, 
-SUPER NICE HIGHLY TRAINED PONY. 
No/bad habits: A real gem f01' little People. 
: Very get, tie; i~604:;692-37~:iet it dngl 
B12 - The Terrace Standard Wednesday July 19, 1995 
..... .; .... :.}._..:i.;. 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
I I I  
PONY CLUB PROJECT: Anglo Arab. 
Nine years old. 16,3 hands. Exceptional 
disposition. Started over:jumps. Good 
basic training; Hauls, bathes & loads, Call 
after 6:00 p.m. 1-604-695-6385. 
CKC REGISTERED SIBERIAN HUSKY 
pups. Silver, white and black; 5 females 
and 3 males, Firstzhots and TattoO's. Call 
846-5109 after 6 p.m. 
GOOD BROKE GELDING, 5 YRS. 15.1 
hh. Bay, sound. No vices $2700.00. 1- 
604.694-3521. 
HORSE TRAILER, NEW FLOORS, new 
tires, wiring redone, removable divider, 
good shape, Asking $2500: Phone Val or 
Garland at 845-7243, 
SC01-1'ISH HIGHLAND: CATTLE Bulls, 
some he fers, 4 mules, Pack, ride drive. 
Chestnut team'!~15 hh, Milt Swanson, 
Grandview Ranch, 842-6678. 
REGISTERED APPALOOSA GELDING, 
15.2 H,H. 14 yr. Goes Eng!tsh, Western or 
p~ck $2800, Call 996-8797 in Fort St. 
James to view. Leave message. 
TWO -W UVESTOCK EQUIPMENT: 
Portable Panels; vanous sizes; 'steel 
gates. Local dealer. Double Diamond 
Tack and :Trailers. Call 845.7989, 
Houston, B.C. 
HUSKY WOLF CROSS PUPPIES reaoy 
to go. $200. Also a Shelly for $200, Call: 
845-3550, 
REGISTERED GERMAN SHEPHERD 
pups for sale, 842-2277 after 6 p.m. 
i 
21; HELP WANTED 
WANT TO WORK? Full time 
positions avmlable : with 
Canada. Phone 635.3066. 
or part ime 
electrolux 
~ BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA  
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY  
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
I 
AUCTIONS 
AUCTION- RECEIVERSHIP 
of Janet Lumber. Lumber- 
building supplies, saw mill 
equipment, fork lifts, 
trucks. Sale July 17/95. 
Greenview Auction 
1(403)276-7,131, Fax: 
1(4,03~-~3~-3148 fo! de.~ 
1to e~'listmg. . . . . . .  1'15:1-27'" 
,~ ~' ~,", ~:," ,': : , , ,  ,~  ,,: . . . .  
AUTO 
CANADA ENGINES Ltd. 
Quality remanufactured 
engines 6 cyl from 
$1,O45. V8 from $1,165. 6 
yr 120,000km limited war- 
ranty. 580-1050 or  1.800- 
665~3570. 12345-114 
Ave., Surrey. BCAA 
Approved. .  105-4-3o 
JULY/AUGUST Ford 
A u t h o r i z e d 
Remanufactured Engine 
Special. 300;302-351W 
C.l.D.iLon'g Block (with 
cylindm; Iieads) includes 
free fu l l2year or 40,000 
km warranty, Contact par- 
ticipating" Ford, Mercury 
dealers. 119-4.~o 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
KWIK KERB - Own your 
own business. P/l" or F/T. 
Installirlg on-site, continu- 
ousconcrete, landscape 
edging, total equipment, 
proven system, training, 
1-800-667-KERB(5372). 
109-4-30 . ,  
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
to obtain:home' based 
franchise from western 
Canada's'leading process 
service agency. We pro- 
vide exclusive territory, 
continuous operational 
and accounting support. 
National advertising. No 
experience; training pro- 
vided. Small investment 
required. Contact Lormit 
Management Systems Inc., 
310, 10232 - 112 Street, 
Edmonton, AB T5K 1M4, 
Phone: 1-800-459-7468, 
125-4-30 
NEWEST BUSINESS 
Opportunity. Products for 
the environment, Income 
potential $5,040 per 
week. For  more informa- 
tion or presentation loca- 
tions cal l :non Bidewell 
collect (604)951-2524 
Surrey~ B.CI lO7.1.27 
CRUISE~ VACATIONS 
Franchise and cruise 
sales agent opportunities 
available, Train at sea. 
Unique fully automated 
franchise system, Large 
territories, financing avail- 
able. Gordon Froese 
(604)731-5546, 1-800- 
665-1882.. 121.1-27 
METAL BUILDING 
Manufacturer selecting small 
or large builderl Dealer in 
some Open areas, High 
profit • potential, Accepting 
only the bestquali f ied, 
Call .'1 (303)758.4135 
Ext, 1500/ . . . . . . . .  199.1.27 
CTION ADS 
21, HELP WANTED 
D8K OPERATOR REQUIRED 
immediately, Must be experienced in 
Road Building, 638.0303. 
WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVERS IN 
Terrace/Kitimat rea. Must have reliable 
vehicle, to work days, nights & weekends. 
Send resume to Box 105 c/o Terrace 
Standard. Contractors need not apply. 
8ARTENDER/COCKTAIL WAITRESS 
required for Mt, Layton Hotspring in the 
lounge 798.2518. 
EXCAVATOR & CAT OPERATOR 
wanted, Please reply to Box #6 c/o 
Terrace Standard. 4647 Lazelle, Terrace, 
B.C,, V8G 1S6, 
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY needs 
classy medels, clancers, and escorts. Call 
Nowl 1-604-635.1555. 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT 
required. Please send a resume to the 
Burns Lake Dental Clinic, Box 169, Burns 
Lake, V0J 1E0, 
GRACE LYYN DAYCARE IN Hazel,on 
has an opening for a qualified child care 
worker, the successful applicant will work 
in a team setting providing quality child 
care at a licensed centre. The preferred 
applicant will have an under 3 Certificate; 
minimum requirement is Basic E.C.E. 
Cedificate. Position commences Sept. 
1st, Please submit resume, with 
references, to Grace Lynn Daycare, c/o 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital, Hazel,on, B.C. 
V0J 1Y0, by August 15. For more 
information, please contact Wanda 
Plishka at (604) 842-6948. 
ASSISTANT BUILDING INSPECTOR, 
temporary union position, town of 
Smithers. 847-3251, 
. . .  . . . . .  
21, HELP WANTED 
ARE YOU READY TO HELP Yourself and 
help other people? We have the perfect 
opportunity for you. $1600.00/month. 
Perfomance guarantee. No experience 
necessary, 635.2165. 
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR BODY and 
face with safe natural weight 
management and skin care products. 
Friendly advice. Mall orders accepted 
Call 1-604.698-7319. 
21, HELP WANTED 
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAWMILL 
requires a millwright. So~e electrical 
experience preferred. Wages 
commensurate with experience. Please 
submit resume, Franklin Forest Products 
Ltd. 4536 Glenwood Drive. Port Alberni, 
B.c.MgY 4P6 Fax resume to 724-1166, 
Call after 7 p.m. at 724-3567. 
Terrace Community Access Program 
Upgrading/Job Training Program 
• continued career counselling 
• upgrading 
• computer skills 
• work experience ; 
• access to other NWCC programs 
Apply now 
to InterConnect at 635-7995 
funded by Skills Now 
~ INTERCONNECT 
2054650 Lazeife Ave,, Terrace. B.C, VBG 1S8 
Telephone 535-7995 Fax 635-1516 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 
I I I I  
419 
$250 for25 
words 
$5.00 each additional word 
CHILD FIND 
Sales/Supervisor required for 
your area, Upcoming fund raising 
campaign. This campaign is for 
the sale of Christmas greeting 
cards, hand drawn by children. 
Pay Is based on a per box sale. 
Fax name and telephone number 
to Harry at 1.604-769-2150. will 
return your call with detailed 
Information. 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT LIVESTOCK 
PERSONALS HITACHI EX200-1 W/2 OSTRICH BLACKS, Two 
Bkts. & Q.C. $64,000. Capefeather Trios, excel- 
Hitachi UH07-7 W/EX 200 lent productionl 165 eggs 
under carriage 2 bkts & already laid in 1995 sea- 
Q.C. $55,000, EXIOOW/2 son~ Also selling 1995 
Bkts & Q.C. $58,000, eggs and chicks. Vanten 
THREE PRETTY 
Roommates have exciting 
personal photos to sharel 
Free discreet info, Call 
Toll-free: 1-800-93KAREN 
or write: BOX 670GB,  
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P2. 
L.'.Adults onlyl~':;' : .  : 126-4;30?. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 112-4-30 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of 
Va0couver offers corre- 
spondence courses for 
the certificate of 
Counselling Studies to 
begin July 31. For a 
brochure phone Toll-free 
1-800-665-7044. 113.4.3o 
BE A Successful. 
Writer...and- write for 
money and pleasure while 
learning how. You get in- 
dividual tuition from pro- 
fessional writers on all as- 
pects of wr i t ing-  ro- 
mances, short stories, 
radio and TV scripls, arti- 
cles and children's sto- 
ries. Write, call or fax 
today for our Free Book, 
"How To Be A Successful 
Writer". Toll-free 1-800- 
267-1829, Fax: 
1(613)749-9551. The 
Writing School, 36 
McArthur Ave. Suite 2351, 
Ottawa, ON. K1L 6R2.133. 
1-27 
MAKE A Difference, 
Train, upgrade or retire in 
a powerful new profes- 
sion. Become a certified 
Master Hypnotist 
/Hypnotherapist. Free in- 
formation package, 
Alandel School & Clinic 1- 
800-718-3811, Ext,250, 
187.1~27 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
HEATSET PRESS opera- 
tor required. Experience 
an asset, Opportunity for 
a coldset operator to ex- 
pand to heatset. Send re- 
sume to P.O. Box 1 150, 
Windsor, Ontario, N9A 
6P8. 12e.1.27 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange- 
Ages 18-30 with agrlcul- 
tural experience to 
live/work with family in 
Australias, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan Costs/de. 
tails - 1-800-263-1827, 
#206, 1501 - 17 Ave,, 
S,W, Calgary, AM, T2T 
OE2. 135.1.27 
EQUIPMENT . .._., 
8 COMPACTORS, 7 LOAD- 
ERS, 200 size excavators, 
5 backhoes, 4 single axle 
dump watertrucks, tridem 
belly dumps, tilt trailers, 
low beds gravel pups, Call 
Vic (604)493-6791,13e-2.~9 
EX200 factory bkts. CWS Farms Ltd. Julie 
60" rake 4140 mike 1(403)782-5710. 19o.1-27 
1'(604)530-3166~:: 137:' i-27 "~'" ::: ;"'-': M6 'S lLE  I~OMI=S: : 
FOR SALE MISC. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stra ightwal l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800, 138.4-30 
FUTURE STEEL Summer 
Sellebration e.g. Quonsets 
25x38 or 30x32 $5,943. 
Straig htwalI-Quonsets 
25x40 or 30x36 $7,557. 
Stl'aightwall- Peak- Roof 
25x30 or 30x26 $6,593. 
Buildings complete with 
doors, GST, Freight to 
Vancouver. Call 1-800- 
668-5111, 1,~-3-28 
OWN A Wood-Mizer 
Sawmill, complete station- 
ary mills from $9,388. For 
free information call 
1 (604)833-1944 Wood- 
Mizer Canada, 4770 - 46 
Avenue S.E., Salmon 
Arm, B.C. V1E 4M3.1~.1.27 
*TRAMPOLINES: FAC- 
TORY Direct* Excellent 
for family fun, Save $$$ 
parts and service on all 
makes. 1-800.663-2261 
or 1(604)222-1263.14~1-27 
GAS FIREPLACES, 
Podable Spas. Buy direct 
and save money. Brand 
names...Valor, Instaflame, 
Envirogas, Marquis, Dru, 
F.M.I., etc. Natural gas 
and propane. Phone: 1- 
800-877-4823. 173.1.27 
HELP WANTED 
PANTHER HELICOPTERS 
needs experienced 212 
pilot willing to relocate to 
Powell River. Minimum of 
1000 hours of slinging 
time. Resumes to: 3821 
Ontado Ave., Powell River, 
B.C. V8A 5(37. 1,~2g 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
CABINETS IN Stock 
countertopsNanities also, 
Kitchen Craft Factory out- 
let. Cash & Carry Cabinet 
Warehouses: **4278 
Lougheed, Burnaby 298- 
9277 ** 19700 Bypass 
Langley 534-7273 **800 
Cloverdals Ave,, Victoria 
475-1159 *'561-11th 
Ave., Campbell River 287- 
8787 *'1868 Spall Rd., 
FACTORY DIRECT. "The 
Ultimate in Modular and 
Single Wides". Trades 
welcomed. Quality 
Manufactured Homes 1- 
800-667-1533 r 145.4-3o 
IT'S TIME to move up, 
way up, Unique two 
storey Cape Cod style 
homes now available. 
Explore the possibilities. 
Trades welcomel Noble 
Homes, call collect 
1(403)447-2333. 149-1-27 
MOBILE HOME Park 
owners and dealers. Used 
homes for sale. Pictures 
and detailed report. 
Write/call: Amco Purchasing, 
#232, 11444-1 19 St., 
Edmonton, AB, T5G 2X6. 
1(403)988-0163. 148.1-27 
PERSONAL 
PSYCHIC MASTERS. 
Live personal readings by 
Canada's most gifted, car- 
ing psychics. Romance, 
Wealth, Career, Live & 
Personal. 1.900-451- 
3778. Innervision Crystal 
Connection 24 Hours, 
18% $2.99/min. 1.~8.3.2o 
RARE GIFTED Psychics 
will guide you in all as- 
pects of love, success, 
money, difficult decisions. 
Take control of your des- 
tinyl 18+ $3.99/min. Call 
nowl 1-900-870-2778. 
Ext.171, 182.2.28 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Ca1 your psy- 
chic friends. 1-900-451- 
3783 Live 1 on 1 24 
hours. $2.99 per minute 
18+ "Better Living 
Through Awareness". 
Friends of 1,000's, 153.1-27 
NORTH AMERICA'S 
Psychic source, Why wait 
• when we have the an- 
swers you need now, Go 
direct to the source and 
speak live to the top psy- 
chics in the countryl Call 
1-800-626-4343 less than 
$2.80/min. Visa, 
Mastercard, 154.1.27 r 
SPORTS INFO Line. All 
the latest news and re- 
sults In the world of 
sports, Call now, 1-900- 
451-5575 Ext.582, Must 
be 18+. 24hr. a day 
$1.98/min. Touch tone 
phone, ~B0-1-27 
PSYCHIC SERVICES, 
Live person to person. 
Psychic; Tarot, 
Kelowna 860-6638 **2580 Astrological readings, 
Bowen Rd,, Nanaimo 756- Relationships, successful 
9229 **12111 Bridgeport, lifo path and directions. 
Richmond 279-9691' 18+ years. $2,49 per 
3566 Massey, Prince minute, 1.900-451-5595. 
George 561-2240. 144¢27 A,C, Services, 181,1.27 
PERSONAL 
LIVE & PERSONAL. 
Professional psychics 
available one on one to 
advise on Love, Money 
Health. 24 hours/7 days 
$3.99/m!nute 18 + years, 
• • • ~ ,~' , :t  7 ~;.1_-900-.45,1-4784, ~,, , leS-l~ i 
"rwou~D';You Ilk; i~ ~or- 
respond with unattached 
Christian people across 
Canada for companion- 
ship or marriage? 
S.A.S.E. Free information. 
State age. Ashgrove, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B.C. 
VOE 1MO. ~1.27 
B.C. & ALTA. Fishing re- 
ports for saltwater, fresh- 
water, lakes & rivers. Up 
to date tides & weather 
report for coastal waters, 
Call 1-900-451-6611. le5.1. 
27 
REAL ESTATE 
YOUR OWN RV lot on 
Shuswap Lake from 
$24,900. Deeded land, 
sandy beach and city ser- 
vices. Call 1(604)679- 
3323, 165..1.27 
**INVESTORS** NEW 2- 
bdrm condos, Kamloops. 
5 Appliances, O down 
payment O.A.C. Approx. 
$20,000 tax write off. Exc. 
cash flow, Rental guaran- 
teed 1-800-770-9080.15s-1. 
27 
SALES HELP WANTED 
SALESPEOPLE NEEDED 
to sell toys, gifts, home 
decor for C&M Gifb. Two 
full colour catalogues. 
Exclusive items, low 
prices, no investment, 
Call 1(519)258-7905, Fax: 
1(519)258-0707. t87.2-28 
SERVICES 
WE TAKE The Fear out of 
ICBC. Major ICBC injury 
claims. Joel A, Wener, 
trial lawyer for 25 years, 
Call free 1-800-665-1138, 
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wensr & Adler. le5.4.3o 
VACATION SPOTS 
PENDER ISLAND in the 
beautiful Gulf Islands B.C, 
A 100 acre farm offers se- 
cluded cottages with trout 
lake, crops, meadows, 
forests and wildlife. Get 
pampered with old fash- 
ioned meals and charm, 
Float plane and boat 
dock. Priced from 
$120/person including 
meals, Reservations i- 
800-626-5955, leg.3-29 
i i!  ii !i iiiiil ii i:o  
ELAN MODELS INT. 
will be in Terrace to teach an 
Intematlonal Modelling seminar 
and scout for their International 
Division, No experience neces- 
sary. Limited space available 
For information call 
(604)524-1224. 
Northern Information Systems 
Computer accounting system specialists 
~ , ~  - Abacus II Qualified Installer: 
sales, training and support 
- ACCPAC Plus setup & Support 
- Softrak add-ons for ACCPAC 
=o.,,=,.,,= - Networks and communications 
R. Alan Sande, CMA. (604) 635-1755 
0 
J ames  Thomsen 
Terr itory Manager  
Canterbury Food Service Ltd, 
Three T Industries 
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1A5 
Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
Ph. 635-9280 
Site 41,R.R. 2, Comp. 18 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
~ L ' r n  
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
, Marine Radios 
, Telephone Systems 
Repeater Systems 
# 4- 5002 Poh le  638-0261 
i 
/'~,/~/a "tNJ4,O' Phone for experienced and Speedy Service . -~  
DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
"°° '  8530 ° - ' ° '  638 Pie|cl ip, ion* Appliances Bn 
Restaurant & 
Refre=hment Anytime 
Ag~',U,S.CA..ARfO,: Anything ~ 
c=go -or~,~V=. c.,,,= Anywhere 
~, Cube Van-1 Ton 
~t,ShotS~ce ~ AIRPORT SERVICE +"  - ~ 
(.~..~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
/ ) | Business Im,,se Design ° Small Volume Pulolishin9 
/ J / Computer Tutoring 
VICTOR P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
RUSS HAMER TRUCKING & 
TOMCAT SERVICES 
. AUGER 
, BACK FILLING & LEVELING 
, PICK-UP SWEEPER 
' BACKHOE 
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
638-1657 
] 
j ~t 
TERRACE STANDARD 
:ii 
STUDENT ADVISOR-TERRACE 
Terrace, B.C. 
Northwest Community College in Terrace has an opening for a temporary 
full-time Student Advisor commencing August 8 and terminating November 3, 
1995. This position will be on a flexible schedule and some travel may be 
required. The salary will be in accordance with the College Agreement with 
B.C,G.E.U. Support Staff Level 8 scale. 
Duties: tJnder the general supervision of the Coordinator, Access Services, 
the person We are seeking will work to assist students and prospective students 
in e~ploring programs aPl0roprlate to their educational and career goals; will 
maintain a regular liaison with local high schools; will maintain a high profile in 
pro)iding information concerning the College's programs and services to 
students parents, community and industrial groups, 
'QUatific~tions: A university degree or an equivalent comblnafio~ of post- 
secondarY, education and work experience. A practical understandlnq of the 
workings' of the educational systern.A demonstrated ability to speak effectively 
to communl~ and at.her groups. Strong interpersonal skills and an ability to work 
as.piartbf.;~ team toward the overall assistance and recruitment of students. 
ExpSrience with a Cross-cultural setting. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for an 
interview ill be contacted. Resumes should be submitted no later than July 28, 
1995 to: 
Compet i t ion 95.050B 
Manager,  Human Resources  
Box  726, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
PROGRAM SUPERVISOR 
Required for a 
DAY CARE 
PACES Day Care Society wishes to recruit a PROGRAM 
SUPERVISOR to work with children under three years of age. 
This individual will work under the overalldlrection of the Day 
Care Supervisor. 
Qual i f icat ions 
E:C.E. certificate with under three specialty. 
Must have previous experience working in a day care. 
Applicants.must submit tO a criminal record check and 
complete aTB. Test, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 19, 1995 - B13 
AREERS 
FORESTRY POSITIONS 
ForeatP/Career opportunities in the Shuswap Lake area. 
Forsite Consultants Ltd. is interested Inself motivated individuals who enjoy working in a 
team environment dedicated to the delivery of high quality forest management seMces. 
Candidates should have the following qualifications. 
TIMBER DEVELOPMENT FORESTER. 1 position " 
• A university school graduate in forest engineering orforest resources management 
• 4-5 years experience inforest engineering, PHSP development and/or cruising. 
• Good oral and written communicattonskills -- . 
• Agood understanding of th0 Forest Practice Code regdlaiions and'fldd guidelines 
FOREST TECHNICIAN- 2 positions 
• Atechnical school graduate in forestfi 
• 1-2 years expedenca Ineither timber development and/or silviculture operations 
• Good oral and written communicalion skills 
• Certified silviculture surveyor certificate Ispreferable 
Please fax resumes by August 7 to John Drew -Manager and indicate positions applying for. 
Fax #: (604) 832-3811, Telephone #: (604) 832,3366 
LOG GRADER/QUALITY 
CONTROLPERSON 
This position involves the coordination of dryland sort 
and dump facilities to provide maximum efficiency of men 
and equipment. This person will actively grade logs on a 
daily basis while monitoring dryland sort and bush 
processing operation. 
Requirements: 
• Minimum 2 years working on a dryland sort or in a quality 
control position. 
• Interior log scaling ticket not necessary but preference 
may be givento candidates with one. 
• Must be familiar with interior grading, sorting and bucking 
specifications, 
Preferential consideration will be given to those having 
experience in the following areas: boom coordination, ship 
tending or bucking. 
This is a camp position. Salary is dependant on 
experience and q ualification. 
Apply to file 16 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 158 
HAIRSTYLIST 
We have an immediate opening for a high 
powered, motivated individual to join our team of, 
professional stylists. Full or part-time. Above 
average commission! 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
Images by Karlene . . . . .  
4652 Lazelle Ave. ,- 
Terrace, BC ..... 
; L 
FIRST NATIONS STUDENT ACCESSCOORDINATOR 
Terrace, B.C. 
Northwest Community College in Terrace is seeking applications for a First 
Nations Student Access Coordinator responsible for providing support services, 
Information and assistance to First Nations tudents to attain educational suc¢css. 
This part-time (60%) continuing appointment commences August 21, 1995. The 
salary will be In accordance with the Collective Agreement between the College 
and BCGEU. Northwest Community College is an equal oppodunlty employer. 
D~ies: Delivering cross-cultural training events for staff, community, and band 
education coordinators as well as orientation and student survival workshops. 
Llalsing with students, staff, student association, bands, high schools, 
communities and local agencies. Initiating, organlzing,,and promoting cultural 
activities, First Nations Awareness Week, and support groups. Providing 
information on general courses and programs, on-campus ervices, and financial 
aid. Facilitating First Nations Education Council. Advocate for First Nations 
students. 
Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in a related field.Valid Driver's IJcance. 
Skills- Thorough knowledge of funding agencies and Canada Student Loan 
Policy; strong knowledge of the functioning of post-secondary Institutions', 
demonstrated knowledge of Rrst Nations cultural groups in the northwest; mu~t 
be non-judgementsl and be able to dear with a variety of cultural groups 
demonstrating sensitivity. The incumbenl will have strong communication, public 
speaking, and interpersonal skills as well as a strong sense of professionalism 
and conduct.i ~ r " ' " 
We thank all applicants for their Interest, however, only those selected for an 
interview ill be contacted. Resumes hould be submitted by Aug.8, 1995 to: 
Competiti,',n,. 95.053B ~1~ 
= 
• Manager, Human Resources I1~]I~ ' 
BOX 726, Terrace, B.C. 
~ ~ VSG 4C2 ' 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
Applicants arc: advised that The PACES Day Care 
' ' ~ociety has a Collective Agreement with C.U.P.E. I I I  I I i i l  l I I  I I  I I I 1 ~  I~1 ~ l l i / i "  I r~ ' l i "~  I~  l ~d~ 
, $15.48 an hour. The position and wage rate are ~ 0 fca 
Hours i  currently under neg°tiati°n with C ' U ' P ' E ' o f  Work  . , : , " r - .  Development Canada :ssources humalnes Canada . n a  
Approx mately 35 hours per week " ,P . - '= '  T I , .^  I,-I  / .: ~.~.::iPinkertonsofCanada,LtdlhasimmediateoPenings,. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.~;n / lUG JM I~ I~ I IG= n ' 
• . . . . . ,  " ;7 Mrs .  . . . . . . . .  Judy  Scrbto  '=n . . . . .  . . . . ; ; ;  ~ ;~ 'r ~': "'.- . . . . . .  • " " . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  ., , : - ,  ' :.;/.:":~ ~::.~6rii specialized - • secuiity persOnneL ~'. We;~' seek 
President PAC.E.S. Day Care Society ' ,  ..~./;-.~: i~ ': Have lawn, will mow. ~ : / I  i individuals who can respond to service calls in, Ne w 
:'": ........ TerraceP'O"B°x'6~ " . . . . . . .  i: I /  Have fence will "aint. • : ' :/I ' HazetonFFerrace and,Prince Rupert areas. Approx.:15 
. , .. I-' oo ; - - , , - '~ : J i  . h0ursper  Week. Scheduled duties plus emergency V8G 4A2 " . . 
For more nformat0ncontact:"~~ ' ,,., Have  office, will staff. . ,:.i:~...:;,', ' J l  • : .icalls, between 6am:  & lO p.m. occasionally. Pay: 
" Kim Tobin at 635-1351 ; i : i  : ' ..... H,',ve an,,' labour needs will meet ~ ~ ~' / _ $200. per week for scheduled work plus $50.00' per 
• Closing Date :25thAugust  1995~ i~ ' /~  : :  , ," l . /=  . .. ' .t,. " j  | II emergency call outs. Mdeage allowance on personal 
i /  t i a ra  n lgn  expecrar lOns '  wi l l  exceea  ~l~/ l r ' t  Jl~ J~' . . . . . . .  ' Ji vehicle use. Ther e s good 0ppo~unityfo r futui:e : 
• ' " - " / " I  expansion in this work and for increased income, .:... ., , 
| Work may Suit semi-retired persons Abackground STUDENTS . . . . , . .  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  I I 
COMMUNITY  EDUCATIONAL ADMIN ISTRATOR • / - in policing, military o r  security may bean  asset.  I 
Queen Charlotte lslands R_':t_K.71_".IZl. lnP_ i ") rt / I  I Serious applicants only"please, With" i lOng-term I 
v v v  - - ,  ~--,r~l ' vv~,~, . .  ------. v .  / I availability. IrltereSted,. 1 parties,. . should Submi t , .  ,,, .resUmes.,.: . ~J 
Northwest Community College has an opening fora Community Canada Employment  / II to: ; . . . .  . : ;, . ; , ~ , ,  ,i.';i::,i::~:,;: :i 
Education.Administrator in the Queen Charlotte Islands. This I 
continuing half-tlrne position commences August 21. 1995. Flexible Centre  for Students  / II I " " : , ,~  Pinkerton s of Canada Ud. . i, :,~i~;~ i:~il;'.il:~i:i ~  
hours and some travelmay be required. The salary will be Support , . -, 4632 Lazelle Avenue / I I ";"i!:iii!i'i'27Derwent Way, " " ~!:;:i::-:~iii~i!i;!ii!iii:!ili!,';~!i:!';ii:l 
CollegeStaff Level 7 in accordance.with the collective agreement between t h e a n d  the B.C:G.E.U. ~ Terrace, B.C. /I .:."~D~.e.!ta,:,B.,. ic.' .. .... ~' ' " I ' '  ~ ' '~4~: '~ '~.~'~ 
Under the general supervision of the Assistant Director, QCI, the . " , . 1 ; . ~ '-I " I~ , ~ ~  ;: ~(~#~F ~-, ~1 , 
coordnator will be responsible for organizing and coordinating the I ~ ~ ~  ~1~ - / ;  I " Fax: (604)520-0104.  " '-~: 
continuing education programme in the QCI region and for providing - -  • " " " c I e • ' `''~; ~:'!':':~'~:~"::~:' " " 
stiJdentprogrammes.advising services on college options and continuing education l ~ ~ - a  s 1: u d e n t . "  Canada I''' / . . . . . . . . . .  NO phone a Is pJ a e. ~ .... 
A Bachelor of Arts degree or an equivalent combination of post- " . ' " " : .... -"- :: , 
Secondary education and work experience. Experience in business n m n m m - -  - -  ,=- m m m J - , ,  n BB m. ~ ~ ~ J -- ~ ~ :  ~r ' " " : . 4 F ' '~ ' 
and adult eclucat anon asset. Excellent organizational, interpersonal . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~Wl l~ J~.~#~ ~~" J ' j "~r~ ~, e 
and communication skills. High leyelof initiative and ability-to work 
,n,eperldently. Oomputer literacy. A practical knowledge of the ~ BR!T ISHCOLUMBIA  :"-I 
colnmunJtyi'structure and organization is also required. 
we  thank all aPl~licants for their interest, however, only those MINISTRY OF SMALL BUS HESS, TOURISM AND CULTURE 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should be 
submitted by July 28, 1985 to: . Terrace Regional Management Unit i 
• Compet i t ion 95.056B ~ ' REGIONAL 
Manager, Human Resources ~ 
Box 726,Terrace, B.C. ~ Census  Area  Managers FINANCIAL COORDINATOR 
V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE Statistics Canada Competition SB95:3098 , $35,5"-$38,133 i 
- ~ ,  ~ ,. ,-~ i: - - - - I In Terrace, under general direction of the Regional Manager, Finance and ~ 
Administration (MFA), the Regional Finandal Coordinator is reapensibie for: 
CONSUMER CREDIT TRAINEE 
Scot iabank - Terrace, B.C. 
Scotiabank Terrace has an immediate opening for a Consumer 
Credit Trainee who will undergo an intensive trainingprogram of 6 to 
12 months duration before being transferred to another branch 
elsewhere in B.C. 
The successful candidate should have previous credit experience 
and, preferably~ some post secondary education. Strong motivation to 
succeed and highly developed inter-personal communication Skills 
are additional assets. Mobilily is essential, 
To build a career within a sfimulating team environment that offers 
numerous opportunitles for personal and professional growth; 
forward your detailed resume fo: 
Albert Watmough, Personal Banking Manager 
Scotiabonk • ~ , ;,~ 
P.O. Box 27,9, Terrace, B C: " : , . .  ~::;~:~ .~ ~ : .'.:: :: .~ ~, ~:r '" " '  ~ ; 
• Phone: 635-2261 :Fa,~ 635-~,895 /i:i;i~i! :::',~!: ~i-~:; ~!:':;:i ~~::,'~ 
We thank oil applicants; however, only those to be ;n fe~ie~ wili" 
be contacted. 
Committed to Employment Equity. 
Scotiabank 
(Term Positions Beginning November 14,1995, and end ng on July 28,1996) 
Census Area Managers are respo~sib!e for recruiting, hiring, training, 
d rect ng and supervising approximately 10 field supervisors. Additional 
duties include the monitoring, analysis and management of field activi- 
ties. ~e salary for this position is $35,616 per annum. 
To qualify, candidates must have successfully completed two years of 
post-secondary education n a re ated field oi have an acceptable 
combinat on ofeducation~ training and experience. Additionally, oualso 
combine xperience hiring, training and directing staff In a decentralized 
environment with experience controlling act v ties us ng a Management 
Information System, 
Possession of a valid driver's license recognized by the Government of BE 
and unrestdctedaccess to a motor vehicle are also required. "lhe Ix~itlon 
involves an irregIJlar schedule, and may involve travel for periods of up to 
3 weeks at short notice. 
Proficiency in the English language is required 
Costs for relocation and travel to an interview ill not be paid. 
To apply, please forward your application/resume, no later thanJuly 
28, 19950 quoting number $-95-71-R00117GENA(WgE);~ to: 
Public Service Commission of Canada, 210 - 757 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 3M2. 
We thank all those who apply and advise that only th0se'selectedfor 
further cons deration will be contacted. 
we are committed to Employment Equity. 
Vous pouvez obtenir ces renseignements en fran{ai¢ 
I1~,1 ~=,,,=,~*'k"'C'm""= ,.c..~.C~m""="~''"°'~"~b"q" 
coordinating the preparation and aggregation of budgets in the region; 
monitoring budget expenditures', preparing and monitoring contracts and 
contributions. Assists wilh policy and pro~)durss Compliance reviews on 
request, •Initiates and follows up on telecommunications and fadlities i~ 
requests, coordinates personnel processes anddocuments for the region, ~ 
and coordinates FTE and leave 'man(igement for the region's field offices. 
May act on behalf of the MFA in hei'/hls absence~-~a~, Se'r~e on 
committees, may participate or lea~ in SlOeda~ projects,. 
Qualifications: Secondary School graduafion 0r equivaient, successful 
completion of the Financial Management end Control orFInanclal and 
Contract Management courses Oi~ equivalent related educatien~ Minlmu~ 5: 
years experience In progressively moreresponslble,~relatsd financial end : 
administrative functions and operations. Thorougffunderstandlngof 
',~ accounting principles and ~oracfices;- Prefer knowledge of,government-: 
financial control procedures, Financial Admlnlstration,Act,.Finan¢lal 
Operating Polices and Procedures, MinisW Policy. and Procedures, Queens 
Printer and Purchasing Commission Pc ic ee. Ability to work both 
independently and as a team member, ~ showing initiative discretion, ts= 
• and good judgement in planning and organizing activities ' and In eValUating" 
, the efficiency of program delivery(Able to modify established mathed$, and 
"devise new methods in accordance wtli~ phanges In.policy.. Abl!ities~t,~to 
;communicate effectively, deal with pressure of deadl nes andeucceaafully 
"' meetrequired timeframes. Prefel; dem0nstrated'ablllty tO:0arry curl 
administration snd cool'dinatien fUnction~ of a program area effectively, and 
ability to utilize computerlzed~finan¢ial ystems'i spreadsheets, Word' 
pi=oceesors~fdc'eesors and officeoffice equipment; MS Word/Excel end electronic mail~ 
e'x~dence is preferred. Lesser qualified applicants may be•considered at a. 
: Iower~classification. \ ~ 
To ensure consideration !or this p0sitlon please ~ f0r~N~,.d an application fore1 
and/or resume ,quoting the Competition umber nolater~ail 4:30p, m.,i 
August 2, lgg5 to; Personnel Services Branch, Ministry of 8malI.Budness, 
Tourism and Culture, 2ndR001";~14O5 D0uglss Street~ Vk:t0Ha; B.C: VSW, 
3C1. F AX~ (6p4)356-8789, con~¢t Mark GoWmt~:at(604)387,9802, ~ T : : :  
encourages appllmflons froiif qualiticd,~omen ~. ' d. ~en, i~l'~l~, fng,:, ~ : :~ 
' ~,bortgrnal peopl.es,=Pe, rson~:Wim #sa~"r/es and Vlslble ~lnoritieL ~ ~ 
i I I " ' "  L~- -  w"  
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CTION DS 
LOOKING FOR GUYS WHO WANT 
21.HELP WANTED 24. NOTICES 25. BUSINESS 26. PERSONALS Some safe discrete encounters, White = E 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST ot OPPORTUNITIES 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact or FOR HERBALIFE PRODUCTS OR 
Fiction, Shadow or Reality, Phone 847. business opportunity caU indepsndant 
5758 for recorded message, herbalife distributor Lorraine Andrews at 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to 845-2370. 
general public, videos; pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life Issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia, Student 
enquiries welcome, Call 635-3646. 
WESTERN WILDLIFE ARTIST NATHAN 
Pinsent will present viewing and sale of 
originals and limited edition prints on 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday July 20,21, 
and 22 in the Houston Mall at Kxim Ghan 
Ada Arts & Crafts. 
"St, Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emetgenelea: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Roy. Jim Catn 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:OO a.m. 
FOR SALE THE ONLY 2 FOR 1 PIZT.A in 
the Hazeltons. Phone (604) 842-5011. 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, 20.00 
gets you Started with Avon, No minimum 
orders, just a lot of fun, Call Jessie at 1- 
604-692-3628 collect. 
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS - OWNER 
retiring Industrial Supply Sales; Welding & 
Machine Shop with fenced yard. Will sell 
complete or separately; with or without 
lan~ & buildings. Inquire: P.O. Box 799 
Houston, V0J l Z0, Phone (604) 845.2498 
or (604] 845-7419. 
FOR SALE: WELL ESTABLISHED FOOD 
service outlet with very good 
clientele, Turn key operations food 
profitable business makes it a so(Jnd 
investment, Selling only do to medical 
reasons, 638.1838 and leave a message, 
TOHEARABOUT PURECO PRODUCTS 
$200 : " $500 WEEKLY. ASSEMBLE 
products at home, easyl No selllngl 
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed, No 
experience necessary. Call, 24 hrs,, 1- 
504.641-7778 Ext: 565 H-28. 
EXPERIENCED BUTT AND TOP Loader 
operator With industrial first aid ticket to 
work in Burns Lake area, Carl 698-7353, 
Leave message, 
SEEKING CARING, CONSCIENTIOUS, 
trustworthy househ01d/caregling 
assistance for an infant & preschooler in 
our home weekdays. Optional live.in suite 
available. Competant, experienced 
Individuals respond to Hie #130 c/o 
Terrace Standard 
i i  L O O k i n g f O r ' .  
Ch i ld  C a r e ?  ~ 
~ Skeena Child Care Support I,q 
[I Program can help y°u make the 1'' informatio .. ,, ,1 right choice for your child. Fer 1'( 
on choosing care ~,,j 
1',1 and available optons, call ~,~ 
H I~ Coco at 638-1113 ~ Holy Eucharist or Business opportunity, new in B.C. 
A free service I~rovided by the ).1 Su:nda~,School & Nursery please cafi632-7754. ).4 1'4 Terrace Women's Resource C2nlre )( available 
I( 4 and funded by the Ministry of 1,4 )~ Wednesdays 7:00p,m _ _ _ _ . )< Women's Equality. ~l 
,)2:zzzxxzzxzzzzzzzzzxx~ 
~ [  W ~ ,  RETAIL FRANCHISE BUSINESS 
="' • EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY 
CHANGES • 100% FRANCHISE SUCCESS 
•  R ESTCH ,N,N CANADA 
is under new ownership 
and we have a "~o~ = ~mo ~s coming u~d ha= now c0me ~ ~g hue Franchl.e & mnanclal Info. 
~o~. ,**o~ ~, F.~.~ .~  r~, 1-800-775-6355 FULL-TIME God i~ ~g~t, and Hb ~pe~ ~JstwhoMp ~ 
opening for a s~,,~rr~' J esus  Chr ist  
motivated energetic tVnaJ~m~Jed|G0d=d~m~l~r~ 26, PERSONALS 
stylist t0m=,~=~==~,==~ 
ti~:~J~ip, l~ |~a~l=fa~.  JEHOVAHS WITNESSES IS THERE 
An established clientele is COME AND LET GOD'S SPIRIT FLOW something about the Watchtower that 
an asset but not required. .June Itth .~7;00,PM ...... makes you uneasy but don't know what it 
Please br ing resume in ' Terrace Fuli G0's'pel Chrls~'h'Fellowshlp is? If so, you are not alone. Phone 1.847- 
person to: 3222 iunroe 8L 638-8384 4354 for recorded message 
IF ALCOHOL IS THE problem, many 
4727 Lazelle Ave. have found help with ALCOHOUCS 
CHANGES Attn: Jodie ANONYMOUS. Phone 635.6533. 
- - - -  THORNHILL  OUTGOING 30 YR. old couple looking to ! TOTAL HAIt~ CARE 
-~ . COMMUNITY  meet open-minded single female for 
outings, travel and long-term friendship 
- CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thornhill Community Hall 
Teens & Adults'Bible Classes 9:30 
Sundav'~Cool Club 9:30 
Reply file #124, c/o The Terrace 
Standard. 
;WANTED UVE-IN NANNY'0r liqe-in 
babysitter f0f 10 yr 0td. shift.work 
required by Employer involved 635-6530. 
DIAL A DOLL Escort Services is now 
available 1-800.910.9929. 
HOT SINGLES TERRACEI AWAITS your 
call 1-900-451-3560 ext, 1285, $2.99 per 
minute. Must be 18 years, Procall 602- 
954-7420, 
LIVE, GIFTED PSYCHICSI LOVE, 
Money, futurel 1-900-451-3530 ext,1185 
$3,99 per minute, Must be 18 years. 
Procal1602-954-7420. 
COMPANIONS' CLUB, FREE members 
list, "Personal Introductions". Meet 
someone special. Why by alone? Send 
name, address, age, telephone number to 
file #400 Box 2560, Smithers, B,C,, V0J 
2N0. 
25,BUSINESS FRIENDSHIP PLUS, A NEW LOCAL 
OPPORTUNITIES Clubl Meet that someone special. 
Organized dances, BBQ's and canoe 
FOR SALE IN HOUSTON Mall: well rides. Send name, address and telephone 
established 75 seat dell-lunchroom, number to file #402, Box 15560, smithers, 
Ucensed for beer and wine, Steady B.C,, VOJ2N0. 
clientele, Serious enquiries only. Call 845. 
3623. 
Optometric 
Assistant Wa~l:ed 
Part time position available, 
approximately 2 1/2 days 
per week. Successful 
applicant will be well 
groomed, personable and 
enjoy working with the public. 
Previous experience is an 
asset. Starting wage is 
$9.00/hr. Please send resume 
with hand written cover letter 
to: 
Dr. H. Murphy 
4609 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1V5 
Geier Brothers C0nt  g 
We requ i re  f ive 
Juven i le  Tree Spacers 
-must have experience contract 
spacing. 
-must have references. 
-must have work gear. 
Our commitment to
our workers 
-we pay every two weeks, 
-we pay 4% holiday pay. 
-we pay 4% vacation pay, 
-we work five days a week. 
-Tree Spacers are not required to 
d o road side pull back. 
-we can provide work until the end 
of the '95 season. 
To app ly ' send  resume to: 
Geler Bro thet~ Cont rac t ing  
' 4623 McConnel l  
Tet~race~ B .C .  
V8G-2G6 Phone #63~7290 
23. WORK WANTED 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. 
Basements, bathrooms, trailer floor, 
bathroom repairs, etc. You name it. 
References, free estimates. Please call 
Lenny 635.9492, 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 l~our safe shelter to 
women.with or without children. You 
can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It Is not o,k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
: or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe: 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE ' ;FRANSlTION 
HOUSE: 635-6447 
24  HOURS A DAY 
_ :,i . :: .- T C : . - 
. . . .  !: 
RESPONSIBLE ATHLETICALLY Inclined 
man late 40's enjoys outdoors seeks 
healthy fit intelligent lady in 40's with a 
sense of adventure. Reply to file #115 c/o 
Terrace Standard. 
PSYCHIC ANSWERS• [ 
LIVE • PERSOHAL RATED #1 IH CAHADA 
EVAHLY .RAYS TALK LIVE 1 ON 1 
t0 .  ~ OI,11D 
MONET %v~ ACCURATti 
CJtRIII ~ PSYCHICti 
1-900-451-4055 
24 Hill, $2.99/mln - | | *  
This can be you  
1 - 9 0 0 - 4 ~ 1 - 6 1 ~ 8  e :~- t .  2 1 .~ 
$1.98 /m|n  18÷ 
I 
I S  
~ H E  SCAPe EXCHANGi  
~ o ~  You can save 50% and more by using 
- our top-quality cleaning products/ 
V100% biodegradable VGreat for Septic Tanks 
VMoney.back guaranteed 
VAIl Containers Re-used & Recycled 
For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
k,= J 
Chad Miller 
Computer Tutor 
.3. ~-ivate i~t~. ~ for..adulto r children 
638-1555 
Dream Catchers 
Leather 'n' Gifts 
• Native Jewellery - Beads • Bones 
• Gemstones. Leather (Asst. Colours) . 
• Natural Native Scents 
"^"  . . . .  "'3tock or Custom Orders 
Ir_.s 
Ray 
Hallock 
rbllshing 
IS. 
T 
D.J. Odor-Miser 
,Eliminating foul smells .Our products are organic 
based and environmentally friendly 
• Residential - Industrial- Commercial - Marine - Auto 
• Free Estimates ,One call away for fresh air .Serving 
the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Smithers 
Jan Sunberg Phone: 635-1112 
3514 Clore Ave. - - Fax: 635-1193 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3M4 
• Harmony C lowns  
638 8608 
Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~ ~"~ 
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~(~/ f f  
"Gyzmo" and "Pebb les"  ~,~ 
• 'BIRTHDAY PARTIES - PICNICS - SPECIAL EVENTS ~]~'~f/ 
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS ?]¢. 
Leave the Decorum'he and Clowning to Usl ~>~' 
Steve Estimates 
o w n e l ~  
Ph. 635-54O6 
* 5 year Guaranteed Workmanship 
New Roofs - Old Roofs - Tearoffs 
We do  all the cleanup! 
WANTE D ! 
People with Vision and Dreamsl 
PlchJre yourself 2 or 3 yearn down the toad: 
• Will you still be putting in time to collect your paycheck just to pay the 
bills and wltho~ really getting anywhere? 
• Maybe youll b~ rstJred but don't have enough Income |o enjoy that 
eodra time. 
• Or your job was criminated and your income stopped =together. 
PROTECT YOURSELFI Invasting a [lffie time and effort over a shod pad. 
od can keep rheas paycheck= coi~tng in. as well as allowing you the let- 
sure time to e~oy them. No retail sales neoo~a~. 
Florence 638-8796 Natalie 635.~902 
I I  I 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Will do finishing, renovations, Install cabinets, patio, 
painting. Nee ~N build furniture. 
Prefinlshed Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, bin,  ash, oak. AvaUa~ h natund and various 
cdoum. (19o sanding required) Size 3/4' x 21/2' or 31/4' 
CALL 6,%~7'/(leave n meuage) 
OUR DISTRIBUTION IS GROWING! 
We're always looking for carriers in all areas of 
Terrace & Kitimat! 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR SUMMER 
RELIEF IN TERRACE & KITIMAT 
All F;outes In All Areas 
• ,STANDARD 
i I/i ii/>!i 
/ i  ,¸ ¸  ¸ , 
 W'eekender 
 CALL KAREN FORA ROUTE TODAY 638-7283 HOUSEKEEPER AVAILABLE WILL clean house, dependable, s!x years experience, 
Call 635.1983, 
PAINTER 15 YRS, EXPERIENCE, 
Interior, exterior, low rates for seniorsl 
635.37241 Ask for Jerry for free estimates. 
BABYStTTERAVAILABLE FULL-TIME in 
my home. Pre-school and up, 638-7972 
after 5:30 p,m, 
QUALIFIED HOUSEcLEANER HAS 
opentngs for new clients, Will do 1 time 
biweekly, and weekly, Call now for free 
estimates 635.6197. 
2 YEAR RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL 
experience, General construction 
experience (plumbing, carpentry, etc.) 
635.4200 Gary. 
male couple available. Phone evenings or 
weekends, 635.3626. 
: . [  • The Terrace standard; :Wednesd.4~), J~ly':1~9;~;1 '995 :;.BlS 
CTION ADS 
26, PERSONALS 27. ANNOUNCEMENTS 30. OBITUARIES 
DEAR CUDDLE: SORRY I GOT YOUR I I ~ ~ ~ A ~  ~ 
message July 11th please phone me at 
627-1630. I will get back to you 
companion. 
Accurate ~ Caring • Positive ~ 
L ive24Hour$2.99/Min  18+ I ~ l - I ' p p y  35  } 
" ' " * " -  Birthday I 
Nonnie! f 
eyyyyyyyyyyyyyy ,  • 
% 
TheSkeena 
Marketplace 
Weekender 
Ads 
A dating c01umn f0r 
t0days ingles 
To respond to Ads- Call 
1-900-45 !-4733, Ext 2 I 
Only $1.99 per minute charges will 
appear on your monthly phone bill 
Must be 18 years of age or aider. 
27. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
DO NOT PAY III FOR YOUR NEXT 
vacation Wholesale Travel Company 
could pay your way with Referral Travel 
Credits. Imaginel You and a Friend could 
vis'~ Mexico, Hawaii, Europe and more 
and get paid to go, Call today for free 
information. Mary: 638.1349 Rorence: 
638.8796 & Dianne 638.1349. 
THIS IS TO THE FRIENDS AND family 
of Grandma & Grandpa Grecson. Watch 
out for the photo albums & video tspeal 
.~  Births @ 
HOLLEUFEi 
After 9 long months of research 'TR" 
:~and development the Holleufer.~f~ 
Menufactudng Co. is proud to-an~, TM 
announce the errival of their new-,~,~ 
model, 'rrletan ThomM, "n]is '~_ 
extremely compact unit has a total..~ 
length of 21 5/8" and weighs 8 Ibs. ~,~ 
tl oz, Production Engineer Tammy."~,~" 
Designer Consultant Tom, Thts,~,. 
classical model wes unveiled et"~t~" 
9:15 am July 17th, 1995. Features_~E. 
Include unlimited squealing,~-h~ 
:~economical fuel consumption,.~V¢. 
Streamlined body, milk cooled'~V~ 
28. CARD OF THANKS 
~-"~- '~-% :% :%--%--%--% ~~ -: ~ -:. 
THANK YOU 
to all those who 
attended the funeral 
of Carol Linda 
Pratt. Special 
thanks to Vesta 
Douglas and Ted 
Barry for all their 
help. Your thought- 
fulness will always 
be remembered. 
Louis, 
Tom and Shel ley 
(78 years) 
Date of Death: July 9, 1995, Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Services held 
July 13, Church of Jesus Christ 
Latter . Day Saints. Cremation. 
Terrace Crematorium. 
The preceding not/ces are 
compliments of 
The Terrace Standard & 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 
CRIMIE 
, ;IOPlq'IlS 
635-T IPS  
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
C GED FOREST PRODUCTS LTD 
was recently awarded Forest Licence No. 48704 with an 
annual allowable cut of 100,000 m ~, This Licence covers the 
Cranberry-timber Supply Area (formerly Tree Farm 
Licence No. 51); We are presently abceptihg conttib't~tions 
andcomments from the public to help us address all the 
critical issues in the preparation of the Management and 
Development Plans. Our Address is: 
C GED Forest'Producto 
P.O.:Box 159 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
:VOJ 2AO 
Tel. (604) 849-5011 
Fax. (604) 849-5012 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL(RFP) 
The Copper River Watershed PartnershipGroup 
The Copper River Watershed Partnership Group ie asking 
qualified fisheries consultants or individuals to submit a proposal 
to perform an overview analysis and report ("Level 1 
Assessment") on rivers and streams in the Copper River 
Watershed within the Kalum TSA. 
This project is being funded through Forest Renewal B.C.'s 
Watershed Restoration Program. 
The RFP documents can be obtained in person from: 
the Woodlands Office of Skeena Cellulose Inc., 
4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
For more information on the RFP, please contact: 
Dave Barker, Project Manager at 604-384-7161, Victoria 
The closing date for the receipt of the proposals Is: 
5 PM, Wednesday, July 26,1995, 
.~exhaust, and changeable seaL.~ 
Invitationto TENDER 
i Happy2" . I 
, Ann iversary  I I 
' - . . . . . . . . .  " W I PROJECT # 691008 BuihJin-s Co oration am sub'ect i , uenms aria ueuole o rp 
' sam CONTRACT # F19362241 to the provisions Of the Freedom of I 
: July 24 ~ t Seal'~d tenders are invited for the Information andPro!ection OfPriva. J 
, cy act, ano any r~gulatzons, ru.ngs, 
: . ~ I Structural Restoration of the • . . . . . . .  [ 
, ana amenamenzs mercia ~! Prince Rupert Court House Pc. ' I 
' r ~  ~ i destrisn Rock Garden Tun.ds. General enquiries may be directed | 
' I ~  - - - ~ I Tenders wd' . . . . . . . . . . . .  I he. r~Hw~l hvj ~h,, . . . . . .  no, to the Properly Manager, Paul Beck- | 
"--~-: ~ ."qP/~ll ,F I Buiidi . . . . . . . . . . . .  with, in Terrace at 638-2362, Facsi- I ~~: . - . : , .~  z ~ / ngsLorporauonalzvtzsb.eoy mile . . . . . . . . . . . .  n /. 
' ~ ~ " ~  -~ I 'if, / Stree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,, ~umoer o3u-2~TU, or me uo - t, t ¢Wd£,C," D,L.., V~t J  Z,~3, UnUl , • • , 
W ~ ~ |  '~ | 3 . . . . . . . . . . .  - - sultant Access Engineenng Con- |: ' :w p.m. jmy ~ JL~, ano openeo . . 
~ : ~  ~I~ ~ | in . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  sultanis Ltd. at 562-9345, Facszmnle | . . . . .  "1~ I pgOllC snomy memaRer. :' x~. --~.. ~a~Ao.,o | 
FfOlt~ dll your ~ / r~uulum .~ua"toto. / 
Tender documents may be ob " , ' family &friends • " : . : , ,~e~~l  tainedonJ'uly 14, 1995, fromthe Note. The. . . . . . .N° r th  Tunnel Is se- J, 
~--e~-e~:~-~C~:~"~J  l ahnw nttdro~e Th,,.:o tlnP, tm~nte curee ano oarncaaed toprevent l 
public access In order to Inspect " 28, CARD OF THANKS ' / ar~e " a'va~la'b'l'e"~o'(3eneral"Co'n]r"ac.. . . . .  ' .. _ / 
I lnr~ nnlv . . . .  anQ view file slle~ prior arrange-, l 
THIS 8 TO THANK OUR WONDERFUL / ~,',:'':"~' . . . meats must be made with Jim / 
dnnnht,,rTommu~nd~nnlnl=zwTn / vxewlng copies are located at tbe Po ff BC:Bulldin Cor ra- I .-.~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -,,,.-.. ,.m for po , gs Do 
Onrolllnn= . . . . . .  a Int~ T.eh Maolcal'a World of J Bulkley Va]ley-LakesDistdct Con- tion, Prince Rupert, at 624.1180 / The Grandparents Club with a beautiful | stmction Association; the Pdnce or 624.7420, for a site tour, 
baby boy, Tristan Thomas Holleufer,/ Rupert Construction Association . . . . . . . . . .  / 
I ne c orporauon reserves me rJgnr Thanks agalnl Grandma & Grandpa / and the Terrace.Kitimat Construe- . . . . . . . . . .  [ 
Grecaon, Grand-parents atlast ! n tion ~ssoctauon- , ,, , re negortate any. te~er a~ me ww- r 
. . . . . . . . .  | .. : , : . . . - r (any tender.wdt not necessari: ,~  . . . . . . .  est o ' " 
33. Tl~Vl~L l :- All documents under the control r  iy be accepted; ~ J 1~ J 
- _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I custody of the British Columbia ~ ! ~d,~ '  .41 NONCE ,,uw...o:.o / A  B'gB 
readers:Whenpurchaslngalrfarethr0ugh SO "u i  ' I i  P 
pdvate parties, please be aware that J ,=_. .  __ _ ~k  A ~ ~ ' I ~ A  
alrllne companies may ask for appropriate [ Iding =,o , .g . . .  , - Identification when boarding and may ' 
deny boarding privileges. 
29. IN MEMORIAM 
WARNER-MILES  
Anna LaVema, born Eebrumy 5, 
1938-died lune 16, 1995. 
Survived by her husband, Rob; 
daughters Cheryl (Dave) 
Thompson, Hannah (Damten) 
Burns= son. Glenn (Kathy) 
Ward= ~randchlldren, Josh 8,. 
Kayla Thompson, Olivia Burns= 
sisters, June Wllker, Clara 
Capewell, [)anise (Walter) 
Zawaly; brother Clarence 
(Grace) Warner and numerous 
nieces and nephews. A cele- 
braUon of her life took place in 
Greenville, B.C. Internment 
followed June 21 In Greenville 
Cemetery. 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
i i i  
32, LEGAL NOTICES 
Provlnceof Minlsby of ¢ 
Bdtleh Columbia Forests 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
FOR AN AREA TO BE LOeGED 
No~ce 
Each of the Following ere~ has a proposed Pre~=t SiMeultum Pre~dptlon that will app4y If
approval to log the area Is obtatned from the MinlsW of Fo¢esto. The Wopo~ed pruodl~on wla be 
available for vleMng until August 31, 1995 at the edd~ess noted below, du."lng regular woddng 
hours. 
To ensure consldaratlon before logging commences, any written cornmenl~ must be made to B.D. 
Downle, Dt~dct Manager. It, alum Fore~ Dte'~lct. #200 - 5220 Ketth Aw~ue, Terrace. British 
Columbia VSG 1L1. by the above date. 
Timber Sed~ Ucen¢e 
Ucence Number 
TSL ~40~0i 
TSL A4OS~ 
Cutting Cut Locatlon Area Amendment 
Perm~ S~o~ (Ha) ffe~o) 
1 WEST NASS 39.1 YES 
1 • WEST NASS 19,8 YES : 
Small eusines~ Fern,Jr .~ntemrlse Prooram 
Name of Ucence Holder 
NOTICE TO DEBTOR: 
Johanne Champagne,  
owner of a 1988 Hyundai, 
Ser ia l  #KMHLD11J1U-  
123102. 
This vehicle will be sold in 
lieu of storage fee s by SNT 
Mini Storage, 5043 Ke i th  
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Sale to take place August 
23, 1995. 
( ~  Ptov~x~l o(Bdt~h Columlda 
Mint~ of Healm and 
M~y Reqxx~ f,x S~ 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL ffrATISTIC~ 
PUBUCATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an apl~licetion 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
StaUstlcs for a change of name, pursuant t0 
the provisions of the 'Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPUCANT IN FULL: 
Frances Louise Tmgar 
ADDRESS: Box 85 
CITY: Dease Lake, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: VOC 1LO 
"IY.LEPHONE NU~ER: 771-3129 
.~ fol~.ws: ~.., . . . . . . . .  
ro CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: T~ar 
GIVEN NAMES: Frances Louise 
TO. 
SURNAME: Hillgren 
GIVEN NAMES: Frances Louise 
DATED THIS 71h DAY OF July, .4.D. leg5 
Provlme o~ BdOsh ~b la  
" Mh~Uy of He~ w~d 
M ~ W ~  ~ Senk~ 
OIVISION OF, 
VITAL STATISIto~ 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given th~ an epplicatl0n 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pumuant to 
the provisions of the "Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPUCA~.T IN FULL: 
Bernadette Z]llnski 
ADDRESS: 4821S Graham Avenue 
CITY: Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: VGG lag 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 635-1904 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE BY NAME FROM:. 
SURNAME: Z]llnsld .:
GIVEN NAMES: Bernadette 
TO: 
SURNAME: Halleck 
GIVEN NAMES: Katdna Bernadette.. 
DATED THIS l~th DAY OF July, A.D, 1~ 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION FOR AN AREA TO BE LOGGED 
!Section 12) 
. o 
Each of the following areas has a proposed Silviculture 
Prescription that will apply if approval to log the area is 
obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed 
prescriptions will be available for viewing until Septemebr 
1, 1995 at the address noted below, during regulal" wOrking 
hours. . 
To ensure consideratlonbefore logging commences, 
any written comments must be made to E.: Nicholson, 
R.RR, at Skeena Cellulose Inc., 4900 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., vaG 5L8, by the above date. : 
Cutting " 'Location . . . .  . 
Form Of Uc.. Permit Cutblock (nearest Community & ' Area.. Amendment 
Agree~en No. No~ No. Approximate Locaeen) (ha) Yes/No 
T.F.L #1 4AP 545409 : Terrace Beaver River " 46.Z No 
Province of Ministry of ¢ 
__~. .Br i t l shColumbla . Forests :: 
:.:: NOTICE OF PRE-HARVE81; slLVICULTUREPRESCRIIq'ION :'~' 
- FOR ANAREATO BE LOGGED 
Notice . . . .  - 
Each of the Foeovang areas has ,. proposed Pre-Hawmt SIMculti~e PtNcdpeon for I ~  
~}al£ilgi that will aRoly if approval to log these atom Is obtained from the Minlalz'y of Forestl. The 
proposed prescription vA I be aval able for viewing until August 31, 1995, at the eddrm noted 
below, dudng regular working houm. 
To ensure consideratlen before logging commences, any written commer~ muat be mzde to B.O, 
Downleo DIstdct Manaeer, Katum Forest District, 11200 • 5220 Ke]th Avenue, Tefface, 
Columbia vaG 1 L1, by the above date. 
Timber S,~ Uceme Cutting Cut I.oca~on , Area Ammdmmt 
Ucence Number Permit Block , , - (Ha) (Yes~)  
'.__'m; A52522 . , .  133 km Hwy 37 North . 1 .1  ,. No : . "  
' A52522 • , I . . . .  I" 2 . 3 km Wutwdne Mainline 4.7 ' :': ~io 1": TSL 
TSL A52522 3 - Wolverine M~z~'dine . L2  . No -' 
TSL A52S22 ' 4 Wolvldl~ Malnlirle . • o .e : " .  ' No 
"rSL . A~2s~. s . WoM,~r~M~a~ :. "z~ ..... No.. 
TSL " ~ , e 4 km Wahine Mainline &a No 
I'~L A52,5~ " 7 lOkmWofvodrloMahlnne 5,4 ' No : 
TSL A.~s~ I a lekmerownB=~r .: "2.a " No 
TSL' A52522 e 3 km Brown Beer~ 1,2~ - 'No '  
TSL "A525~2 ' ~ 10 .2kml~borMJnllne :. 2.9 v No 
TSL A52522 - ' 11 12 km VanOyke Mzlnllne 1,6 No 
TSL " A52522 - r2 , 12kmVanOykeMalnlkle 0 .7 : . . 'NO , '  
TSL . . . .  Af,2716 : .  I " ekmVanDykeM'aNIne ~4 I~o: ' . .  
,, Na~eof~ Holder, . 
" : . -  . "'~ , , ;;,,, " C::[ "2~ ~..~, ~.~{~.~ " 
: :; ND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT :  lp' 
Thla notice ia to inform:inter~Steci members of the public that the Kalum South CommunltyRasourcea Boardhaa 
made available for you vdfintary pick;up, an Information package detailing draft resource management propasals fo 
the planning of the Kaium~mber SUpply Area (aee figure 1). :: 
., i ~ i!?. (,I~:I.(~I~!~:ii:~IIKALUM SOUTH " ~ . . . . .  :: i::i,q. 
. L :~,  ,~!i.,~, ";iI~:~;LAND'ANDRESOURCE~ MANAGEMENT PLAN ' :;-" " !',i "~ 
~: As:ofmld~uly~tho abovepackage is available for:you rtO. review and ¢o~ment~ 
io~atiG-hal~:i~ii,i:~!.i~::~:.~i:~i!~!i..+::~:,'.!~i":::: ,,:  : :!:.: v :/ 
- K~um Forest District OffiCe:-: .::.:: :,,/: #200: ~~ 5220 Kelth~venU~ Tara'co, E 
Terrace PubileUbnuy ' ::. • :~-:::~.':~i0 ParkAvenUe;~rerrace; B.C;i :~,: 
Kltlmat Public Ubrary : , : ~.'.,: :,:'%-; i:; i:::;:I'691Ne¢1i~6 Centre; K]tlmat;; B:O:,I 
- Dlatrlotof KltimatOffice; ::- ::. ~i~::t,~t i::-.!:;: 270 C~'centre, IOtlmat;" B;C.:(After;,] 
Your oomments are welcomed and appreclated.,Please note; 
September 15; 1995, ,? ...... : 
For further information you mw also cOntact: :: : , : ( / .  : :~: 
• Gerry Bloomer, Chair, Kalum South Commuhity Resources Board at 639,9400 0r798-9~98 1 ':!' ~ 
KevinKilpatrlck, District Planner, Mi,ietry of Forests, Kalurn Forest Dlstd¢ at 636;5 i67 .  " i : : :  : : 
B16 - The Ter race  S tandard_  WRdn~.~d~v.  ,hJ lv 1.cl 1_Q¢1~ 
KENWOOD 
1 923. Ford/Custom Coupe 
See & hear  the Ult imate Demo Car! 
40 speakers  .- 11 ampl i f iers  
...... 2 ,620 watts o f  c lean power  
Location: TNJ Sound Systems Date: July 22/95 
EXPERI£NCE THE OF 
KE IW D CA R AUDZ  
HIGH POWER CD PLAYER RECEIVER 
KCD-4OO3 
. . . . .  ~ • 25Wx4 h igh  power  
1 RCA ere -out  
~ , ~ i  . . . . . .  . I 1 8 FM,  6 AM presets  
• Source  Tone  Memory  
• Quad l -b i t  DACs  w i th  DPAC I, 
• Twin  C lean  P lus  Dr ive  , and  8 x 
oversam p i ing  
POWER AMPL IF IER  WITH 
GRAPHIC  EQUAL IZER 
KAC-Q74 : j  I 
: '~  i ~ ! i ) : ; ~ ; i : ) i ~ :  ".".~:;%~"" :,~i (. . ~ 
• ° 2ch (br idged)-Max.  power  
180Wx2 (110Wx2 at 0.8% 
THD,  4 ohms,  l kHz)  
• 2 ohm stable (Stereo) ~ " 
• Dual  5 -Band Graphic  Equal ize 
• T r i -mode Operat ion 
• Go ld  plated terminals " ~ " 
• Go ld  plated Line out P" ~ 
POWER AMPL IF IER  
KAC-425 
i iiiii;~ .................................................. ' !i 
ill i 
i: ~i , ~, . . . . . . . . . . .  
• 2ch-Max.  Power  40wx2 
• Monol i th ic  ICAmp w/BTL  
output 
250 mm (10" )  COMPONENT 
SUBWOOFER 
KFC-W2500/W2580 
A 
POWER AMPL IF IER  
KAC-525 
" T r i -mode ope iat lon  
- Gold pl~ted RCAtermlna ls  ' 
- 120wx lch  or  60wx2ch : 
, i i ? . 
. -  ? .  ; : :  :: . . . . .  • 
SOFT DOME TWEETER 
KFC-HQT10 
• 150W Peak  
• 3 -way  mount ing  
200 mm (8") COMPONENT 
SUBW00FER 
KFC-W2000 
A 
HIGH POWER CD PLAYER RECEIVER 
-A l l  the  features  o f  KDC-5003 
p lus :  
- Fu l l  E lec t ron ic  
Detachab le  Facep lace  
( inc lud ing  car ry  case) .  
- DS I  (D isab led  System 
Ind icator  
HmGH POWER CASSETTE PLAYER 
RECEIVER 
• Bu i l t  In fuse  & co i l  fo r  eas ie r  
Ins ta l la t ion  
KRC-1  01  
• 25Wx2 h igh  power  
• Hard  Permal loy  Tape  
H Mad 
• 18  FM.  6 AM presets  
• Seek  Tun ing  
• PRP  (P r io r i ty  Rad io  
P reset )  
DIGITAL  S IGNAL PROCESSOR 
- 1 /2  D in  S i ze  - ,4 
• go ld  P la ted  ere -outs  , " : ' ' 
.C .::: 
MULTIPLE  CO PLAYER W/FM MODULATOR & 
 '.ELESS REMOTE 
j ~ { i ~ : ~ ~ ~  " Connects  d i rec t ly  to  your  " ~ B ~ ' J  
~ l i ~ i ~ i ~ ~ l ~ l  FM antenna  i 
,~.~,~:$. ~ ~ ~  - Wi re less  remote  cont ro l  ~ J ~  
~:.".!:i::.:::~:::~!:~;:i~:~:i;;!~~~ wi th  power  on /o f f .  
.............. ~ - - " t rack /d i sc  scan ,  
p lay /pause  d i sc / t rack  
• I dent ica l  to  KDC-C603 but  w i th  ' ~ ~ 1 1  
repeat  d i sc /magaz ine  
bu i l t - in  FM modu la tor  random 
Kevin 
TNJ  Sound Systems 
638-1200 1-800-638-1252 
~ Ter race  
. .  . 
Steve Stacey 
6:" 'N 
Jason 
Check outthe Leaders in Car Audio Today! Don't Forget About Our Home Audio! 
:PRIC 
v 
TALLS THIS MONTH .w 
